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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recognition of persons on the basis of biometric features is an emerging phenomenon in our
society [Jai99b, Zha02]. It has received increasing attention in recent years due to the need
for security in a wide range of applications, such as replacement of the personal identifica-
tion number (PIN) in banking and retail business, security of transactions across computer
networks, high-security wireless access, televoting, and admission to restricted areas. More
examples of applications are given in Section 1.2.

Traditional systems to verify a person’s identity are based on knowledge (secret code) or
possession (ID card). However, codes can be forgotten or overheard, and ID cards can be
lost or stolen, giving impostors the possibility to pass the identity test. The use of features
inseparable from a person’s body significantly decreases the possibility of fraud. Furthermore
biometry can offer user-convenience in many situations, as it replaces cards, keys, and codes.

Many such biometric features can be distinguished: fingerprint, iris, face, voice, hand ge-
ometry, retina, handwriting, gait, and more. For several reasons, the fingerprint is considered
one of the most practical features. Fingerprints are easily accessible, recognition requires
minimal effort on the part of the user, it does not capture information other than strictly nec-
essary for the recognition process (such as race, health, etc.), and provides relatively good
performance. Another reason for its popularity is the relatively low price of fingerprint sen-
sors. PC keyboards and smart cards with built-in fingerprint sensors are already available on
the market, and the sensors can be integrated easily in wireless hardware.

Even though many academic and commercial systems for fingerprint recognition exist,
the large number of publications on this subject shows the need for further research on the
subject so as to improve the reliability and performance of the systems. As this chapter will
clarify, techniques to process fingerprints for recognition purposes are far from mature in
spite of the extensive research already done in this field. The first Fingerprint Verification
Competition (FVC2000) [Mai02] has shown that many factors may decrease the recognition
performance. Noise in the captured fingerprint image, elastic distortion of the skin when
pressing the sensor, the partial image of a finger, large fingerprint databases: all these factors
make it difficult for fingerprint recognition algorithms to achieve high performance.
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For wide application and user-acceptance of fingerprint recognition, improvement of the
recognition performance is still necessary. New algorithms may reduce the error rates to
levels that are acceptable for application of biometric authentication, and enable the use of
low-cost sensors that can be integrated easily in wireless hardware or smart cards. Next,
users will accept biometrics as a part of modern society if they have experienced the benefits
of reliable and high-quality biometric systems.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 1.1 discusses some basic issues and
definitions in fingerprint recognition. Section 1.2 then presents a number of applications
and summarizes the experience gained in live situations. Finally, Section 1.3 lists various
challenges in fingerprint recognition, and Section 1.4 presents an overview of this thesis.

1.1 Definitions

This section provides an overview of the relevant issues and definitions related to finger-
print recognition. It provides background knowledge for understanding the applications and
overview that are presented in the rest of this chapter.

1.1.1 Verification, Identification, and Classification

Several problems, with their associated algorithms and systems, can be defined in the con-
text of fingerprint recognition, being verification, identification, and classification. The term
recognition is used in a general sense and encompasses all three kinds of tasks. Although
these definitions may conflict with the definitions that are used in other research areas, in this
thesis I will use the terms that are commonly used in fingerprint recognition.

Verification (or authentication) systems use fingerprint technology to verify the claimed
identity of a person. Such systems receive two inputs: the claimed identity of the person
requesting authentication (usually a username or smart card) and the live-scanned fingerprint
of that person. The claimed identity is used to retrieve a reference fingerprint stored in a
database and is matched (compared) against the currently offered fingerprint (the test finger-
print). This results in a measure of similarity, on which the verification decision is based.

Identification systems identify a person based on a fingerprint. Such systems receive only
one input, namely the live-scanned query fingerprint. A database is searched for a match-
ing fingerprint, which is also referred to as one-to-many matching. A person is identified if
a matching fingerprint is found in the database. The system assigns the identity that corre-
sponds to the matching fingerprint to the person that requests identification. On the other
hand, if no matching fingerprint is found in the database, the person is rejected. For both
verification and identification systems, enrollment is an important step. This is the process of
taking reference fingerprints of all users and storing these in the database for comparison.

The task of a Classification system is to determine which class (or group) the input finger-
print belongs to. These systems also receive only a single fingerprint as input. A well-known
set of categories is formed by the Henry classes [Hen00], which are discussed in Chapter 10.
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(a) Distributions (b) ROC

Figure 1.1: Match and non-match distributions and ROC.

These consist of five classes related to global fingerprint patterns. Classification can be an
initial step in an identification task as it reduces the number of database entries to be searched.

1.1.2 Error Measures

In verification and identification systems, matching is an important step. This is the com-
parison of one particular fingerprint to another one. The result is either a ‘match’ or a ‘non-
match’. This is often achieved by assigning a numeric value, corresponding to a measure
of similarity, to the result of the comparison, followed by the use of a decision function or
threshold to convert this value to a match/non-match decision.

In general, the distributions of the similarity values of genuine attempts (matching finger-
prints) and impostor attempts (non-matching fingerprints) cannot be separated completely by
a threshold. Instead, the distributions overlap to some extent, resulting in matching errors.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.1(a). Two fingerprints are deemed to match if their similarity
score exceeds the threshold, while they are deemed to originate from a different finger if their
score is below the threshold.

The matching performance of fingerprint verification systems is measured by two error
measures [Way99, Mai02]. The false acceptance rate (FAR) is the probability that the system
outputs ‘match’ for fingerprints that are not from the same finger, as shown by the dark- gray
area in Figure 1.1(a). The false rejection rate (FRR) is the probability that the system outputs
‘non-match’ for fingerprints that originate from the same finger. This is shown by the light-
gray area in the figure. Currently available commercial systems perform at approximately
FAR = 10−4 and FRR = 10−2 on high-quality databases. However, for more realistic
fingerprint databases, the performance easily drops below FAR = 10−2 and FRR = 5 · 10−2.

In most systems, the performance can be controlled by a parameter such as the threshold
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(a) DF and SPs. The core is
indicated by the circle and the
delta by the cross

(b) Minutiae

Figure 1.2: Fingerprint with directional field, singular points, and minutiae.

mentioned above. The variation in performance for different parameter settings can be visu-
alized by plotting FAR against FRR. This plot, shown in Figure 1.1(b), is called the receiver
operating curve (ROC). The threshold can be tuned to meet the requirements of the applica-
tion for which the system is used. Some systems may require very high security (a very low
FAR), while other systems may need to provide easy access (a low FRR). The equal error
rate (EER) is given by the specific point on the ROC where FAR and FRR are equal.

Achieving low error rates in an identification system is much harder than it is in a ver-
ification system. Consider the identification of a fingerprint in a database of n = 10, 000
entries and an identification system that matches the query fingerprint to all entries in the
database. The high-performance matching algorithm with FAR = 10−4 will find on average
n · FAR = 1 false match in this database. Furthermore, the probability of false acceptance
over the entire database can be computed as: FAR1:n = 1 − (1 − FAR)n = 0.63. Obviously,
this is unacceptable for any identification system.

1.1.3 Fingerprint Features

A fingerprint is a pattern of curving line structures called ridges, where the skin has a higher
profile than its surroundings, which are called the valleys. In most fingerprint images, the
ridges are black and the valleys are white.

Due to all kinds of noise and distortions, fingerprints cannot be matched simply by taking
the cross-correlation or the Euclidean distance of the gray scale images. This is solved to
some extent by extracting features from the fingerprints that are more robust to the distortions.
Commonly used features are:
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• The directional field (DF) is defined as the local orientation of the ridge-valley struc-
tures. It describes the coarse structure, or basic shape, of a fingerprint and is calculated
on a regular grid in the fingerprint. An example of a DF is given in Figure 1.2(a).

• The singular points (SPs) are the discontinuities in the directional field. Two types of
SP exist. According to Henry [Hen00], a core is the uppermost point of the innermost
curving ridge, and a delta is a point where three ridge flows meet. In some fingerprints,
the SPs fall outside the image area. The SPs are indicated in the DF of Figure 1.2(a).

• The minutiae provide the details of the ridge-valley structures. Automatic fingerprint
recognition systems use the two elementary types of minutiae that exist, being ridge-
endings and bifurcations. Sometimes composite types of minutiae such as lakes or
short ridges are also used. In Figure 1.2(b), the minutiae are indicated with small
circles.

In most fingerprint recognition systems, the directional field is used for enhancement of
the fingerprint and, together with the singular points, for classification, while the minutiae are
used for matching.

1.2 Applications

This section presents a number of applications of fingerprint recognition. Since I have not
been involved in these applications myself, but discussed them with the actual implementers,
these examples are somewhat anecdotal. They are included to give an overview of possi-
ble application of fingerprint recognition. Physical access control, computer login and key-
less lockers have been implemented by NEDAP1, while the now defunct company Interstrat
performed experiments with biometric smart cards. Various specific aspects and practical
experience with fingerprint recognition systems are discussed in this section as well. More
applications and implementation issues can for instance be found in [Ash00].

1.2.1 Physical Access Control

Physical access control to buildings or restricted areas is one of the earliest applications of
biometric techniques. The goal of this traditional application is to provide high security
access control. We will discuss two situations in which fingerprints are used for physical
access control.

The first situation is the more traditional setting. A bank in France has introduced fin-
gerprint verification for access by its employees at remote locations. This particular situation
involves a small number of employees who use the technology frequently, namely for each
time that they require access. The users are highly motivated. They agree with the need for
security measurements (the fingerprint recognition system replaces secret access codes), and
they accept that secure access may take some more time. Since only a small number of people
use the system, considerable time can be spent in training and enrollment.

1http://www.nedap.com/
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The second application is situated in a city in the Netherlands, where the local authorities
have decided to use fingerprint verification for access to specific departments of the city hall.
In this case, the goal is to provide a secure environment for the maintenance of various kinds
of information and files. The motivation is that citizens expect from their government that
their information is safe.

For most departments, fingerprints are only required for access outside of working hours.
During working hours, there are many employees, and strangers will not be able to obtain
access without being noticed. Therefore, an ID card is enough to obtain access during the
day. Within the computer department, fingerprint access applies around the clock, since
access to the computer systems is much more critical.

Initially during this Dutch city hall experiment, the performance of the fingerprint verifi-
cation system was somewhat disappointing. Access was refused for reasons that were unclear
to the users, and employees did not receive enough help to resolve these problems. However,
improved communication and training of operators and users has led to an acceptable situa-
tion.

1.2.2 Login to Computer Network

Since access to information requires not only physical presence but also access to computer
systems, the city decided to secure its computer network by means of fingerprint login. All
computers were equipped with a smart card reader and a fingerprint sensor. For login from
different locations at a central network, both an ID card and a fingerprint are required. Fur-
thermore, access via the Internet is also supported so as to enable teleworking at home. Com-
puter access represents a situation that is much more controlled than access to a building.
Furthermore, feedback of the image acquisition can be given on the computer screen. There-
fore, the performance level of the system is much higher than in the large-scale physical
access control experiment.

1.2.3 Key-less Lockers

Many swimming pools have lockers where swimmers can leave their valuables. Traditional
lockers require the swimmer to carry the key during swimming. As this is quite inconvenient,
the use of a fingerprint to replace the key is an attractive alternative. Furthermore, it would
simplify the management of the locker system. Key-less lockers have been tested in several
pilot projects. The lockers are installed in a swimming pool as an alternative to key-operated
lockers. In a typical setting, a group of 100 lockers are jointly controlled by a computer that
is connected to a fingerprint sensor. Figure 1.3 shows a photo of part of such a system.

This application presents several special challenges. First, the recognition of wet fingers
gives rise to various problems. Fingerprint images from wet fingers lead to decreased image
quality. This problem is enlarged by the fact that the layer of fat at the surface of the skin
is reduced by an extended stay in the (chloride-enhanced) water. Various fingerprint sensors
were used, but none of them yielded a satisfactory image quality. Also, water causes the
skin to fit less tightly around the finger, resulting in above-average elastic distortions of the
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Figure 1.3: Key-less lockers.

fingerprint, thereby decreasing the matching performance.

The second challenge is that users should be able to operate the lockers without the con-
stant direct supervision of an operator. After all, correct use of the system is not the main
concern of the users: they come to swim and do not want to be bothered with all kinds of
procedures. Therefore, the enrollment of the fingerprint is unsupervised and involves no
training. The system should give the users feedback on the correct placement of their fingers.
This leads to significantly lower image quality than in a situation that involves supervised
enrollment.

The final challenge is that the lockers have to be operated by the users without the use
of an ID card or other token. This is an identification problem where a database of 100
fingerprints has to be searched reliably. Since no ID cards are required, it is important that
the locker system is able to prevent impostor access. The goal is to keep the FAR below
1% when an impostor tries all ten fingers. After a specified number of successive impostor
attempts, the system can be blocked and the operator will be alarmed for additional security.

Mainly because of the low image quality and the unsupervised enrollment, the system
performance was considerably lower than in experiments involving an office situation. How-
ever, an experiment in a swimming pool with a fixed group of users that were enrolled with
one-time supervision did yield satisfactory performance.

1.2.4 Biometric Smart Cards

A new application of fingerprint recognition is the biometric smart card that is used in night-
clubs to offer visitors more security during their stay. Biometric smart cards have been tested
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in a large-scale experiment in 15 nightclubs in the Netherlands. Visitors of the clubs had to
purchase a membership card which stores a photograph and a fingerprint. In order to obtain
access to the clubs, their face and fingerprint were verified.

A person causing trouble at a nightclub is removed. To offer security to the other visitors,
such a person is added to a blacklist and will not have access to the nightclub for a specified
period of time. Since all participating nightclubs have a joint blacklist, the person is also
denied access to the other clubs.

New users have to be verified against the blacklist. Since suspended users may try to
purchase a membership card under a false name, a fingerprint identification system is used.
The identification problem is especially difficult since suspended users do not want to be
recognized and may try to cause elastic deformation of their fingerprints. To deal with this
issue, the FRR must be kept very low.

1.2.5 Practical Experience

This section summarizes the experience that was gained by the application of fingerprint
recognition in live situations. Fingerprint recognition is harder to install than face, hand
geometry, or iris recognition. The application of such methods is far less sensitive to handling
by untrained users and other interfering factors. However, fingerprint recognition can be
applied with the very small and cheap sensors that are on the market for this technology.

The performance of a fingerprint verification system highly depends on the situation in
which it is used. In the high-security bank situation, employees are well-trained and accept
the fact that they have to use the system conscientiously. The system thus performs well.
Computer login is also an application in a controlled situation. The login procedure takes
some time anyway, and employees are relatively patient as they are sitting at their desk.
Therefore, this application does not cause many problems either. However, for physical ac-
cess control, people may be in a hurry, or they may be cold, wet, or sweaty because of weather
conditions. As a result, they may be too impatient for careful acquisition of their fingerprints.
On top of that, it takes much more time and organization to train large groups of people. In
such situations, the employer must be committed to make the system a success and willing to
spend time to explain the system, to train the users, and to offer continuous support.

Enrollment is another critical issue. If the enrolled fingerprints are not of high quality,
system performance decreases significantly. Therefore, enough time has to be taken for the
enrollment. Especially when the enrollment is unsupervised, feedback of the acquisition
process is important. Users need to know whether they have to press harder or to place their
fingers differently on the sensor.

Most verification systems use an ID card to store the claimed identity of a user. In this
situation, achievement of an extremely low FAR is not a critical issue. Impostor attempts
occur only sporadically, since the impostor first has to get access to a valid ID card. If an
attempt is made with a stolen ID card that has not been reported as missing yet, the fingerprint
verification serves as an additional barrier. In such a case, an FAR level of 1% is satisfactory,
while most algorithms offer an FAR of 10−3 or better.
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Achievement of a low FRR is much bigger problem. If the FRR is too high, many users
will not obtain access without knowing why. Although false rejection can also occur with
high-quality fingerprints, the main cause of rejection of a fingerprint is its poor image quality
(see Figure 5.2 on page 61). The poor-quality fingerprint is rejected before matching with
the template, and those cases are not included in the performance figures of the software
application. However, users experience such rejection as unjust.

It is generally recognized that a small percentage of the human population has very poor
quality fingerprints (typically 1% to 5%) [Pra01]. If those fingerprints are included in the
matching performance figures, the distribution of the genuine matching score, which is shown
in Figure 1.1(a), will become bimodal. It will show an additional peak near zero, caused by
the poor-quality fingerprints. This will result in a heightened FRR, which cannot be resolved
by means of threshold settings. The only solution is to increase the image quality by means
of better sensors or enhancement algorithms.

A final remark on live biometric systems is that a backup system has to be constructed.
A backup system is needed not only when the fingerprint recognition system is out of order,
but also to apply to users who are denied access by the system. Backup possibilities may
consist of a code that can be used as alternative to the fingerprints, or the physical presence
of operator or security staff to provide correct user access.

1.3 Challenges

Analysis of the shortcomings and error types of current fingerprint recognition systems iden-
tifies three principal algorithmic challenges in fingerprint recognition that will be addressed
in this thesis:

• robust feature extraction from low-quality fingerprints,

• matching fingerprints that are affected by elastic distortions,

• classification methods for efficient search of fingerprints in a database.

Since this thesis focusses on algorithmic aspects of fingerprint recognition, some impor-
tant problems that fall outside the scope of this thesis. Examples of the issues that will not be
addressed are:

• sensor technology,

• detection of faked fingerprints,

• user acceptance.
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1.4 Outline

This section presents the general structure of a fingerprint recognition system, shown in the
block diagram of Figure 1.4. This thesis presents an exploration of methods and techniques
that are encountered in fingerprint recognition. By discussing the various phases of a finger-
print recognition system, an overview of the rest of this thesis is presented. This section ends
with a presentation of the benchmarks that are used throughout this theses.

A fingerprint recognition system involves several phases. First, in the acquisition phase,
the fingerprint is scanned using a fingerprint sensor. Then there is the feature extraction
phase, which involves calculation of the directional field, enhancement and segmentation of
the fingerprint, and extraction of the minutiae. In the database search phase, a template
fingerprint is retrieved from the database for comparison. In a verification system, a claimed
ID is available for retrieval of the template, while in an identification system, the system has
to actually search the database, using some form of classification to reduce the search space.
Finally, in the matching phase, the features of the fingerprint are compared to a template that
is found in the database.

1.4.1 Acquisition

The first phase in a fingerprint recognition system is the acquisition of a fingerprint. In the
past, fingerprints were obtained by rolling an inked finger from nail to nail on a sheet of paper.
Nowadays, however, many sensors are available that capture a fingerprint based on principles
in the optical, capacitive, pressure, thermal, or ultrasound domain. They produce a digital
image of the fingerprint, typically consisting of 8-bit gray-scale values, scanned at 500 dpi.

Sensors have made the capturing process much more user-friendly since they require only
a simple touch of the finger on the sensor and since no ink is involved anymore. However,
the task of a fingerprint identification algorithm has become more complicated since the plain
touch images (also called dab images) contain a much smaller part of the entire fingerprint.
Therefore, fewer minutiae are present, SPs may lie outside of the image area, and two images
may overlap for only a very small part. Furthermore, a large amount of elastic deformation
may exist between two dab images if force is applied during the acquisition. Finally, al-
gorithms have to be tuned to the specific sensor that is used since different sensors provide
images with different characteristics (see Figure 1.5).

Fingerprint mosaicking is a method that artificially constructs an approximation of a
rolled image from a series of dab images. Two applications of fingerprint mosaicking are
proposed. In [Rat98, Zho01], a finger is rolled over a fingerprint sensor that captures a se-
quence of images. These images are easily combined into a single larger image. In [Jai02],
a method is proposed to construct a composite fingerprint image from multiple impressions
that are taken at different moments. In this case, the registration is much more difficult since
the registration parameters are not known beforehand, and elastic deformations between the
impressions may exist.

The quality and characteristics of the fingerprint image are highly dependent on the exact
type of fingerprint sensor that is used. Therefore, the choice of the sensor directly affects the
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of a fingerprint recognition system.
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(a) Inked (b) Capacitive

(c) Optical (d) Optical

Figure 1.5: Fingerprint images that are acquired by different sensors.
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recognition performance, and the recognition algorithms have to be adapted to the specific
fingerprint sensor that is used. Fingerprint sensor technology itself is not addressed in this
thesis.

1.4.2 Feature Extraction

The next phase in a fingerprint recognition system is the feature extraction from fingerprint
images, which is discussed in Part I of this thesis. First, Chapter 2 discusses the estimation
of the directional field from fingerprint images and Chapter 3 deals with a method for the
extraction of singular points from the directional field. Next, Chapter 4 discusses segmen-
tation of fingerprint images, which is the partitioning of the image in a foreground area that
can be used for recognition purposes, possibly a low quality region, and a noisy background
area. Finally, Chapter 5 presents minutiae extraction algorithms. Traditional image process-
ing based minutiae extraction is discussed and two alternative learning agent based methods
are presented. Each of the subsequent stages in the other parts makes use of some of the
features that are presented in Part I.

1.4.3 Matching

Part II deals with matching fingerprints. Four different matching algorithms are discussed,
and in practice, one of them has to be chosen. First, Chapter 6 presents an elastic minutiae
matching algorithm. This algorithm is able to estimate and reverse elastic deformations in
fingerprints by means of thin-plate splines. Next, Chapter 7 proposes a likelihood ratio-
based algorithm for matching the directional field and Gabor response (see Appendix D) of
fingerprints. Then, Chapter 8 provides an algorithm for matching fingerprints by means of
segments from the original gray-scale fingerprint, without any feature extraction. Finally,
Chapter 9 presents an intrinsic coordinate system that provides a shape and elastic distortion
invariant representation of the minutia locations, but for which a matching algorithm has not
been developed yet. Because of performance considerations, only the matching approaches
of Chapters 6 and 7 will be used in practice.

1.4.4 Database Search

Part III discusses methods for searching fingerprint databases efficiently. The techniques that
are developed in this part are only used in identification system. First, Chapter 10 discusses
Henry classification. It is shown that this provides no sufficient solution for searching large
databases. Next, Chapter 11 presents indexing methods that provide a much better alternative
for this task.

1.4.5 Benchmarks

We have tried as much as possible to use the same databases for benchmarking the perfor-
mance of all algorithms throughout this thesis. For this task, we have chosen Database 2 of
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the fingerprint verification competition 2000 (FVC2000) [Mai00, Mai02].

Before the summer of 2000, there was no common benchmark for assessing the per-
formance of fingerprint recognition systems. Therefore, it was very hard to compare the
results that were presented in various papers. Most databases that were used then consisted
of scanned images of inked fingerprints. However, the characteristics of these fingerprint im-
ages is quite different from the images that are acquired by the digital sensors that are used in
automatic fingerprint recognition system. After the summer of 2000, more and more authors
switched to the FVC2000 database as benchmark for their algorithms. In August 2002, the
FVC2002 database will released, acquired by new state-of-the-art fingerprint sensors.

The FVC2000 database consists of 4 different databases. Three of those are acquired
by different fingerprint sensors (1 capacitive and 2 optic sensors) and one is generated syn-
thetically [Cap00a]. Each database contains 880 fingerprints, originating from 110 different
fingers of untrained volunteers (they did not receive extensive instructions how to place their
fingers etc. to simulate a situation that is encountered in practice) who have all provided 8
prints of the same finger. The database that we use most of the time (Database 2) is captured
by a capacitive sensor at 500 dpi, providing 8-bit gray-scale images of 364 by 256 pixels.

At the time of the actual competition, 80 fingerprints (8 prints of 10 fingers) were pro-
vided for training purposes before submitting the matching algorithms. The other 800 prints
were used for testing. Now, all 880 prints can be used to test a fingerprint recognition al-
gorithm. For one-to-one matching, each fingerprint can be matched against 7 other prints.
After removing the double matches, 3080 valid matching experiments remain. For testing
the impostor characteristics, usually only the first print of each ID is used. Each fingerprint
of the 110 that are available can be matched to 109 other fingerprints, which results in 5995
non-matching experiments after removal of the double matches.
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Chapter 2

Directional Field Estimation

Abstract

This chapter discusses the estimation of a high resolution directional field of fingerprints.
Traditional methods are compared to a new method, based on principal component analysis.
The method is adapted to compute the directional field and its coherence in each pixel. By
combining a non-uniform window with efficient filter techniques, the method can also be
used to estimate a block directional field with higher accuracy, without being computational
much more complex. Parts of this chapter have been published in [Baz00a] and [Baz02d].
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(a) Fingerprint (b) Directional field

Figure 2.1: Examples of a fingerprint, and its directional field. The orientation of the small
lines represents the estimated direction, while the length of the lines gives an indication of
the certainty.

2.1 Introduction

In Figure 2.1(a), a fingerprint is depicted. The information carrying features in a fingerprint
are the line structures, called ridges and valleys. In this figure, the ridges are black and
the valleys are white. It is possible to identify two levels of detail in a fingerprint. The
directional field (DF), shown in Figure 2.1(b), describes the coarse structure, or basic shape,
of a fingerprint. It is defined as the local orientation of the ridge-valley structures. The
minutiae provide the details of the ridge-valley structures, like ridge-endings and bifurcations.

This chapter focuses on the directional field (DF) of fingerprints and matters directly
related to the DF. The DF is, in principle, perpendicular to the gradients. However, the
gradients are orientations at pixel scale, while the DF describes the orientation of the ridge-
valley structures, which is a much coarser scale. Therefore, the DF can be derived from the
gradients by performing some averaging operation on the gradients, involving pixels in some
neighborhood [Lin94]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2(a), which shows the gradients in a part
of a fingerprint (indicated by the small arrows), and Figure 2.2(b), which shows the averaged
directional field. While the gradients are not all parallel in this area because of the presence of
the endpoint, the directional field is constant in the entire area due to the averaging operator.
The averaging of gradients in order to obtain the DF is the topic of this chapter.

The estimation method that is described in this chapter, enables the application of DF-
related tasks that require very high resolution and accurate DFs. Examples of these demand-
ing techniques are for instance the accurate “extraction of singular points” as discussed in
Chapter 3 and “high performance classification”. Together with the DF, the coherence can
be estimated. The coherence is a measure that indicates how well the gradients are pointing
in the same direction. An example of its use is high resolution segmentation as presented in
Chapter 4.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 2.2, the estimation of the DF is dis-
cussed. In Section 2.2.1, the traditional method of averaging squared gradients is discussed,
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(a) Gradients (b) Directional field

Figure 2.2: Detailed area in a fingerprint: (a) the gradients, indicated by the small arrows,
and (b) the averaged directional field.

while in Section 2.2.2, a new method based on principal component analysis (PCA) is pro-
posed. In Appendices A and B, a proof is given that both methods are exactly equivalent and
it is shown that the coherence, which is a measure for the local strength of the directional
field, can be elegantly expressed in the two eigenvalues that are computed for the PCA. In
Section 2.3, some computational aspects of DF estimation are discussed. Furthermore, it is
shown that the high-resolution DF can be used to obtain more accurate block-DF estimates.
Finally, in Section 2.4, experiments are presented where the theory is applied to fingerprints
contained in one of the databases used for the Fingerprint Verification Competition 2000
[Mai00]. In that section, some practical aspects of the algorithms are discussed as well. Ex-
periments that evaluate the DF extraction by the number of false and missed singular points
are presented in Chapter 3.

2.2 Directional Field Estimation

Various methods to estimate the DF from a fingerprint image are known from literature.
They include matched-filter approaches [Dre99, Wil94, Kar96], methods based on the high-
frequency power in three dimensions [O’G89], 2-dimensional spectral estimation methods
[Wil94] and micropatterns that can be considered binary gradients [Kaw84]. These ap-
proaches do not provide as much accuracy as gradient-based methods, mainly because of
the limited number of fixed possible orientations. This is especially important in case the
DF is used for tasks like tracing flow lines. The gradient-based method was introduced in
[Kas87] and adopted by many researchers (see e.g. [Rao92, Rat95, Jai97b, Per98]).

The elementary orientations in the image are given by the gradient vector
[Gx (x, y) G y(x, y)]T , which is defined as:
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[
Gx (x, y)

G y(x, y)

]
= sign(Gx )∇ I (x, y) = sign(

∂ I (x, y)

∂x
)

[
∂ I (x,y)

∂x
∂ I (x,y)

∂y

]
(2.1)

where I (x, y) represents the gray-scale image, and the gradient is calculated by means of a
convolution with the derivative of a Gaussian window. The first element of the gradient vector
has been chosen to be always positive. The reason for this choice is that in the DF, which
is perpendicular to the gradient, opposite directions indicate equivalent orientations. It is
illustrated in Figure 2.2 that some averaging operation has to be performed on the gradients,
which are distributed over a large range of directions as indicated by the small arrows, in
order to obtain the smooth DF.

2.2.1 Averaging Squared Gradients

This section discusses the problems that are encountered with averaging gradients and the
traditional solution of averaging squared gradients. First, the general idea behind averaging
squared gradients is presented and then, an analysis of the results of this method is given.
Apart from the estimation of the DF, this section also discusses the coherence, which provides
a measure for the strength or certainty of the estimated orientation.

Intuitive Analysis

Gradients cannot directly be averaged in a local neighborhood, since opposite gradient vectors
will then cancel each other, although they indicate the same ridge-valley orientation. This is
caused by the fact that local ridge-valley structures remain unchanged when rotated over 180
degrees [Per98]. Since the gradient orientations are distributed in a cyclic space ranging from
0 to π , and the average orientation has to be found, another formulation of this problem is
that the ‘π -periodic cyclic mean’ has to be computed.

In [Kas87], a solution to this problem is proposed by doubling the angles of the gradient
vectors before averaging. After doubling the angles, opposite gradient vectors will point
in the same direction and therefore will reinforce each other, while perpendicular gradients
will cancel. After averaging, the gradient vectors have to be converted back to their single-
angle representation. The ridge-valley orientation is then perpendicular to the direction of the
average gradient vector.

In the algorithm version discussed in this chapter, not only the angle of the gradients is
doubled, but also the length of the gradient vectors is squared. This can also be expressed
by considering the gradient vectors as complex numbers that are squared. This has the effect
that strong orientations have a higher vote in the average orientation than weaker orientations,
equivalent to the L2 norm. Furthermore, this approach results in the least complex expres-
sions. However, other choices, like for instance setting all lengths to unity [Per98], are found
in the literature as well.

In [Kas87], also a method is proposed to use the squared gradients for computation of the
strength of the orientation. This measure, which is called the coherence, measures how well
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all squared gradient vectors share the same orientation. If they are all parallel to each other,
the coherence is 1 and if they are equally distributed over all directions, the coherence is 0.

Formal Analysis

In this section, the intuitive analysis that was given in the previous section is formalized. The
gradient vectors are first estimated using Cartesian coordinates, in which a gradient vector is
given by [Gx G y]T . For doubling the angle and squaring the length, the gradient vector is
converted to ”polar” coordinates, in which it is given by [Gρ Gϕ]T . This conversion is given
by:

[
Gρ

Gϕ

]
=
[ √

G2
x + G2

y

tan−1 G y/Gx

]
(2.2)

Note that − 1
2π < Gϕ ≤ 1

2π is a direct consequence of the fact that Gx is always positive.
The gradient vector is converted back to its Cartesian representation by:

[
Gx

G y

]
=
[

Gρ cos Gϕ

Gρ sin Gϕ

]
(2.3)

Using trigonometric identities, an expression for the squared gradient vectors
[Gs,x Gs,y]T that does not refer to Gρ and Gϕ , is found:

[
Gs,x

Gs,y

]
=
[

G2
ρ cos 2Gϕ

G2
ρ sin 2Gϕ

]
=
[

G2
ρ(cos2 Gϕ − sin2 Gϕ)

G2
ρ(2 sin Gϕ cos Gϕ)

]
=
[

G2
x − G2

y
2Gx G y

]
(2.4)

This result can also be obtained directly by using the equivalence of ‘doubling the angle
and squaring the length of a vector’ to ‘squaring a complex number’:

Gs,x + j · Gs,y = (Gx + j · G y)
2 = (G2

x − G2
y) + j · (2Gx G y) (2.5)

Next, the average squared gradient [Gs,x Gs,y]T can be calculated. It is averaged in a
local neighborhood, using a not necessary uniform window W :

[
Gs,x

Gs,y

]
=
[ ∑

W Gs,x∑
W Gs,y

]
=
[ ∑

W G2
x − G2

y∑
W 2Gx G y

]
=
[

Gxx − G yy

2Gxy

]
(2.6)

In this expression,
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Gxx =
∑
W

G2
x (2.7)

G yy =
∑
W

G2
y (2.8)

Gxy =
∑
W

Gx G y (2.9)

are estimates for the variances and crosscovariance of Gx and G y , averaged over the window
W . Now, the average gradient direction �, with −1

2π < � ≤ 1
2π , is given by:

� = 1

2
� (Gxx − G yy, 2Gxy

)
(2.10)

where � (x, y) is defined as:

� (x, y) =



tan−1(y/x) x ≥ 0
tan−1(y/x) + π for x < 0 ∧ y ≥ 0
tan−1(y/x) − π x < 0 ∧ y < 0

(2.11)

and the average ridge-valley direction θ , with −1
2π < θ ≤ 1

2π , is perpendicular to �:

θ =
{

� + 1
2π for � ≤ 0

� − 1
2π � > 0

(2.12)

An expression for the gradients after squared averaging is given in Appendix A.

The coherence of the squared gradients can also be expressed using the same notations.
The coherence Coh is given by [Kas87]:

Coh =
∣∣∑

W [Gs,x Gs,y]T
∣∣∑

W

∣∣[Gs,x Gs,y]T
∣∣ =

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxx + G yy
(2.13)

as will be shown in Appendix B.

If all squared gradient vectors are pointing in exactly the same direction, the sum of the
moduli of the vectors equals the modulus of the sum of the vectors, resulting in a coherence
value of 1. On the other hand, if the squared gradient vectors are equally distributed in all
directions, the length of the sum of the vectors will equal 0, resulting in a coherence value
of 0. In between these two extreme situations, the coherence will vary between 0 and 1, thus
providing the required measure.
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2.2.2 Principal Component Analysis

This chapter proposes a second method to estimate the directional field from the gradients,
which is based on principal component analysis (PCA). PCA computes a new orthogonal
base given a multi-dimensional data set such that the variance of the projection on one of the
axes of this new base is maximal, while the projection on the other one is minimal. It turns
out that the base is formed by the eigenvectors of the autocovariance matrix of this data set
[The92].

When applying PCA to the autocovariance matrix of the [Gx G y]T gradient vectors, it
provides the 2-dimensional Gaussian joint probability density function of these vectors. The
main direction of the gradients can be calculated from this function.

The estimate of the autocovariance matrix C of the gradient vector pairs is given by:

C =
[

Gxx Gxy

Gxy G yy

]
=
∑
W

[
G2

x Gx G y

Gx G y G2
y

]
(2.14)

In this estimate, the assumption is made that the gradient vectors are zero-mean, i.e.

E[Gx ] = E[G y] = 0 (2.15)

in a window W in the given fingerprint. This is true in any window in which the finger-
print has a constant mean gray value. Then, the gradient is defined as the difference of two
values that have the same expectation. Therefore, the expectation of the gradient is zero.
The requirement of constant mean is reasonable in windows that contain a small number of
ridge-valley transitions.

The longest axis v1 of the 2-dimensional joint probability density function is given by
the eigenvector of the autocovariance matrix that belongs to the largest eigenvalue λ1. This
axis corresponds to the direction in which the variance of the gradients is largest, and so
to the ‘average’ gradient orientation. The ridge-valley orientations are perpendicular to this
axis, and therefore given by the shortest axis v2. This is the direction of the eigenvector that
belongs to the smallest eigenvalue λ2. The average ridge-valley orientation θ is given by:

θ = � v2 (2.16)

An expression for v2 is given in Appendix A.

The “strength” Str of the orientation can be defined as a simple function of the two eigen-
values. In order to limit the strength between 0 and 1, it is defined by:

Str = λ1 − λ2

λ1 + λ2
(2.17)
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Again, if all gradients are pointing in the same direction, λ2 = 0 and Str = 1, while in case
of a uniform distribution over all angles, λ1 = λ2 and Str = 0.

Both methods appear to be exactly equivalent. In Appendix A a proof is given that the
DF estimates are equal by showing that the gradient that is obtained by squared averaging is
an eigenvector of autocovariance matrix C. In Appendix B, it is shown that the coherence
Coh, calculated using the squared gradient method (see Equation 2.13) and the strength Str
(see Equation 2.17) are exactly equal as well. A similar result has been presented in [Big91].

2.3 Computational Aspects

For efficient calculation of the DF and the coherence in each pixel in the fingerprint image,
one should not use either of the two basic methods. Instead, first Equations 2.7 to 2.9 are
used for estimation of Gxx , G yy and Gxy , and subsequently Equations A.22 and B.5 are
used for calculation of the DF and the coherence. If those are calculated for all pixels in the
image, the summations over W reduce to linear filter operations, which can be implemented
very efficiently. On a 500 MHz Pentium III computer, an efficient C++ implementation for
calculation of the DF and the coherence takes approximately 300 ms of processing time for a
fingerprint of 300 by 300 pixels.

For most DF-related tasks, a high resolution estimate that estimates the DF and coherence
in each pixel is not needed. Instead, a simple block-directional field (BDF) with blocks of
for instance 8 × 8 pixels provides sufficient spatial resolution. The classical way to estimate
a BDF is to partition the image into blocks and estimate Gxx , G yy and Gxy as the average of
the block. Sometimes, overlapping blocks are used for additional noise suppression.

However, this processing method causes artefacts and noise in the DF estimate, which in
turn may create false singular points. This problem can be understood better by considering
it as a decimation (subsampling) problem, which is known from multi-rate signal processing
[Pro92]. Averaging within a block with a uniform window W does not suppress the high-
frequency noise that is present in the gradients sufficiently. This results in aliasing artefacts
the BDF estimate. There are two causes for the problem: the shape of the averaging filter is
uniform and its length is equal to the decimation rate. This can be solved by decoupling the
size and the shape of the averaging filter W from the subsampling rate.

We propose the use of an alternative BDF calculation method that is based on the high-
resolution DF. In each block, Gxx , G yy and Gxy are estimated by means of decimation of
the high-resolution DF. Scale-space theory tells that averaging with a Gaussian window W
minimizes the amount of artefacts that are introduced by subsampling [Lin94]. This will
improve the quality of the DF and reduce the number of false singular points considerably.

From multi-rate signal processing, it is known that the filtering and decimation steps can
be implemented very efficiently using polyphase filters by interchanging the order of deci-
mation and filtering [Pro92]. The computational complexity of the filtering step in various
DF estimation methods is summarized in Table 2.1. Using the optimal calculation scheme,
which first separates the filter and then applies a polyphase implementation, the calculation
of an 8 × 8 BDF is predicted to take only 10 ms on a 500 MHz Pentium III. Compared
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Table 2.1: Complexity of the filtering step in DF estimation. The size of the fingerprint is
N by M pixels, the decimation rate is d, the standard deviation of the Gaussian window is σ

and the region of support of the filter ranges from −nσ to nσ .
Method Complexity
Traditional BDF N M
Naive HR DF 4n2σ 2 N M
Separable HR DF 4nσ N M
HR BDF (first polyphase, then separation) 4nσd−1 N M
HR BDF (first separation, then polyphase) 2nσd−1 N M

to the traditional BDF estimation algorithm, the computational complexity increases with a
factor 2nσ/d , where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian window, n is the number
of standard deviations that is used as support for the window, and d is the decimation rate.
For the parameter values that we use (σ = 6, n = 3, and d = 8), the cost of the more
accurate estimate is a factor 4.5 in computational complexity, independent of the size of the
fingerprint.

2.4 Experimental Results

In this section, experiments are presented in which the previously derived results are applied
to a number of fingerprints. It will be shown that application of these methods enables the
estimation of very accurate and high resolution DFs.

Since there exists no clear ground truth for the DF of fingerprints, objective error mea-
sures cannot be constructed. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of a DF estimate
quantitatively. Alternatively, the quality of a DF estimate can be measured indirectly. This is
done in Chapter 3 by counting the number of false and missed singular points.

Most authors process fingerprints blockwise [Kar96, Jai97b]. This means that the direc-
tional field is not calculated for all pixels individually. Instead, the average DF is calculated in
blocks of, for instance, 16 by 16 pixels. In this section, the processing is carried out pixelwise,
leading to a high resolution and accurate DF estimate.

The first experiment considers the fingerprint of Figure 2.1. Although the DF is only
shown at discrete steps in Figure 2.1(b), it is estimated for each pixel. This is illustrated in
the gray-scale coded Figure 2.3(a). In that figure, the angles in the range of −1

2π to 1
2π

have uniformly been mapped to the gray levels from black to white. The figure is somewhat
chaotic at the borders, since those are areas that consist of noise. However, as shown in
Figure 2.3(b), the coherence is very low in these noisy areas [Baz00a]. In this figure, black
indicates Coh = 0, while white indicates Coh = 1.

Next, an experiment is carried out to illustrate the effects of the choice of the window W .
We have chosen a Gaussian window, in accordance with the scale-space theory [Lin94]. In
Figure 2.4, the DF in a small segment of 25 × 20 pixels is shown. This segment contains
a broken ridge that is almost horizontal. In this experiment, σ is chosen in the range from
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(a) Directional field (b) Coherence

Figure 2.3: Gray-scale coded directional field and coherence. The DF has been mapped
linearly from − 1

2π (black) to 1
2π (white), while the coherence has been mapped linearly

from 0 (black) to 1 (white).

σ = 1 to σ = 5. It can be seen that the DF is very erratic for small values of σ . For
higher values of σ , the DF becomes more uniform, and the lines get longer, indicating higher
coherence values.

From the figure, a window with σ = 5 seems a good choice, but in more heavily damaged
parts of the fingerprints, a window with σ = 6 is better. For this value, the DF around a
broken ridge is sufficiently averaged. The window has then an effective region of support
of approximately 25 pixels (2σ on each side), which corresponds to approximately 2 to 3
ridge-valley structures.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a new PCA-based method to estimate directional fields from fingerprints
is proposed. Since it is proven that this method provides exactly the same results as the
traditional method, the method offers a different view and an increase of insight into the
validity of the traditional solution of estimating an ‘average’ gradient. It is pointed out that
the methods that are presented in this chapter can be used either to estimate a high-resolution
DF, or to improve the accuracy of block directional fields, without demanding significantly
more processing time.
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Gradient σ = 1 σ = 2

σ = 3 σ = 4 σ = 5

Figure 2.4: Gradients and directional field for various values of σ .





Chapter 3

Singular Point Extraction

Abstract

The subject of this chapter is singular point detection. An efficient algorithm is proposed
that extracts singular points from a high-resolution directional field. The algorithm is based
on the Poincaré index and provides a consistent binary decision that is not based on post-
processing steps like applying a threshold on a continuous resemblance measure for singular
points. Furthermore, a method is presented to estimate the orientation of the extracted sin-
gular points. The accuracy of the methods is illustrated by experiments on a live-scanned
fingerprint database. Parts of this chapter have been published in [Baz01b] and [Baz02d].
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(a) Fingerprint (b) Singular points

Figure 3.1: Examples of a fingerprint, and its singular points.

3.1 Introduction

In a fingerprint, singular points (SPs) can be identified. The extraction of those singular
points is the topic of this chapter. SPs are the points in a fingerprint where the directional
field is discontinuous. Henry [Hen00] defined two types of singular points, in terms of the
ridge-valley structures. The core is the topmost point of the innermost curving ridge, and
a delta is the center of triangular regions where three different direction flows meet. The
locations of the singular points in an example fingerprint are given in Figure 3.1(b). Each
fingerprint contains maximal 2 cores and 2 deltas. Apart from its location, a segment of a
fingerprint image around an SP has an orientation; this chapter also proposes an estimation
method for the orientation of SPs.

The most common use of SPs is registration, which means that they are used as references
to line up two fingerprints (see for instance Chapters 7 and 11. Another example of their use
is classification of fingerprints into the Henry classes [Kar96]. The orientation of singular
points can be used for more advanced classification methods, or to initialize flow lines in the
DF [Kar96, Kaw84, Cho97, Baz01c].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we propose an efficient implementa-
tion of an SP extraction algorithm that is based on the Poincaré index and makes use of small
2-dimensional filters. The algorithm extracts all singular points from the DF, including false
SPs that are caused by an insufficiently averaged DF. Furthermore, the algorithm determines
whether a core or a delta is detected.

Section 3.3 presents an algorithm for estimating the orientation of SPs. As far as we
know, there exists only one earlier publication on computing the orientation of SPs [Nak82].
That method examines the DF at a number of fixed positions in a circle around the SP. The
position where the DF points best towards the SP is taken as orientation of the SP. The method
that is described below uses the entire neighborhood of the SP for the orientation estimate,
providing more accurate results.

In Section 3.4, an experiment is presented where the theory is applied to fingerprints
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Figure 3.2: Segments of a fingerprint that contain a singular point.

contained in one of the databases used for the Fingerprint Verification Competition 2000
[Mai00]. In that section, some practical aspects of the algorithms are discussed as well.

3.2 Singular Point Extraction

The subject of this section is extraction of the SPs, which are the points in a fingerprint where
the DF is discontinuous. In Figure 3.2, two segments of the fingerprint of Figure 3.1 are
shown, one containing a core and one containing a delta. The SPs are somewhere in the
center of the segments. However, they cannot be located more accurately than within the
width of one ridge-valley structure in the gray-value fingerprint, which is approximately 10
pixels for this example.

In Figure 3.3, the DF of those segments is shown. From this DF, the exact SP location can
be determined easily with a resolution of only 1 pixel. Although it seems like a very straight-
forward task to extract the SPs from the DFs, many different algorithms for SP extraction are
known from the literature.

In [Nak82], first areas of high curvature are identified as search areas. Then a feature
vector is estimated by taking the difference between the estimated direction and the direction
of a double core (whorl) in a number of positions in a circle around a candidate area. This
feature vector is classified as being core, delta, whorl or none of these. In [Sri92], first
candidate areas of high curvature are selected too. Then, a feature vector is constructed by
taking the average directions at four positions around the candidate SP. This feature vector
is classified as a core or delta. In [Rao92], some reference models are shifted over the DF,
and SPs are detected by a least-squares fit. In [Per98], the local energy of the DF is used as
a measure for how much the local DF resembles an SP, and in [Dre99], a neural network is
slided over the DF to detect SPs. Finally, in [Jai00b], the ratio of the sines of the DFs in two
adjacent regions is used as a measure to detect SPs.
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Figure 3.3: Directional fields.

These methods all provide somewhat unsatisfactory results, since they are not capable
of consistently extracting the singular points. Instead of providing a Boolean output that
indicates whether an SP is present at some location or not, they produce a continuous output
that indicates how much the local DF resembles an SP. Postprocessing steps, like thresholds
and heuristics, are necessary to interpret the outputs of the algorithms and to make the final
decisions.

The method that is presented in this section is based on the Poincaré index, which was
first introduced in fingerprint recognition by [Kaw84]. The Poincaré index can be explained
using the DFs that are depicted in Figure 3.3. Following a counter-clockwise closed contour
around a core in the DF and adding the differences between the subsequent angles results in
a cumulative change in the orientation of π and carrying out this procedure around a delta
results in −π . However, when applied to locations that do not contain an SP, the cumulative
orientation change will be zero.

Although the Poincaré index provides the means for consistent detection of SPs, the ques-
tion arises how to calculate this measure. Apart from the problem of how to calculate cumu-
lative orientation changes over contours efficiently, a choice has to be made on the optimal
size and shape of the contour. A possible implementation is described in [Hon99]. That paper
claims that, in a fingerprint that is scanned at 500 dpi, a square curve with a length of 25 pix-
els is optimal. A smaller curve results in spurious detections, while a larger curve may ignore
core-delta pairs which are close to each other. If the postprocessing step finds a connected
area of more than 7 pixels in which the Poincaré index is ≥ π , a core or delta is detected. In
case of an area that is larger than 20 connected pixels, 2 cores are detected.

In the implementation that is proposed in this chapter, choices of the size and shape of the
contour do not have to be made. Postprocessing steps are not necessary and the cumulative
orientation changes over contours are implemented efficiently in small 2-dimensional filters.
The method computes for each individual pixel whether it is an SP, and is therefore capable
of detecting SPs that are located only a few pixels apart. This property is especially useful
for the extraction of SPs from block-directional fields (BDFs), which estimate one direction
for each n × n block. Special care has to be taken that high-resolution DFs are sufficiently
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Figure 3.4: Squared directional fields.

averaged such that spurious SPs are eliminated beforehand, as the SP-extraction algorithm
will detect all SPs present in the DF of a given resolution.

The algorithm first takes the squared directional field (SDF). This eliminates the step of
π which is encountered in the DF between the orientations θ = 1

2π and θ = − 1
2π . Then, the

Poincaré indexes is equal to 2π for a core, −2π for a delta and 0 an area without any SP. The
orientation of the SDF, denoted by 2θ , is depicted in Figure 3.4 for the areas around SPs.

Summing the changes in orientation corresponds to summing the gradients of the squared
orientation. The gradient vector J can be efficiently precalculated for the entire image by:

[
Jx (x, y)

Jy(x, y)

]
= ∇2θ(x, y) =

[
∂2θ(x,y)

∂x
∂2θ(x,y)

∂y

]
(3.1)

In the calculation of the discrete version of this gradient, both components of J should be
calculated ‘modulo 2π ’, such that they are always between −π and π . This makes the tran-
sition from 2θ = −π to 2θ = π continuous or, in other words, the orientation is considered
to be cyclic. The gradient vectors of the squared orientation around both singular points are
shown in Figure 3.5.

The next step is the application of Green’s Theorem, which states that a closed line-
integral over a vector field can be calculated as the surface integral over the rotation of this
vector field:

∮
∂ A

wx dx + wydy =
∫∫

A
rot[wx wy]T dxdy =

∫∫
A

(
∂wy

∂x
− ∂wx

∂y

)
dxdy (3.2)

where x and y define the coordinate system, A is the area, ∂ A is the contour around this area
and [wx wy]T is the vector field. This theorem is discretized in order to applied it to the
summation of the gradients of the squared orientation over the contour:
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Figure 3.5: Gradient of squared directional fields.
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Figure 3.6: Rotation of the gradient of the squared directional fields.

Index =
∑

	x,	y along ∂ A

(Jx · 	x + Jy · 	y) =
∑

A

rot[Jx Jy]T =
∑

A

(
∂ Jy

∂x
− ∂ Jx

∂y

)
(3.3)

Since all SPs have to be extracted from the DF, A is taken as a square of 1 pixel. This
results in a very efficient method for computation of the Poincaré index, which can be im-
plemented in small 2-dimensional filters. Application of the proposed method will indeed
lead to the desired SP locations. Unlike all other SP extraction methods, a core results in
a Poincaré index of 2π , a delta in −2π while the index for all other pixels in the image is
exactly equal to 0. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

The exact locations of the SPs in the DF are just between the pixels. Our method detects
an SP in all neighboring pixels of the point, because of the region of support of the gradient
operator. This results in SP detections that have a size of 2x2 pixels, as can also be seen in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: Reference models of singular points.

3.3 Orientation of Singular Points

The second subject of this chapter is the estimation of the orientations ϕ of the segments
around the extracted SPs. This is the angle over which an image of an SP has been rotated
from a standard upright orientation. The method that is described here, makes use of the
squared gradient vectors in the neighborhood of an SP, both for the image to be analyzed and
for a reference SP. First, reference models of the DFs around standard cores and deltas are
constructed. For a core at (x, y) = (0, 0), the reference model that describes the SDF is given
by:

SDFcore,ref = (y,−x)√
x2 + y2

(3.4)

and for a delta at (x, y) = (0, 0), it is given by:

SDFdelta,ref = (−y,−x)√
x2 + y2

(3.5)

Note that |SDFcore,ref| = |SDFdelta,ref| = 1 for all (x, y). The DFs that are associated with
these SDF models are shown in Figure 3.7.

The SDF in the neighborhood of a core, repeated in Figure 3.8(a), ideally looks like the
reference model in Figure 3.8(b). The usefulness of the squared gradients is caused by the
fact that, when the gray-scale image rotates around the core, all components of the SDF
rotate over the same angle, as shown in Appendix C. Therefore, using the complex notation
for a two-element vector, the model of a core that has rotated over an angle ϕ, is given by a
reference model with all its components multiplied by e jϕ .

SDFcore,ϕ = SDFcore,ref · e jϕ (3.6)
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Figure 3.8: Processing steps in the calculation of the orientation of a core.

This property is used for the estimation of the orientation of the core. The orientation
of the core with respect to the reference model is found by taking the element-by-element
product of the observed squared gradient data SDFcore,obs(x, y) and the complex conjugated
of the reference model SDFcore,ref(x, y). This is depicted in Figure 3.8(c). Then, the elements
are summed and the sum is divided by the number of matrix elements N , and the angle of the
resulting vector is taken.

ϕ̂C = � 1

N

∑
x,y

SDF∗
core,ref(x, y) · SDFcore,obs(x, y) (3.7)

The relative orientation of a delta with respect to the reference model is given by one third
of the angle of the element-by-element product, as also shown in Appendix C:

ϕ̂D = 1

3
� 1

N

∑
x,y

SDF∗
delta,ref(x, y) · SDFdelta,obs(x, y) (3.8)
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The averaging operator provides an accurate and unbiased estimate for the orientations ϕC

and ϕD . If the observed core is exactly a rotated version of the reference core, the orientation
estimate gives:

ϕ̂C = � 1

N

∑
x,y

SDF∗
core,ref(x, y) · SDFcore,ref(x, y) · e jϕ

= � 1

N

∑
x,y

∣∣SDFcore,ref(x, y)
∣∣2 · e jϕ (3.9)

= � e jϕ = ϕ

When applying the orientation estimate to the core of Figure 3.2, it is found to be rotated
4 degrees clockwise with respect to the reference core of Figure 3.7, while the delta of Fig-
ure 3.2 is found to be rotated 8 degrees counter-clockwise with respect to the reference delta
of Figure 3.7. This corresponds to the estimates that were made by visual inspection.

3.4 Experimental Results

In this section, experiments are presented in which the previously derived results are applied
to a large number of fingerprints. It will be shown that application of these methods enables
the estimation of very accurate and high resolution DFs, accurate SP locations and correct
orientations of the singular points.

We have run our experiments on the second database of the FVC2000 contest [Mai00].
This database contains fingerprint images that are captured by a capacitive sensor with a
resolution of 500 pixels per inch. This means that two adjacent ridges are located 8 to 12
pixels apart. In this database, 110 untrained individuals are enrolled, each with 8 prints of the
same finger.

The proposed algorithm makes use of small 2-dimensional filters. Because of the efficient
algorithm, extraction of the SPs from a 300×300 DF takes 150 ms on a 500 MHz Pentium III
machine. It is expected to take less than 5 ms to extract the SPs from a 8 × 8 BDF of a
fingerprint of 300 × 300 pixels.

In Section 3.4.1, the number of false SPs is used as a measure for the quality of a DF
estimate. Then, Section 3.4.2 presents experimental results on the orientation estimation of
the SPs.

3.4.1 Singular Point Extraction

In Section 3.2, it has been shown that the SP extraction method correctly extracts SPs from
the smooth DF of Figure 3.3. This was also illustrated in Figure 3.1(b) for the fingerprint of
Figure 3.1(a). In this section, the question will be answered how well the method performs
on a larger set of DFs that are estimated from real fingerprints.
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Figure 3.9: Extracted singular points for various values of σ .

As already mentioned in Section 3.2, our method extracts all SPs from the DF. In case the
directional field is not averaged sufficiently, this may result in many false singular points. A
DF that has not been averaged at all, may contain as many as 100 spurious core-delta pairs,
especially in noisy regions like the borders of the image. During averaging of the DF, which
corresponds to observing the DF from a larger scale, these pairs either merge and disappear or
float off the border of the image [Per98]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.9, where the extracted
SPs are shown for various values of σ . Another example of this behaviour can be seen from
Figure 2.4. For σ = 1, as many as 5 false cores and 5 false deltas can be identified, which all
disappear for σ ≥ 3.

In fingerprint recognition, only those SPs are valid that exist at a scale that is considerable
larger than the period of the ridge-valley structures. This means that the SPs have to be
extracted from a DF that is estimated at this scale [Lin94]. The coarse-scale directional field
can be obtained by averaging it using the algorithms of Chapter 2. Next, the proposed SP
extraction method can be applied. In fact, scale and singular point extraction are two different
problems. The SP extraction method will only provide satisfactory results if the scale is
chosen well by sufficient averaging. Since a fingerprint never contains more than 2 core-delta
pairs, this might provide a check whether the right scale has been reached. Experiments have
shown that σ = 6 is a good value for the database that is used in this section.
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Table 3.1: Results of SP extraction
Segmentation method 1 2 3 4
Average number of false SPs 15.4 0.8 0.8 0.5
Ratio of fingerprints with false SPs 0.97 0.17 0.2 0.13
Ratio of fingerprints with missed SPs 0 0 0.02 0.05
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of the number of false singular points for various segmentation
methods.

Even when the DF has been averaged sufficiently, the noisy regions outside the fingerprint
area may still contain some singular points, as can also be seen from Figures 2.3(a) and 3.9.
More averaging in these regions of low coherence does not always solve this problem: some
false singular points will remain. This may also be the case in fingerprint regions that are
very noisy. A solution is to use segmentation, which is the partitioning of the image in a
‘foreground’ fingerprint area and a ‘background’ noise area. After segmentation, false SPs in
the background are discarded. Details of segmentation are discussed in Chapter 4.

In our experiment, SPs are extracted from the first prints of all fingers of the second
FVC2000 database, using the method of Section 3.2 and a Gaussian window with σ = 6. For
the purpose of reference, the SPs in all prints were marked by a human expert. The average
number of false and missed SPs are shown in Table 3.1, while the distribution of the numbers
of false SPs is shown in Figure 3.10 for 4 different types of segmentation, which are discussed
in Chapter 4:

1. No segmentation, the whole image is taken as fingerprint region.

2. Manual segmentation.

3. High resolution segmentation algorithm that uses the coherence estimate as feature and
morphological operators to smooth the segmentation result [Baz00a].

4. High resolution segmentation algorithm that uses the coherence, the mean and the vari-
ance of the fingerprint image as features and morphological operators to smooth the
segmentation result [Baz01d].

In Figure 3.11, the extracted SPs for fingerprints of the five Henry classes are shown.
It can be seen that the SP-extraction algorithm has no difficulties in distinguishing a tented
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Figure 3.11: SP extraction for examples from each of the five Henry classes.

arch, which contains one core and one delta, from an arch, which contains neither of both.
Furthermore, the figure shows that the delta in the right loop (which can be seen in the lower
left corner) is not detected, although it is visible in the image. The segmentation boundary,
which is also shown in the figure, positions this delta just outside the foreground area.

In Figure 3.12, an example of the extraction of spurious SPs is shown. From the sur-
roundings of the noisy center area, it can be concluded that this area should contain one core.
However, the DF contains 2 cores and 1 delta in this area. As the coherence value is coded
by the length of the lines in the DF of Figure 3.12(c), it can be seen that the coherence is very
low in this area. These false SPs can be eliminated by further averaging of the DF, but that
would need a window as large as σ = 11. In this case, it would be a better solution to develop
segmentation algorithms that are capable of detecting low-quality areas, and discard spurious
core-delta pairs from these areas. Another possibility is to assign a certainty measure that can
be used in subsequent processing steps to each extracted SPs. Finally, fingerprints of very
low quality, having a low coherence value in the entire print, should be rejected outright.
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(a) Fingerprint (b) Center area (c) DF of center area

Figure 3.12: Example of extraction of spurious SPs.

3.4.2 Orientation of Singular Points

The last experiment shows the accuracy of the estimated orientation of SPs using the method
of Section 3.3. In this experiment, the automatically determined orientations are compared to
the manually marked orientations of all valid SPs.

The distribution of the errors of the orientations, eϕ = ϕ̂ − ϕ, is as follows. The estimate
is not seriously biased since the mean error is mean[eϕ] = −0.012rad = −0.7 degrees, on a
scale from 0 to 360 degrees. Furthermore, the variance of the estimate is σ 2

eϕ
= 0.044, which

means that the standard deviation is only σeϕ = 0.21 = 12 degrees. Therefore, we conclude
that our method provides an accurate estimate of the orientations of SPs.

3.5 Conclusions

The singular-point-extraction method that is proposed in this chapter, offers consistent binary
decisions and can be implemented very efficiently by using small 2-dimensional filters. It is
capable of high resolution SP extraction and does not need to use heuristic postprocessing.
Furthermore, it is shown that a high-resolution DF can be used for the accurate estimation
of the orientation of SPs. To improve the error rates of SP extraction further, accurate seg-
mentation algorithms have to be developed that are capable of detecting low-quality areas in
a fingerprint. Then, spurious core-delta pairs can be discarded from these areas.





Chapter 4

Segmentation of Fingerprint
Images

Abstract

An important step in automatic fingerprint recognition is the segmentation of fingerprint im-
ages. The task of a fingerprint segmentation algorithm is to decide which part of the image
belongs to the foreground, originating from the contact of a fingertip with the sensor and
used for further processing, and which part to the background, which is the noisy area at the
borders of the image.

In this chapter, two algorithms for the segmentation of fingerprints are proposed. The
first method uses three pixel features, being the coherence, the mean and the variance. An
optimal linear classifier has been trained for the classification per pixel into foreground or
background, while morphology has been applied as postprocessing to obtain compact clus-
ters and to reduce the number of classification errors. The second method uses the Gabor
response as additional feature, a third class for low quality regions, and hidden Markov mod-
els (HMMs) for context-dependent classification.

Human inspection has shown that the proposed methods provide accurate segmentation
results. The first method misclassifies 7% of the pixels while the postprocessing further
provides compact region estimates. The second method misclassifies 10% of the blocks, but
needs no postprocessing. Experiments have shown that the proposed segmentation methods
and manual segmentation perform equally well in rejecting false fingerprint features from the
noisy background. Parts of this chapter have been published in [Baz01d] and [Kle02].
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4.1 Introduction

An important step in an automatic fingerprint recognition system is the segmentation of fin-
gerprint images. Segmentation is the decomposition of an image into its components. A
captured fingerprint image usually consists of two components, which are called the fore-
ground and the background. The foreground is the component that originated from the con-
tact of a fingertip with the sensor. The noisy area at the borders of the image is called the
background. Some segmentation algorithms also define some part of the foreground as low
quality area. The task of the fingerprint segmentation algorithm is to decide which part of
the image belongs to the foreground, which part to the background, and which part is a low
quality area.

Accurate segmentation is especially important for the reliable extraction of features like
minutiae and singular points. Most feature extraction algorithms extract many false features
when applied to the noisy background or low quality area. Therefore, the main goal of the
segmentation algorithm is to discard the background and low quality areas, and thus reduce
the number of false features.

Several approaches to fingerprint image segmentation are known from literature. In
[Meh87], the fingerprint is partitioned in blocks of 16 × 16 pixels. Then, each block is
classified according to the distribution of the gradients in that block. In [Meh89], this method
is extended by excluding blocks with a gray-scale variance that is lower than some threshold.
In [Rat95] the gray-scale variance in the direction orthogonal to the orientation of the ridges
is used to classify each 16×16 block. In [Jai97c], the output of a set of Gabor filters is used as
input to a clustering algorithm that constructs spatially compact clusters. In this chapter, fin-
gerprint images are segmented based on multiple features, using two different classification
methods.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 4.2 discusses pixel feature extraction,
which is the basis of our segmentation algorithms. Next, Section 4.3 presents a direct pixel
feature classifier that is equipped with post-processing methods for the reduction of classifi-
cation errors. Finally, Section 4.4 presents a segmentation algorithm that is based on hidden
Markov models.

4.2 Feature Extraction

The first step in the development of an algorithm for fingerprint image segmentation is the
selection of useful pixel or block features. Note that the term ‘feature’ is used here to refer to
properties of individual pixels whereas it was used earlier to refer to properties of the entire
(foreground) image (such as the list of minutiae locations). In the rest of this chapter, the
correct meaning of ‘feature’ should become clear from the context. For each pixel or block in
the fingerprint image, the pixel features are extracted, and each block is classified according
to the extracted feature values.

From many alternatives, we have selected four features that contain useful information
for segmentation. These features are the coherence, the local mean, the local variance or
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standard deviation, and the Gabor response of the fingerprint image. Instead of using pure
block-wise processing, the smoothing window that is used for noise reduction and the block
size are decoupled as explained in Section 2.3. For noise reduction, the features are aver-
aged by a Gaussian window W with σ = 6, providing a combination of both localized and
smoothly changing features.

1. The coherence gives a measure how well the gradients are pointing in the same di-
rection. Since a fingerprint mainly consists of parallel line structures, the coherence
will be considerably higher in the foreground than in the background. In a window W
around a pixel, the coherence is defined as:

Coh =
∣∣∑

W (Gs,x , Gs,y)
∣∣∑

W

∣∣(Gs,x , Gs,y)
∣∣ =

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxx + G yy
(4.1)

where (Gs,x , Gs,y) is the squared gradient, Gxx = ∑
W G2

x , G yy = ∑
W G2

y , Gxy =∑
W Gx G y and (Gx , G y) is the local gradient. More information on the coherence can

be found in Section 2.2.

2. The average gray value is the second pixel feature that is useful for the segmentation
of fingerprint images. For most fingerprint sensors, the ridge-valley structures can be
approximated by black and white lines, while the background, where the finger does
not touch the sensor, is rather white. This means that the mean gray value in the
foreground is in general lower, i.e. darker gray, than it is in the background. Using I as
the intensity of the image, the local mean for each pixel is given by:

Mean =
∑
W

I (4.2)

3. The variance or standard deviation is the third pixel feature that can be used. In general,
the variance of the ridge-valley structures in the foreground is higher than the variance
of the noise in the background. The variance is for each pixel given by:

Var =
∑
W

(I − Mean)2 (4.3)

and the standard deviation by

Std = √
Var (4.4)

4. The Gabor response is the smoothed sum of the absolute values of the fingerprint im-
ages that have been filtered by the complex Gabor filter, as discussed in Appendix D.
It can be interpreted as the local standard deviation of the fingerprint image after en-
hancement. Therefore, the Gabor response is expected to be higher in the foreground
region.

The characteristics of these features in a fingerprint of high quality are shown in Fig-
ure 4.1, while the features in a fingerprint with a low quality region are shown in Figure 4.2.
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(a) Fingerprint (b) Mean

(c) Standard deviation (d) Coherence (e) Gabor response

Figure 4.1: Segmentation features for the high quality fingerprint image. High feature values
are mapped to white, while low values are mapped to black.
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(a) Fingerprint (b) Mean

(c) Standard deviation (d) Coherence (e) Gabor response

Figure 4.2: Segmentation features for the fingerprint image with low quality region. High
feature values are mapped to white, while low values are mapped to black.
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of the pixel features in the foreground and background areas of
Database 2.

4.3 Direct Feature Classification

In this section, a direct feature classification approach is taken. Blocks of the size of one
pixel are used and the features in each pixel are classified independently, which is described
in Section 4.3.1. We use only two classes: foreground and background. In order to obtain
compact clusters for each region, postprocessing has to be applied to the classification result.
This is discussed in Section 4.3.2. Experimental results that are achieved using this method
are presented in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Classification

To evaluate the usefulness of the pixel features that are proposed in Section 4.2, their prob-
ability density functions have been determined for both the foreground and the background
area. For this experiment, Database 2 of the Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC2000)
has been used [Mai00, Mai02]. This database has been acquired from untrained volunteers
with a capacitive sensor. Examples of fingerprints from this database are shown in Figure 4.5.

In this experiment, the first three features (Mean, Var and Coh) are used. In order to obtain
the distributions of these three pixel features in both the foreground and the background
area, 30 fingerprint images (100 1.tif - 29 1.tif) have been segmented manually. The
distributions of Coh, Mean and Var are shown in Figure 4.3, while the joint distributions of
the combinations of two features are depicted in Figure 4.4.

Many segmentation algorithms use unsupervised clustering algorithms to assign feature
vectors to either foreground or background [Jai97c, Pal93]. However, in this chapter we will
follow a supervised approach since examples of the pixel features in both areas are avail-
able. Using this method, a classification algorithm can be constructed that minimizes the
probability of misclassifying feature vectors.

Many different classification algorithms exist that can be applied to this problem. One
can for instance think of neural networks, support vector machines, etc. to find the optimal
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Figure 4.4: Joint distributions of the pixel features for foreground and background areas of
Database 2.

decision boundaries [Jai00a]. However, since we want to apply the classifier to all pixels in a
fingerprint image, we prefer a classification algorithm that has low computational complexity.
We have therefore chosen to use a linear classifier, which tests a linear combination of the
features, given by:

v = wT x = w0 + w1Coh + w2Mean + w3Var (4.5)

where v is the value to be tested, w = [w0 w1 w2 w3]T is the weight vector and x =
[1 Coh Mean Var]T is the feature vector. Then, using class ω1 for the foreground, class ω0
for the background and ω̂ for the assigned class, the following decision function is applied:

ω̂ =
{

ω̂1 if wT x > 0
ω̂0 if wT x ≤ 0

(4.6)

This classifier essentially tests the output of a linear neuron of which the output is given
by v = wT x [Hay99]. This classifier is trained by first setting the desired responses d. Here,
we choose dω1 = 1 and dω0 = −1. Then, the error e is given by:

e = d − wT x (4.7)

and the neuron can be trained by the LMS algorithm [Hay99]. This algorithm adapts the
weight vector ŵ according to:

ŵ(n + 1) = ŵ(n) + η(n)x(n)e(n) (4.8)

For better convergence, a decreasing learning rate is used. More specifically, we use the
search-then-converge schedule:

η(n) = η0

1 + n/τ
(4.9)
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Table 4.1: Results of the linear classifier on Database 2.
Features w p(ω̂0|ω1) p(ω̂1|ω0) perror

Coh [-0.54 0.84] 0.205 0.185 0.195
Mean [ 0.64 -0.77] 0.142 0.146 0.144
Var [-0.017 1.00] 0.095 0.102 0.099
Coh, Mean [0.59 0.13 -0.80] 0.105 0.117 0.111
Coh, Var [-0.019 0.0071 1.00] 0.074 0.104 0.089
Mean, Var [0.026 -0.053 1.00] 0.075 0.069 0.072
Coh, Mean, Var [0.015 0.013 -0.05 0.99] 0.074 0.062 0.068

Monotonic classifier behavior can be obtained by using the same error measure for both
training and evaluation. Since only the sign of the output is tested for classification, the
corresponding activation function is given by:

y = sign(v) (4.10)

where

sign(v) =
{

1 for v > 0
−1 for v ≤ 0

(4.11)

This classifier is known as Rosenblatt’s Perceptron; it consists of a single neuron of the
McCulloch-Pitts type. For this configuration, the LMS training scheme, as given by Expres-
sions 4.7 and 4.8, can still be used. However, in this case, the error is only non-zero for
input vectors that are incorrectly classified. Rosenblatt’s Perceptron is proven to converge for
2 linearly separable classes. However, it oscillates when applied to our data set, where the
classes are not linearly separable. Furthermore, the combination with a decreasing learning
rate makes the weights go to zero. Such a behavior can be avoided by a regularization condi-
tion on the weights. Therefore, the length of the weight vector is normalized to |w| = 1 after
each adaptation.

Using a normalized w and appropriate parameter values, for instance 106 epochs, η0 =
10−4 and τ = 104, the weights converge to good classification boundaries. The results are
shown in Table 4.1. This table gives for all combinations of pixel features the optimal weight
vector w, the probability that a foreground pixel is classified as background p(ω̂1|ω0), the
probability that a background pixel is classified as foreground p(ω̂0|ω1) and the probability
of error perror which is the average of p(ω̂0|ω1) and p(ω̂1|ω0). For each combination, the
vector x is composed the feature values given in the first column preceded by a ‘1’. The table
shows that the best performance is obtained by using a combination of all three features,
providing an error rate of 6.8%.
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Figure 4.5: Segmentation results of some fingerprints from Database 2.

4.3.2 Postprocessing

It was shown in the previous section that the classification algorithm misclassifies 6.8 % of the
pixels. In some cases, this leads to a ‘noisy’ segmentation, where spurious small areas of one
class show up inside a larger area of the other class. However, meaningful segmentation of
fingerprints whould consist of compact clusters. In [Pal93], it is suggested to use information
of neighboring pixels for this purpose. However, this is already taken care of up to some
extent by the classification algorithm since the pixel features are calculated by averaging over
a spatial window W .

More compact clusters can be obtained by a number of different postprocessing methods.
It is possible to use either boundary-based methods like curve fitting and active contour mod-
els, or region-based methods like region growing and morphology [Jai89]. We have chosen
to apply morphology to the classification estimate. This method ‘repairs’ the estimate by
removing small areas, thus creating more compact clusters. It reduces the number of false
classifications. First, small clusters that are incorrectly assigned to the foreground are re-
moved by means of an open operation. Next, small clusters that are incorrectly assigned to
the background are removed by a close operation.

4.3.3 Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results of the segmentation algorithm. First, in Figure 4.5,
segmentation results are shown for three fingerprints from FVC2000 Database 2. The seg-
mentation algorithm has been trained on fingerprints of this database, but not on these par-
ticular fingerprints. Human inspection shows that the algorithm provides satisfactory results.
The effect of the morphology is shown in Figure 4.6.

Apart from human inspection, there are several ways of quantitatively evaluating the re-
sults of a segmentation algorithm. For instance, the number of classification errors could be
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(a) Before morphology (b) After morphology

Figure 4.6: Effect of postprocessing.

Table 4.2: Results of singular point extraction from Database 2.
Segmentation method no manual all
Average number of false SPs 15.4 0.8 0.5
Ratio of fingerprints with false SPs 0.97 0.17 0.13
Ratio of fingerprints with missed SPs 0 0 0.05

used as a performance measure. This is exactly the measure that was used during training and
was found to be 6.8% for the optimal classifier. Another possibility is to evaluate a segmenta-
tion algorithm by counting the number of false and missed fingerprint features like minutiae
or singular points. The results for the singular-point extraction are shown in Table 4.2.

In this table, results of the singular point extraction algorithm are shown for no segmen-
tation, manual segmentation, and the proposed segmentation method. For each segmentation
method, the table shows three measurements: the average number of false singular points
(SPs) in a fingerprint image, the ratio of the fingerprint images in which false SPs are found,
and the ratio of the fingerprint images in which true SPs are discarded by the segmentation
algorithm.

The table shows that the proposed segmentation method rejects more false SPs than the
manual method. This is caused by the fact that the proposed segmentation method is allowed
to estimate holes in the foreground area at noisy areas in a fingerprint image where false SPs
are likely to occur. However, this may cause true SPs to be discarded since they may also be
located in these areas.
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of features in the foreground and background areas for Database 1.

Figure 4.8: Segmentation results of some fingerprints from Database 1.

Next, the applicability of the optimal classifier to other databases has been investigated.
For this purpose, FVC2000 Database 1 is used. This database is acquired from untrained
volunteers using an optical sensor. The distribution of the pixel features for the foreground
and background areas are shown in Figure 4.7, while examples of the fingerprint images are
shown in Figure 4.8.

Comparing Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.3 shows that the distributions of the pixel features
(especially the variance) are different for both databases. Therefore, another classifier was
trained on the images features of Database 1. The results are shown in Table 4.3, which
shows slightly different weight vectors and error probabilities. It can be seen that the classifier
of Database 1 assigns most importance to Mean, while the classifier of Database 2 assigns
most importance to Var. The segmentation results of some fingerprint images are shown in
Figure 4.8.

The last experiment is the direct application of the optimal classifier to one database,
while it is trained on another database. The results of this experiment for Databases 1 and 2
are shown in Table 4.4. The columns are labelled with w1 and w2 where the subscript refers
to the database for which the classifier has been trained. It can be seen that the application
of classifier 1 on Database 2 performs suboptimally (14.3% error instead of 6.8%), while the
application of classifier 2 on Database 1 results in very low performance (40.4% error instead
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Table 4.3: Results of the linear classifier on Database 1.
Features w p(ω̂0|ω1) p(ω̂1|ω0) perror

Coh [0.82 -0.57] 0.279 0.247 0.263
Mean [-0.76 0.65] 0.110 0.115 0.113
Var [1.00 -0.0018] 0.155 0.122 0.139
Coh, Mean, Var [0.027 -0.77 0.061 0.63] 0.104 0.103 0.103

Table 4.4: Error probabilities of the classifiers on databases that they are not trained on.
w1 w2

Database 1 0.103 0.404
Database 2 0.143 0.068

of 10.3%). Therefore, it can be concluded that a classifier always has to be trained on that
specific fingerprint sensor characteristics that it has to be applied to.

4.4 Segmentation using Hidden Markov Models

An alternative to the morphological postprocessing is the use of hidden Markov models
(HMMs) which are widely used in speech recognition [Rab89]. This method takes into ac-
count the context, or surroundings, for each feature vector to be classified. Using estimations
of the probability of class transitions and the conditional feature distributions, the segmen-
tation is found that maximizes the likelihood of these observations. For the segmentation
method that is proposed in this section, a third class, representing low-quality regions, is used
to improve the usefulness of the segmentation results.

4.4.1 Hidden Markov Models

A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a model that describes the statistical properties of a system
that generates a signal. At each time instance, the system is in one state of a number of pos-
sible states. The system generates an output signal of which the probability density function
depends on the current state. However, only the output signal can be observed, while the ac-
tual states are hidden for the observer. At the transitions between the time instances, the state
of the system may change according to a state transition matrix that contains probabilities for
all state transition.

An HMM can be used to find the most likely state sequence, given the sequence of output
values. First the HMM has to be trained, using labelled data. From the data, the transition
probabilities can be estimated directly by counting. For the simplest model, the output proba-
bility densities can be modelled by a Gaussian function, which can also be estimated directly
from the set of data per state. If more complex HMMs are used, containing for instance
more states per class or Gaussian mixtures as probability density functions, more advanced
estimation methods, like the EM algorithm, have to be used.
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Table 4.5: Confusion matrix for HMM segmentation.
FG BG LQ

F̂G 0.8851 0.0400 0.2062
B̂G 0.0522 0.8936 0.1866
L̂Q 0.0627 0.0663 0.6072

Given a trained HMM and an output sequence, the most likely state sequence can be
found by means of the Viterbi algorithm [Rab89]. The Viterbi algorithm is a recursion that
makes use of the Markov properties of the system: the next state is only dependent of the
current state, and not of all previous states. Given the optimal state sequences up to all states
at the previous time instance, the state transition probabilities, and the current observation,
the Viterbi algorithm determines the optimal state sequences up to all possible current states.
Applying this optimization to the entire sequence gives the optimal state sequence.

4.4.2 Segmentation using HMMs

An HMM can be used for classification of sequences of feature vectors by letting the hidden
states represent the classes and the outputs the feature vectors. In fingerprint image seg-
mentation, sequences of blocks have to be classified, and the context of a block provides
important additional information. Therefore, hidden Markov models are well suited for this
task. Although HMMs have been applied to other image segmentation problems successfully,
approaches for their application to fingerprint segmentation are not known from the literature.

For complexity reasons, we have chosen a 1-dimensional approach (complexity linear in
the size of the image) instead of a full 2-dimensional HMM (complexity exponential in the
size of the image) [Li00], which may give better segmentation performance. The HMMs are
used to classify the blocks in each row of the fingerprint image.

4.4.3 Experimental Results

The three areas (foreground, background and low-quality) have been labelled manually in 20
fingerprints, using a block size of 8 by 8 pixels. From this training data, the state transition
probability matrix and the Gaussian probability density functions of the features have been
estimated. Next, the trained HMM was used for classification.

The best results were obtained by using all the features that are discussed in Section 4.2.
The addition of other features, like for instance DCT coefficients, did not improve the perfor-
mance. The confusion matrix over a test set of another 20 manually labelled fingerprints is
given in Table 4.5, where ‘FG’ indicates foreground, ‘BG’ indicates background, ‘LQ’ indi-
cates the low quality region. The plain letters indicate the true class and the letters with a hat
indicate the estimated class.

Although the confusion matrix is not significantly better than the confusion matrix with-
out the use of HMMs (which is obtained by setting the values in the transition matrix all
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equal), the shape of the areas fits the manual segmentation better, and the number of isolated
misclassifications is reduced. An example of the results is shown in Figure 4.9. The main
differences between both segmentations are the incorrect low quality areas at the transitions
between foreground and background in the direct classification, which vanish when using
HMM segmentation. Furthermore, the shape of the low quality region is slightly more reg-
ular for the HMM segmentation. The minimal differences in the confusion matrices of both
methods can be explained by inaccuracies in the exact location of the area borders in the
manually labelled examples. A solution would be to define don’t-care regions in between the
classes.

4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this chapter, two algorithms for the segmentation of fingerprints are proposed. The first
method uses three pixel features, being the coherence, the mean and the variance. An opti-
mal linear classifier has been trained for the classification per pixel into foreground or back-
ground, while morphology has been applied as postprocessing to obtain compact clusters and
to reduce the number of classification errors. The second method uses the Gabor response as
additional feature, an additional class for low quality regions and HMMs for context depen-
dent classification.

Human inspection has shown that the proposed methods provide accurate segmentation
results. The first method misclassifies 7% of the pixels while the postprocessing further
provides compact region estimates. The second method misclassifies 10% of the blocks,
and obtains compact clusters from the data statistics instead of using postprocessing. Ex-
periments have shown that the proposed segmentation methods and manual segmentation
perform equally well in rejecting false fingerprint features from the noisy background.

The performance of the direct feature classification method may be improved by choosing
a better suited classifier. The performance of the HMM based method can be improved by
several adaptations. First, more realistic probability density functions can be considered than
single Gaussian densities. One can for instance think of Gaussian mixtures for this purpose.
Furthermore, more states can be used per class, representing for instance the orientations of
the ridge lines in the fingerprint. This may help estimating more accurate output probability
density functions and constrain the transition matrix to only valid transitions.
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(a) Original (b) Manual

(c) Without HMM (d) With HMM

Figure 4.9: Segmentation results of a fingerprint image with and without HMM. The solid
line indicates the border between foreground and background areas, while low quality areas
are indicated by the darker gray-scales.





Chapter 5

Minutiae Extraction

Abstract

This chapter discusses the extraction of minutiae from a gray-scale fingerprint image. This is
a crucial step since the minutiae are the basis of most fingerprint matching systems. First, the
traditional approach is discussed, and improvements in computational complexity and extrac-
tion performance are proposed. Next, two alternative approaches are presented that are based
on learning image exploring agents, that use genetic programming and reinforcement learn-
ing respectively. It turns out that the traditional approach provides the best quality minutiae
extraction. Part of the traditional approach has been published in [Baz02a], the genetic pro-
gramming approach has been published in [Meu00, Meu01] and the reinforcement learning
approach has been published in [Baz01e].
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Endpoint
Bifurcation

Figure 5.1: Example of a fingerprint and two minutiae.

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the extraction of minutiae from a gray-scale fingerprint image, illus-
trated in Figure 5.1. This is a crucial step since the minutiae are the basis of most fingerprint
matching systems. Any errors that are made in the minutiae extraction will cause a lower
matching performance in minutiae based matching algorithms directly.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 5.2, the traditional approach is
discussed. Next, two alternative approaches are presented that are based on learning image
exploring agents. Section 5.3 presents an agent that is trained by means of genetic program-
ming, while the approach of Section 5.4 makes use of reinforcement learning. In Section 5.5,
a new method is proposed for the evaluation and comparison of different minutiae extraction
algorithms.

5.2 Traditional Minutiae Extraction

Traditional minutiae extraction from a gray-scale fingerprint image uses a number of se-
quential processing steps [Jai97b]. Although most algorithms use more or less the same
approach, many possible implementations exist. This section describes our implementation
of this method. First, the ridge-valley structures are enhanced using Gabor filters, as de-
scribed in Section 5.2.1. Next, Section 5.2.2 describes the binarization and thinning of the
image, and the actual minutiae extraction. Finally, in Section 5.2.3, postprocessing is applied
to remove false minutiae.

5.2.1 Enhancement

One of the problems in fingerprint recognition is the poor quality of fingerprint images. The
task of the enhancement is to suppress the noise in the fingerprint image and to enhance the
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(a) High quality (b) Poor quality

Figure 5.2: Fingerprint images of high and poor quality.

ridge-valley structures, thereby enabling more accurate minutiae extraction. Examples of a
high-quality and a poor-quality fingerprint image are shown in Figure 5.2. To illustrate the
need for enhancement algorithms, Figure 5.3(a) shows a medium-quality fingerprint image
and Figure 5.3(b) shows an example of a fingerprint image that has been binarized using a
local threshold without any enhancement. It is clear that this image contains too much noise
for reliable minutiae extraction.

Various fingerprint enhancement methods exist. The simplest enhancement method ap-
plies a low-pass filter to the image, thus suppressing the high-frequency noise. An example of
a thresholded fingerprint image that is enhanced by a low-pass filter is shown in Figure 5.3(c).

The second class of methods makes use of FFT-based techniques [Can95, Wil01]. The
fingerprint image is subdivided into overlapping blocks of 32 by 32 pixels that are processed
separately. The FFT is taken, and the result is processed non-linearly in order to enhance the
ridge valley structures. Each element in the block is for instance multiplied by its absolute
value, possibly raised to a specific power between 1 and 2. This enhances the spatial fre-
quencies that are strongly present in the block and attenuates the other components. Next, the
block is transformed back to the spatial domain by means of an inverse FFT. An example of
the results of this method is shown in Figure 5.3(d).

The third class of method makes use of oriented filters that are controlled by the estimated
ridge orientation [She94, Hon98]. To each pixel, a filter is applied that enhances those struc-
tures that agree with the local ridge orientation. For the sake of computational efficiency, the
entire image is pre-filtered by a number of bandpass filters with fixed orientations, distributed
along the entire orientation range from 0 to π . These filters all enhance a different part of the
ridge-valley structures, as shown in Figure 5.5. Next, the pre-filtered images are combined
as a locally weighted sum. The weights are set according to the local ridge orientations, such
that the pre-filtered image that enhances a specific part of the image best, receives the largest
weight in that area.
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(a) Fingerprint image (b) No enhancement

(c) Low-pass (d) FFT (e) Gabor

Figure 5.3: Fingerprint images that have been enhanced by different methods and binarized
for visualization purposes.
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(a) Original (b) Enhanced

Figure 5.4: Original and Gabor enhanced fingerprint images.

(a) 0π (b) π/4 (c) π/2 (d) 3π/4

Figure 5.5: Fingerprint images that have been filtered by Gabor filters with different orien-
tations.
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(a) 0π (b) π/4 (c) π/2 (d) 3π/4

Figure 5.6: DF-based weights for combining filtered images of Figure 5.5.

There are a few critical points in this algorithm. The first is the number of filters and their
exact shape. We use Gabor filters for this task, which provide an optimal balance between
locality and frequency selectivity [Jai97c]. Apart from the orientation, the spatial frequency
and the smoothness have to be selected for Gabor filters. These filters are discussed in more
detail in Appendix D.

The spatial frequency of the ridge-valley structures varies considerably within a single fin-
gerprint and between fingerprints. One possibility to handle this is to use filters with several
spatial frequencies for each orientation, and to weigh these according to a spatial frequency
estimate. However, to reduce computational complexity, we tune the spatial frequency of the
Gabor filters to the average ridge-frequency of the entire fingerprint database. Consequently,
the peaks in the frequency responses of the filters have to be chosen relatively wide. Oth-
erwise, the filter may for instance construct two small ridges, where one broad ridge is in
fact present in the fingerprint. Furthermore, the minutiae are the discontinuities in the image,
where the local gray-value structure differs from a single plain sine wave. A filter that en-
hances only a very small frequency band would suppress these feature points. On fingerprints
that were acquired at 500 dpi, we obtained the best results using f = 0.125, which corre-
sponds to a ridge-valley period of 8 pixels, and σ = 3. Although 8 filters are used in most
applications, we found that for these parameter settings four filters are sufficient, oriented at
θ = {0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4}.

Next, the question has to be answered how to combine the pre-filtered images into one
enhanced image. When using the DF for this purpose, each pixel in the filtered image is
interpolated in a linear way between the pre-filtered images that correspond to the two clos-
est filter orientations. The DF-based weight images for each filter orientation are shown in
Figure 5.6.

Finally, the algorithm depends heavily on the local ridge orientation estimate. If this
estimate is inaccurate, the algorithm may result in spurious ridges in the estimated ridge
direction. An alternative approach that solves this problem is to use smoothed absolute values
of the complex Gabor responses (see Figure D.4 in Appendix D) as weight images. However,
these weight images do not sum to one, and they are not equal to zero for ridge orientations
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that are orthogonal to the filter orientation. Human inspection indicates that this results in less
suppression of the noise. For these reasons, use of the DF as weight image provides better
results than use of the absolute value of the complex Gabor response.

5.2.2 Minutiae extraction

After enhancement (and segmentation), the minutiae have to be extracted. For this purpose,
the image is first binarized by a thresholding operation. This converts each gray-scale pixel
value to a binary value (black or white). A dynamic threshold has to be applied, which means
that the threshold is adjusted to the local characteristics of the image, thus compensating for
differences in image intensity.

Next, the binarized image is thinned. This is a morphological operation that reduces the
width of each ridge to a single pixel, thus creating a skeleton of the image. We use a very
efficient thinning algorithm that codes each 3 by 3 pixel neighborhood in a 9-bit integer. This
number is used as index into a lookup table that contains the binary value after the current
thinning step. Two different lookup tables that both take care of a different thinning direction
are used iteratively, until the image has converged to its final skeleton. Our thinning algorithm
is inspired by the thinning algorithm that is supplied with Matlab, but it replaces 3 lookup
table operations, 3 binary ‘and’s and 1 binary ‘not’ with only 1 lookup table operation.

The next phase is the actual minutiae detection in the skeleton image. For this task, again
a lookup table operation is used for efficiency. In this table, endpoints are defined as black
pixels that have only one black pixel in their 3 by 3 neighborhood, while bifurcations have
three black pixels that are pairwise unconnected in their 3 by 3 neighborhood.

5.2.3 Postprocessing

Although many false minutiae are suppressed in the skeletons of enhanced fingerprint images,
in general those skeletons still contain a number of false minutiae. The objective of postpro-
cessing is to eliminate those false minutiae from the skeleton image, while maintaining the
true ones.

Many postprocessing methods have been proposed in literature, see for instance [Xia91,
Hun93, Far99, Kim01]. Most algorithms operate on the ridge skeleton, verifying the validity
of minutiae that are extracted using standard minutiae extraction algorithms. Heuristics have
been constructed that are able to remove minutiae that originate from frequently occurring
defects such as ridge-breaks, bridges, spurs, short ridges, and islands or holes, which are
shown in Figure 5.7.

For instance, to repair a broken ridge, the heuristic ‘two endpoints are connected if they
are closer than a specified distance and facing each other’ can be used. Such a heuristic
is constructed for each type of false minutiae structure. The most important tool for these
heuristics is the tracing of skeleton ridges. An example of a skeleton image and its minutiae
before and after postprocessing is shown in Figure 5.8.

Another approach is the verification of minutiae in the original gray-scale image by means
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(a) Broken
ridge

(b) Bridge (c) Spur (d) Short Ridge (e) Hole

Figure 5.7: Examples of false minutiae shapes.

(a) Before postprocessing (b) After postprocessing

Figure 5.8: Skeleton image and extracted minutiae before and after postprocessing.
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of neural networks. Again, the potential minutiae are first detected by a standard minutiae
extraction algorithm. The minutiae neighborhood is then taken from the gray-scale image
and normalized, for example with respect to orientation, and enhanced. In [Pra00], this 32
by 32 neighborhood is directly fed to a learning vector quantizer (LVQ) or a Kohonen neural
network. In [Mai99] the neighborhood is first reduced to a feature vector of 26 elements by
means of a Karhunen-Loève transform, after which it is classified by a multi-layer perceptron.

5.3 Minutiae Extraction Using Genetic Programming

In this section, an image exploring agent is developed by means of genetic programming.
The goal of the agent is to follow the ridge lines in the fingerprint and to stop at minutiae.
First, genetic programming is described shortly in Section 5.3.1. Next, in Section 5.3.2,
experiments are presented where an agent learns to perform its task.

5.3.1 Genetic Programming

Genetic programming (GP) [Koz92, Koz94, Koz99] is a method to automatically search for
computer programs that perform a specific task, using the principle of survival of the fittest.
GP works with a population of individuals: programs that can possibly solve the given prob-
lem. The first generation of this population is created randomly. Then, all programs are
evaluated by applying them to typical problem instances. This results in a fitness measure
being assigned to each program. The programs that have the highest fitness, have the highest
probability to participate as parents in the creation of new individuals in the next generation.
This process repeats until a satisfactory solution is found or a fixed number of generations is
reached. When executed on a single PC, solving a real-life problem may take several days of
processing time.

For the application of GP to the minutiae extraction problem, we have developed our own
GP environment. This GP environment is called Poor Man’s Distributed Genetic Program-
ming (PMDGP), as it is designed to make use of existing heterogeneous hardware rather
than expensive dedicated homogeneous hardware that has to be purchased for the purpose
of GP. The environment performs tasks like: population management, genetic operators and
evaluation of the programs. Furthermore, it provides a framework for implementation of the
problem-specific part. Using object-oriented methods, the environment is designed to offer
a high degree of flexibility and ease of use. The GP environment uses distributed fitness
evaluation, which can be used on existing computer networks. The system is optimized for
efficiency of distribution. Detailed descriptions of PMDGP can be found in [Meu00, Meu01].

5.3.2 Experiments and Conclusions

The goal of the experiments is to let GP develop an image exploring agent (IEA) [Köp99].
An IEA walks through a picture by continuously repeating its program and will terminate
when it has found a region of interest (ROI). In this case the ROI is a ridge ending. So when
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Figure 5.9: Path of the agent, which follows the ridge upwards and stops at the endpoint.

an IEA is placed on a ridge of the fingerprint, it should follow that ridge until it finds an
endpoint of that ridge. This problem is in principle well suited for a learning algorithm like
GP, because it can be trained by manually marking the endpoints.

During training all GP programs are evaluated on two different fingerprints. On each
fingerprint five endpoints have been marked. For each endpoint two starting points have been
marked. So each program is tested with 20 searches for endpoints. The maximum number
of generations is 50 and each generation consists of a population of 5000 individuals. This
process takes a lot of processing time, so parallelism can be used well. The fitness value of a
program is calculated by summing the 20 distances between the manually marked endpoints
on the pictures and the position where the IEA terminates.

The program mainly follows the directional field and does not move when it detects an
ending. This simple approach gives good results for the training and testing, as can be seen
in Figure 5.9. However, because of its simple nature, it does not provide robust minutiae
extraction in lower quality fingerprints.

It can be concluded that the development of an image exploring agent for the direct gray-
scale minutiae extraction from fingerprints by means of genetic programming was unsuc-
cessful. For robustness, the IEA needs many more inputs than just a few pixel values in the
neighborhood. However, GP is rather unsuited for handling large quantities of input variables.

5.4 Minutiae Extraction Using Reinforcement Learning

In this section, the design of an agent that extracts the minutiae from a gray-scale fingerprint
image by means of reinforcement learning is discussed. Despite the results of Section 5.3, it
has been shown that it is a good policy to follow the ridges in the fingerprint until a minutia is
found. Maio and Maltoni [Mai97] presented an agent that takes small steps along the ridge.
Jiang et al. [Jia01], enhanced the agent by using a variable step size and a directional filter
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for noise suppression. This results in a rather complex system, especially since robustness is
required. A much simpler solution is to use a agent that learns the task. By using a variety of
training examples, a robust system can be obtained. In the approach of this section, the agent
is trained by means of reinforcement learning (RL).

In this section we show that reinforcement learning can be used for minutiae detection
in fingerprint matching. We propose a more robust approach, in which an autonomous agent
walks around in the fingerprint and learns how to follow ridges in the fingerprint and how
to recognize minutiae. The agent is situated in the environment, the fingerprint, and uses
reinforcement learning to obtain an optimal policy. Multi-layer perceptrons are used for
overcoming the difficulties of the large state space. By choosing the right reward structure
and learning environment, the agent is able to learn the task. One of the main difficulties is
that the goal states are not easily specified, for they are part of the learning task as well. That
is, the recognition of minutiae has to be learned in addition to learning how to walk over the
ridges in the fingerprint. Results of successful first experiments are presented.

The rest of this Section is organized as follows. In Section 5.4.1, reinforcement learning
is explained. In Section 5.4.2, it is discussed how to apply RL to the problem of minutiae
extraction. Finally, in Section 5.4.3, some experimental results are presented.

5.4.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) [Kae96, Sut98] is a learning technique in domains where there
is no instructive feedback, as in supervised learning, but only evaluative feedback. Agents
are trained by rewarding (both positive and negative), expressed in terms of real numbers.

In short, a RL agent learns in the following way. First, it perceives a state st . Then, on the
basis of its experience, it chooses its best action or, with a small probability, a random action,
action at . This action is rewarded by the environment with reinforcement rt , after which the
agent perceives the newly entered state st+1. This interaction continues until the agent enters
a terminal state, i.e. its episode ends. Terminal states are either states in which the agent’s
goal is satisfied, or states in which the episode is terminated externally, possibly because of
an illegal action. One of the main difficulties is that non-zero rewards are usually sparse and
are sometimes only given at the end of the episode.

The goal of the agent is to maximize its reward by learning the optimal policy, i.e. a
mapping from states to actions. This can be done by learning value functions. Value functions
reflect the expected cumulative reward the agent receives by following its policy. In RL, one
generally uses two kinds of value functions: V : S → R (state values) and Q : S × A → R

(state-action values). In this section we use the latter to reflect the expected cumulative reward
resulting from executing action a in state s and thereafter following the policy. This mapping
is approximated on the basis of interaction with the environment. The policy can easily be
found by choosing in each state the action that maximizes the Q-value, i.e. the greedy action.

Q-Learning is a commonly used off-policy algorithm for learning the action values. In this
section, however, we use the related algorithm Sarsa1 [Rum94, Sut98], which is an on-policy
temporal difference (TD) algorithm:

1Sarsa stands for State-Action-Reward-State-Action, which are the necessary elements for performing the update
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Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α
[
rt + γ Q(st+1, at+1) − Q(st , at )

]
(5.1)

In this algorithm, Q(st , at ) is updated in the direction [rt + γ Q(st+1, at+1)] with learning
rate α. The discount factor γ determines how future rewards are weighted. The next state
and action, st+1 and at+1, are determined by the policy. The update of the approximation
of one state-action pair uses the approximation of other state-action pairs. This is called
bootstrapping.

For selection of the actions that are taken, ε-greedy action selection is used. This selection
criterion chooses an exploratory action with probability ε and the greedy action, having the
highest Q-value, otherwise.

Usually, when the state-action space is reasonably small, we can store all the Q-values in
a simple lookup-table. Since the state-space in our problem has a high dimension, a function
approximator for storing the values is used. The function approximator has one continuous
output, Q(s, a). We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network for the approximator.
At each step, the Q-function is updated by backpropagating the error in the right-hand side
of (5.1).

For Sarsa, the update of the weights w of the neural network is given by:

	w = η
[
rt + γ Q(st+1, at+1) − Q(st , at )

]∇w Q(st , at ) (5.2)

where η is the learning rate and ∇w Q(st , at ) is a vector of output gradients.

Training the neural network is performed by offering examples ((st , at ), rt +
γ Q(st+1, at+1)) to the neural network. These examples can be obtained by letting the agent
interact with its environment such that the neural network determines the agent’s actions. The
training itself can be done either on-line [Rum94] or off-line [Lin92]. In this section, we will
use on-line adaptation of the network.

5.4.2 RL for Minutiae Detection

This section describes how RL can be applied to the minutiae extraction problem. The goal
of the agent is to follow a ridge and stop at a minutia. Furthermore, the minutia should be
found in as few steps as possible in order to minimize the computational time needed for
minutiae extraction. This is a typical example of an episodic task, which terminates when a
minutia is found.

The agent only has a local view of the fingerprint image around it, e.g. it is situated in its
environment. It can observe the gray scale pixel values in a segment of n × n, for instance
12×12, pixels around it. The orientation of the agent is normalized by rotating the local view,
such that the forward direction is always along the ridge-valley structures. For this purpose,
the directional field is used (see Chapter 2). The local view is illustrated in Figure 5.10. This

in Eq. 5.1
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Figure 5.10: Situatedness: local view of the agent of 12 × 12 pixels.

introduces considerable a priori knowledge. The agent is always aligned with the directional
field, and this puts restrictions on the state space of the agent. Local views in which the
agent has a direction other than approximately aligned with the ridges in the fingerprint do
not occur.

As was explained in Section 5.4.1, the dimensionality of the state space requires function
approximation which is e.g. provided by a multilayer perceptron. Furthermore, the length of
the feature vector, which contains the pixel values in the local view, is reduced by a Karhunen-
Loève transformation (KLT) [Jai89]. The KLT transforms feature vectors to a new basis that
is given by the eigenvectors of their covariance matrix. Then, only those KL components that
correspond to the largest eigenvalues are selected. This way, the largest amount of informa-
tion is preserved in the smallest transformed feature vector. This has two useful effects. First,
the length of the feature vector is reduced, which simplifies the learning process. Second,
the KL components that carry the least information and therefore represent the noise, are dis-
carded. This is beneficial since we are only interested in the rough structure of the local view,
an not in the small details. This noise suppression method eliminates the need of a directional
filter, which would require approximately 5 times as many computations.

The actions of the agent are the moves that it can make in the coordinate system of its
local view. Since the agent is always approximately aligned with respect to the directional
field, the forward action is always a move along the ridge-valley structures, and the agent does
not need rotational or backward actions. To be able to achieve its goals, which is moving as
fast as possible along the ridges and stopping at minutiae, the agent may move up to 4 pixels
forward at each step and up to 1 pixel to the left or to the right. The left-right actions are
necessary for keeping on the ridge. Although the directional field puts the agent in the right
direction, it is not sufficient to keep the agent exactly on the ridges. The action results in a
new position in the fingerprint, after which a new local view is extracted at that position.

The reward structure is another key element in the definition of an RL experiment. It
determines the optimal actions for the agent to take. Setting up the right reward structure is
very important for learning the (right) task. First, the agent receives rewards for staying at
the center of a ridge. This is implemented by manually marking the ridge centers and using
an exponential Gaussian function of the distance of the agent to the ridge center. Second, a
much higher reward is given near the endpoints to be detected. Again a Gaussian function
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Figure 5.11: Reward structure around a ridge with an endpoint.

of the distance to the minutia is used. This structure encourages the agent to move in as few
steps as possible to the endpoint by following a ridge and then to stop moving in order to
receive the higher reward forever. This is enforced even more by scaling the reward such
that large steps along the ridge receive a higher reward than small steps, while the opposite
applies at endpoint locations. The reward structure around a ridge with an endpoint is shown
in Figure 5.11. The peak in the reward corresponds to the endpoint of the ridge and the line
of higher reward correspond to the ridge in the fingerprint.

The agent can be trained by selecting a ridge, choosing the initial position of the agent
at some location on that ridge, and defining the reward structure with respect to that ridge,
including the target minutia that the agent should find. Then, the agent starts moving and the
network is updated until the episode ends when the agent moves too far from the target ridge.
It is worth noticing that during one episode the agent is trained to follow a certain ridge and
it only gets rewards for being near that particular ridge. Therefore, the reward structure is
different for each different ridge that is used for training.

During testing and actual use, agents are released at a large number of positions in the
image, for instance on a regular grid. They start moving according to their policy and follow
the ridges. However, there is no clear termination criterion for the agents, since it is not
known in advance which minutia they should find. To overcome this problem, endpoints are
detected by counting the number of successive small steps. After 5 small steps, the agent
is terminated and an endpoint is detected. Bifurcations are detected by keeping a map of
the trajectories of all agents. When an agent intersects the path of another one, the agent is
terminated and a bifurcation is detected.

5.4.3 Experimental Results

In this section, the setup of the training experiments and its results are presented. The training
is performed on the fingerprint image of Figure 5.1. In this fingerprint, all ridges and all
minutiae have been marked manually. For each episode, one ridge is selected and the agent
is released a random position on that ridge. Then, the reward structure is calculated for
that ridge as explained in Figure 5.11. Along the ridge, the Gaussian reward structure has
parameters σ 2 = 1 and amplitude 1, while at a minutiae, σ 2 = 10 and the amplitude is 10.
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Figure 5.12: Path that was found by an agent.

Figure 5.13: Extracted minutiae.

Next, the agent is trained by the Sarsa algorithm as explained in Section 5.4.1. Since this is
the training phase, the goal of the agent is known, and a clear termination criterion can be
defined. Therefore, the agent is terminated if it is more than 7 pixels from the indicated ridge
center.

A multitude of experiments have been performed to find the optimal setup of the algo-
rithm. At this stage, no definitive parameter values can be given, although some numbers are
presented here to give a first impression. For one training session, 50,000 episodes were used.
During training, the exploration parameter decreases from ε = 0.01 to ε = 0. The size of the
local view of the agent was taken as 12 × 12 pixels, which was reduced to a feature vector
of length 50 by the KL transformation. The actions were constrained to a grid of discrete
values up to 1 pixel to the left or to the right and up to 4 pixels forward. The multi-layer
perceptron had 1 hidden layer of 22 neurons and the learning rate was η = 10−2. This low
value for η was necessary to deal with contradicting examples. The discounting factor was
set to γ = 0.9.
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Testing was performed on other fingerprints as described in Section 5.4.2. Starting points
have been selected at a regular grid and the agents follow their policy until termination. Hu-
man inspection of the results, shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, indicates that the agent follows
the ridges and that all minutiae have been detected. The agent takes relatively large steps
along the ridges, while the step size decreases near the endpoints. Furthermore, it intersects
its own path at bifurcations. However, the figure also shows a number of false minutiae.
These might be eliminated by further training of the agent on other fingerprints and fine-
tuning of the parameters. Another possibility is the application of post-processing techniques
to eliminate false minutiae structures.

5.4.4 Conclusions

In this section we showed that reinforcement learning is a useful and intuitive way to tackle
the problem of robust minutiae extraction from fingerprints. This new combination is now
in its proof-of-concept phase. It has been shown that an adaptive agent can be trained to
walk along the ridges in a fingerprint and mark minutiae when encountered. The system
uses straightforward reinforcement learning techniques. There is still much room for fine
tuning parameters and algorithms. An experimental study on a variety of parameters and
other learning algorithms, like Q(λ)-learning, is recommended.

The use of value-based RL algorithms can turn out to be not the best choice in our appli-
cation. The similar local views on different places on the ridges create a kind of partially-
observable state representation, which did not cause severe problems in our case though. It
might be better to search directly for a policy by using policy gradient [Sut00] methods or to
use relative Q-values instead.

5.5 Evaluation of Minutiae Extraction Algorithms

Unfortunately, no common benchmarks are available in the literature for assessing the quality
of minutiae extraction methods. To fill this lack of a common procedure, a method is proposed
in this section that can be used well in practice. It does not require manual labelling of ground
truth minutiae, it is based on the functional requirements to minutiae extraction algorithms,
i.e. it evaluates the consistency of the extracted minutiae over different prints of the same
finger, and it provides maximal feedback of the types of extraction errors that are made. For
each extracted minutia, it indicates whether it is a false, missed, displaced or genuine minutia.
First, the two naive methods are discussed in Section 5.5.1. Then, a new method is proposed
in Section 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Naive Methods

At first thought, two simple methods, both featuring other disadvantages, can be used. The
first method is to extract all minutiae from a large test set of fingerprints manually. The minu-
tiae extraction algorithm is applied to this set, and the number of false and missed minutiae
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is counted. Additionally, statistics of the displacements of genuine minutiae can be collected.
This method has two clear disadvantages. First, it involves a lot of manual labelling, which
is not the most favorite job of many researchers. Second, this method selects the algorithm
that best approximates the subjective, manually determined, ground truth. However, this par-
ticular algorithm may not achieve the best matching performance. For matching purposes,
consistency of the extracted minutiae is more important.

The second method is to compare different minutiae extraction algorithms functionally.
The minutiae extraction algorithms are evaluated by combining them with the same minutiae
matching algorithm. The combination that achieves the best fingerprint matching perfor-
mance apparently used the best minutiae extraction algorithm. Again, two disadvantages of
this method can be identified. First, the evaluation of a small change in the minutiae ex-
traction algorithm requires an extensive matching experiment, which may take several hours.
Second, the only feedback of this method is which algorithm is superior, without details of
the numbers and types of minutiae extraction errors that made in specific situations.

5.5.2 Elastic Method

The method that is proposed here, combines parts of both methods that are described above.
It first extracts the minutiae sets from a number of different prints of the same finger. Next,
the minutiae sets are matched by the elastic minutiae matching algorithm that is proposed in
Chapter 6. Finally, correspondences and differences between the elastically registered minu-
tiae sets are used to classify the minutiae as false, missed, displaced or genuine. This method
cannot be used without the elastic matching algorithm, which compensates for elastic defor-
mations. For a rigid matching algorithm, minutiae displacements due to elastic deformations
would dominate the errors in the minutiae extraction.

The proposed method combines the advantages of both naive methods, without being
subject to their disadvantages. It does not require manual labelling of ground truth minutiae, it
is based on the functional requirements to minutiae extraction algorithms, i.e. it evaluates the
consistency of the extracted minutiae over different prints of the same finger, and it provides
maximal feedback of the types of extraction errors that are made: for each extracted minutia,
it indicates whether it is a false, missed, displaced or genuine minutia.

The different minutiae extraction methods that are discussed in this chapter, have not
yet been optimized and evaluated extensively using the proposed method. Instead, initial
estimates of the parameters have been determined by manual inspection, while some fine-
tuning has been done using matching performance experiments. However, for more extensive
evaluation and fine-tuning, the proposed method should be used.

5.6 Conclusions

At the moment, traditional minutiae extraction is the preferred method, compared to other
approaches. The approach that has been proposed in this chapter combines an efficient im-
plementation of Gabor enhancement, binarization, thinning, extraction and heuristic postpro-
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cessing, which leads to satisfactory results. Enhancement techniques and segmentation to
remove background and low-quality areas remain critical issues to be solved. Other chal-
lenges may include the reconstruction of low-quality areas for minutiae extraction from those
regions.

Two alternative minutiae extraction methods have been investigated. The approach that
uses reinforcement learning performs at a lower level than the traditional method, while the
approach that uses genetic programming is not robust at all.
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Chapter 6

Elastic Minutiae Matching Using
Thin-Plate Splines

Abstract

This chapter presents a novel minutiae matching method that describes elastic distortions
in fingerprints by means of a thin-plate spline model, which is estimated using a local and a
global matching stage. After registration of the fingerprints according to the estimated model,
the number of matching minutiae can be counted using very tight matching thresholds. For
deformed fingerprints, the algorithm gives considerably higher matching scores compared to
rigid matching algorithms, while only taking 100 ms on a 1 GHz P-III machine. Furthermore,
it is shown that the observed deformations in practice are different from those described by the
theoretical model that is proposed in the literature. Parts of this chapter have been published
in [Baz02e], [Baz02b], and [Baz02c].
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6.1 Introduction

The topic of this chapter is fingerprint matching, which is the task of comparing a test fin-
gerprint that is provided by the user, to a template fingerprint that is provided earlier, during
enrollment. Most fingerprint matching systems are based on the minutiae, which are the end-
points and bifurcations of the elevated line structures in the fingerprint that are called ridges.
A minutiae-based fingerprint matching system roughly consists of two stages. In the minu-
tiae extraction stage, the minutiae are extracted from the gray-scale fingerprint, while in the
minutiae matching stage, two sets of minutiae are compared in order to decide whether the
fingerprints match. This chapter deals with the compensation of elastic distortions to improve
the performance of minutiae matching.

In minutiae matching, two stages can be distinguished. First, registration aligns both fin-
gerprints as well as possible. Most algorithms use a combination of translation, rotation and
scaling for this task. In the rest of this chapter, one global transformation for the whole finger-
print that is based on rotation, translation and scaling only will be called rigid. A non-rigid
transformation for registration will be called elastic. After registration, the matching score
is determined by counting the corresponding minutiae pairs that are present in both finger-
prints. Two minutiae correspond if a minutia from the test set is located within a bounding
box or tolerance zone around a minutia from the template set. The matching score, which is
a number in the range from 0 to 1, is calculated as the number of matched minutiae divided
by the total number of minutiae.

Unfortunately, there are a lot of complicating factors in minutiae matching. First of all,
both sets may suffer from false, missed and displaced minutiae, caused by imperfections in
the minutiae extraction stage. Second, the two fingerprints to be compared may originate
from a different part of the same finger, which means that both sets overlap only partially.
Third, the two prints may be translated, rotated and scaled with respect to each other. The
fourth problem is the presence of non-linear elastic deformations (also called plastic distor-
tions) in the fingerprints, which is the most difficult problem to solve. The method that is
proposed in this chapter solves all these problems, while specifically addressing the elastic
deformations.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 6.2, elastic deformations are dis-
cussed and an overview is given of other matching methods that try to deal with them. Next,
in Section 6.3, an elastic minutiae matching algorithm is proposed that estimates a defor-
mation model and uses this model for improved minutiae matching. Finally, in Section 6.4,
experimental results of the elastic minutiae matching algorithm are given.

6.2 Elastic Deformations

Elastic distortions are caused by the acquisition process itself. During capturing, the 3-
dimensional elastic surface of a finger is pressed onto a flat sensor surface. This 3D-to-2D
mapping of the finger skin introduces non-linear distortions, especially when forces are ap-
plied that are not orthogonal to the sensor surface. This is especially a realistic situation when
dealing with non-cooperative users that deliberately apply excessive force in order to create
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Figure 6.1: Ridge skeletons of elastically distorted fingerprints that are registered by means
of the rigid algorithm.

intentional elastic deformations. The effect is that the sets of minutiae of two prints of the
same finger no longer fit exactly after rigid registration. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 where
the ridge skeletons of two prints of the same finger have been registered optimally (using the
minimum sum of squared minutiae distances) and displayed in one figure.

In order to tolerate minutiae pairs that are further apart because of elastic distortions, and
therefore to decrease the false rejection rate (FRR), most algorithms increase the size of the
bounding boxes [Pan01]. However, as a side effect, this gives non-matching minutiae pairs a
higher probability to get paired, resulting in a higher false acceptance rate (FAR). Therefore,
changing the size of the bounding box around minutiae only has the effect of exchanging FRR
for FAR, while it does not solve the problem of elastic distortions. An alternative approach
is to use only local similarity measures, as addressed in Section 6.3.1, since those are less
affected by elastic distortions [Kov00, Rat00]. However, this also decreases the required
amount of similarity, and therefore also exchanges FRR for FAR.

Recently, some methods were presented that deal with the problem of matching elasti-
cally distorted fingerprints more explicitly, thus avoiding the exchange of error rates. The
ideal way to deal with distortions would be to invert the 3D-to-2D mapping and compare the
minutiae positions in 3D. Unfortunately, in the absence of a calibrated measurement of the
deformation process, there is no unique way of inverting this mapping. It is therefore rea-
sonable to consider methods that explicitly attempt to model and eliminate the 2D distortion
in the fingerprint image. In [Sen01], a method is proposed that first estimates the local ridge
frequency in the entire fingerprint and then adapts the extracted minutiae positions in such a
way that the ridge distances are normalized all over the image. Although the stricter match-
ing conditions slightly increase the performance of the matching algorithm, this method only
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Figure 6.2: Elastic deformation model of [Cap01].

solves some specific part of the non-linear deformations.

Since it is not known in advance whether captured fingerprints contain any distortion,
true normalization of the fingerprints to their genuine shape is not possible. The fact that no
reference without distortion is available makes normalization in 2D a relative rather than an
absolute matter. Instead of normalizing each fingerprint on its own, the non-linear distortions
of one fingerprint with respect to the other have to be estimated and eliminated.

In [Cap01], the physical cause of the distortions is modelled by distinguishing three dis-
tinct concentric regions in a fingerprint. In the center region, it is assumed that no distortions
are present, since this region tightly touches the sensor. The outer, or external, region is not
distorted either, since it does not touch the sensor. The outer region may be displaced and ro-
tated with respect to the inner region, due to the application of forces while pressing the finger
at the sensor. The region in between is distorted in order to fit both regions to each other, as
shown in Figure 6.2. Experiments have shown that this model provides an accurate descrip-
tion of the elastic distortions in some cases. The technique has successfully been applied to
the generation of different synthetic fingerprints of the same finger [Cap00a]. However, the
model has not yet been used in an algorithm for matching fingerprints. Accurate estimation
of the distortion parameters is still a topic of research.

Furthermore, a number of non-rigid registration methods have been proposed in other
fields than fingerprint matching, see e.g. [Chu00, Kum01]. Most of these methods, however,
suffer from two problems. First, they assume that the correspondences between two sets of
points are known from the local image structure around these points, which is not a realistic
assumption in fingerprint matching where all minutiae points look similar. In addition, they
require much processing time, ranging from 1 minute to several hours. In fingerprint match-
ing the available time is limited to only a few seconds. Therefore, these methods cannot be
applied to the fingerprint matching problem.

In this chapter, a minutiae matching algorithm is presented that models elastic distortions
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by means of a thin-plate spline model, based on the locations and orientations of the extracted
minutiae. This model is used to normalize the shape of the test fingerprint with respect to the
template. It is therefore able to deal with elastically distorted fingerprints. As a consequence,
the distances between the corresponding minutiae are much smaller and tighter bounding
boxes can be used in the counting stage. This results in an algorithm that is able to decrease
FAR and FRR simultaneously.

6.3 The Matching Algorithm

The elastic minutiae matching algorithm estimates the non-linear transformation model in
two stages. The local matching that is presented in Section 6.3.1 determines which minutiae
could possibly form a matching pair, based on local similarity measures. Without the local
matching stage, each minutia in the test set could correspond to each minutia in the template
set. This means that a problem with too many degrees of freedom would have to be solved in
the subsequent global matching stage, that is presented in Section 6.3.2. The global matching
stage uses the possible correspondences to estimate a global non-rigid transformation that
is used to register the two fingerprints. After registration, the corresponding minutiae are
counted using bounding boxes that can be chosen rather strictly since the distance between
corresponding minutiae after elastic registration is small.

6.3.1 Local Matching

The first step in the proposed matching algorithm is the comparison of local structures. These
structures can be compared easily since they contain few minutiae in a small area. In addition,
since the structures originate from only a small area in a fingerprint, they are unlikely to be
seriously deformed by elastic distortions. The local matching algorithm was inspired by the
approach that was described in [Jia00].

Each minutia m in the template and test fingerprints is described by parameters (x, y, θ),
where (x, y) are the pixel coordinates of the minutia and θ is the orientation of the minutia.
The orientation is estimated by tracing the ridges that leave the minutia (1 ridge for an end-
point and 3 ridges for a bifurcation) over some distance and quantizing the obtained ridge
directions to either the directional field [Baz02d] or the opposite direction. For an endpoint,
this directly gives the orientation and for a bifurcation, the orientation that occurs twice is se-
lected. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3. The matching algorithm does not distinguish between
types of minutiae, because these can be easily interchanged by noise or pressure differences
during acquisition. However, their orientations remain unchanged when this occurs.

Each minutia defines a number of local structures, which are called minutia neighbor-
hoods. A minutia neighborhood consists of the minutia itself and two neighboring minu-
tiae. When the reference minutia is called m0 and its closest neighbors with increasing dis-
tance from m0 are m1, m2, . . . , mn−1, with n the number of minutiae, the neighborhoods
{m0, m1, m2}, {m0, m1, m3} and {m0, m2, m3} are selected for each minutiae. Compared to
selecting only one neighborhood, this provides more robustness in the local matching stage
with respect to false and missing minutiae.
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Figure 6.3: Estimation of the minutiae orientation.

The local matching algorithm compares each minutia neighborhood in the test fingerprint
to each minutia neighborhood in the template fingerprint. First, the two structures are aligned
using a least squares algorithm that determines the optimal rotation, translation and scaling.
Next, the scaling, the sum of the squared distances between the corresponding minutiae and
the differences of orientation are used to measure the similarity of the two minutia neigh-
borhoods. If the structures are considered to match, the pair of minutia neighborhoods and
the transformation (t, r, s), consisting of translation t = (tx , ty), rotation r and scaling s, is
stored.

After each minutia neighborhood in the test fingerprint has been compared to each minutia
neighborhood in the template fingerprint, a list of corresponding minutia neighborhood pairs
is obtained. Note that this list does not contain all true correspondences and that inclusion
in this list does not necessarily indicate a true correspondence. However, its size gives a first
indication of the degree of similarity of the two fingerprints.

6.3.2 Global Matching

The next step is the determination of the global transformation that optimally registers the
two fingerprints. This is called the global matching stage. From the list of local similarities,
the global transformation is determined that is consistent with the largest number of matching
minutia neighborhood pairs. In general, this transformation also selects the largest number of
matching minutiae pairs from the entire minutiae sets.

Several strategies to determine the optimal global transformation from the list of local
transformations exist. Those methods mainly differ in handling the difficulty of false and con-
tradictory local matches. In [Jia00], the transformation of the single minutia neighborhood
pair that matches best, is taken. However, using more information of other local matches
will certainly improve the accuracy of the registration. Another possibility is to quantize the
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local registration parameters into bins and construct an accumulator array that counts all oc-
currences of each quantized registration. Next, the bin that occurs most is selected, and the
average of all registrations in that bin is taken. This strategy roughly corresponds to the work
of [Jai97b], although that method is not based on matching local minutia neighborhoods.

The method that is proposed here, achieves further improvement by determining the opti-
mal registration parameters from the positions of the matching minutia neighborhoods instead
of averaging the individual registration parameters. First, the largest group of pairs that share
approximately the same registration parameters is selected. This is achieved by determining
for each matching pair the number of pairs of which the registration parameters differ less
than a certain threshold. Next, the transformation (t, r, s) that optimally registers the selected
minutiae in the test set to the corresponding minutiae in template set is calculated in a least
squares sense.

However, when applying this registration, elastically deformed fingerprints will not be
registered well, as shown in Figure 6.1, simply because an accurate rigid registration (t, r, s)
does not exist. This has to be compensated for in the counting stage. It has been reported in
[Pan01] that for 97.5% of the minutiae to match, a threshold on the Euclidean distance of two
minutiae of r0 = 15 pixels has to be used in 500 dpi fingerprints. As a consequence, minutiae
in a rather large part of the image (25% of the image for 30 minutiae in a 300 × 300 image)
are considered to match even when they actually do not match.

In order to allow stricter matching, i.e. a smaller value of r0, elastic registration has to be
used to compensate for elastic distortions. A transformation that is able to represent elastic
deformations is the thin-plate spline (TPS) model [Boo89]. This model has not been ap-
plied earlier to fingerprint recognition. The TPS model describes the transformed coordinates
(x ′, y′) both independently as a function of the original coordinates (x, y):

x ′ = fx (x, y) (6.1)

y′ = fy(x, y) (6.2)

Given the displacements of a number of landmark points (for fingerprint recognition, the
minutiae can be used as such), the TPS model interpolates those points, while maintaining
maximal smoothness. The smoothness is represented by the bending energy of a thin metal
plate. At each landmark point (x, y), the displacement is represented by an additional z-
coordinate, and, for each point, the thin metal plate is fixed at position (x, y, z). The bending
energy is given by the integral of the second order partial derivatives over the entire surface
and can be minimized by solving a set of linear equations. Therefore, the TPS parameters
can be found very efficiently. The TPS model for one of the transformed coordinates is given
by parameter vectors a = [a1 a2 a3]T and w = [w1 · · · wn]T :

f (x, y) = a1 + a2x + a3 y +
n∑

i=1

wiU (|Pi − (x, y)|) (6.3)

where U (r) = r2 log r is the basis function, a defines the affine part of the transformation,
w gives an additional non-linear deformation, Pi are the landmarks that the TPS interpolates,
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and n is the number of landmarks. More details on the estimation of thin-plate splines is
given in Appendix E.

In [Roh99], a method is presented to estimate approximating thin-plate splines. These
splines do not exactly interpolate all given points, but are allowed to approximate them in
favor of a smoother transformation. The smoothness is controlled by a parameter λ, which
weights the optimization of landmark distance and smoothness. For λ = 0, there is full
interpolation, while for very large λ, there is only an affine transformation left. More details
on approximating thin-plate splines is given in Appendix E.

In fingerprint matching, it is essential to use approximating thin plate splines, since this
introduces some insensitivity to errors. For instance, minutiae may be displaced a few pixels
by the minutiae extraction algorithm or false local matches may be included into the global
matching stage. Interpolating TPS will include these displacement errors into the registration
exactly, resulting in strange un-smooth transformations and incorrect extrapolations. Obvi-
ously, a smoother transformation that does not take all small details into account is much
more robust. In that case, the TPS registration represents the elastic distortions, while in the
counting stage, the threshold r0 takes care of local minutiae displacements.

The TPS model is fitted in a number of iterations. First, an initial model is fitted to
the minutiae in the minutia neighborhood pairs that were found in the local matching stage.
Next, the corresponding minutiae in both sets, differing in location and orientation less than
a threshold, are determined and a new model is fitted to those corresponding minutiae. This
is repeated with a decreasing threshold r0 until the model has converged to its final state.
This iterative process improves the quality of the non-linear registration considerably and
increases the matching score significantly. Finally, the matching score S is calculated by:

S = n2
match

n1 · n2
(6.4)

where nmatch is the number of matching minutiae, n1 the number of minutiae in the test fin-
gerprint and n2 the number of minutiae in the template fingerprint. This expression provides
the best balance between false rejection and false acceptance for fingerprints that contain only
a small number of minutiae. The match or non-match decision is then taken by comparing
the matching score to a threshold.

Figure 6.4 shows the two deformed fingerprints after registration by means of thin-plate
splines. The figure clearly shows the much more accurate registration with respect to the
leftmost part. This means that a much lower threshold r0 can be used in the counting stage,
leading to a considerably lower false acceptance rate.

6.4 Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm has been evaluated by applying it to Database 2 of FVC2000
[Mai00, Mai02] and training Database 1 of FVC2002. The FVC2000 database consists of
880 capacitive 8-bit gray-scale fingerprints, 8 prints of each of 110 distinct fingers. The im-
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Figure 6.4: Ridge skeletons of elastically distorted fingerprints that are registered by means
of the thin-plate spline algorithm.

ages are captured at 500 dpi, resulting in image sizes of 364 × 256 pixels. The FVC2002
database contains 80 8-bit gray-scale fingerprints, 8 prints of 10 fingers, captured with an
optical sensor at 500 dpi.

Unfortunately no benchmark results are available in the literature to measure the perfor-
mance of minutiae-based matching for given fixed sets of minutiae. Any result reported on
databases such as the ones of FVC2000 incorporate the performance of a minutiae extrac-
tion stage, which is not a topic of this chapter. Therefore, we used the traditional minutiae
extraction method that was presented in Section 5.2.

First, the estimated elastic deformation models have been evaluated visually. In Fig-
ure 6.5, the registration results are depicted for typical and heavy distortions in the FVC2000
database. The figure shows the superposition of both minutiae sets (indicated by ‘×’ and ‘◦’)
and a grid that visualizes the deformations. The figure clearly shows that elastic registration
makes the minutiae sets fit much better, i.e. the corresponding ‘×’s and ‘◦’s are much closer
to each other, while the fingerprints are not heavily distorted. For the upper row, the matching
scores are 0.42 for the rigid registration and 0.68 for the TPS registration, while the scores for
the bottom row are 0.04 and 0.25. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that all distortion patterns
that we inspected were similar to the patterns that are shown in Figure 6.5, while none of
them resembled the distortion model that was proposed in [Cap01] (see Figure 6.2).

Next, due to the lack of benchmark results for minutiae matching performance, it was
decided to compare TPS-based elastic matching to rigid matching. In both cases, r0 was
chosen such that the matching performance was optimized. With r0 = 15 for rigid matching
and r0 = 5 for elastic matching the equal-error rates of the ROC turned out to become 4%
and 1.8% respectively for training Database 1 of FVC2002. In this experiment, 280 matches
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Figure 6.5: Registration results for the elastic matching algorithm: the superposition of both
minutiae sets (indicated by ‘×’ and ‘◦’) and a grid that visualizes the deformations. Top
row: typical distortions, bottom row: heavy distortions, left column: rigid registration, right
column: TPS registration.
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Figure 6.6: Results of the TPS-based matching algorithm on training database 1 of
FVC2002. (a): matching score distribution, (b): ROC.

and 450 non-matches have been evaluated. The distributions of the matching scores and the
ROC for the elastic matching experiment are shown in Figure 6.6.

To evaluate the matching performance of the elastic matching algorithm on database 2 of
FVC2000, two experiments have been done. The first experiment considers all fingerprints in
the database, leading to 3080 matches and 5995 non-matches. In this case, the equal error rate
is 6%. In the second experiment, 10% of the fingers with lowest quality fingerprints have been
left out. This compensates for the imperfections in the used minutiae extraction algorithm,
and allows better evaluation of only the elastic matching algorithm. In this case, the equal
error rate is 2.5%. The matching score distributions and ROCs are shown in Figure 6.7.

The combined local and global matching algorithm is able to keep the matching scores for
non-matching fingerprints very low: values larger than S = 0.1 are never observed. However,
some low matching scores have been observed for matching fingerprints, resulting in a fixed
lower bound for FRR, relatively independent of the chosen FAR.

Analysis of these cases results in two possible causes for the low matching scores. The
first cause is due to imperfections in the used minutiae extraction stage. Low-quality re-
gions are discarded by the segmentation that precedes the minutiae extraction, leading to
very few corresponding minutiae. It is expected that the matching performance increases
when combined with better minutiae extraction algorithms. The second cause is a very small
overlapping region between the two fingerprints that are matched. In this case too, there are
only very few corresponding minutiae. This problem was partially solved by using only the
minutiae in the overlapping region for the matching score determination, i.e. adjusting n1 and
n2 in equation 6.4. However, this may also lead to higher non-matching scores.

Furthermore, it is worth noticing that none of the low matching scores is caused by the
presence of elastic deformations. The algorithm correctly resolves these distortions, while in
some cases, the rigid matching algorithm is not able to do so.

Finally, the proposed elastic matching algorithm is rather fast. In a C++ implementation
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Figure 6.7: Results of the TPS-based matching algorithm on database 2 of FVC2000, with
and without discarding low-quality fingerprints. (a): matching score distribution, (b): ROC.

on a 1 GHz P-III machine, the entire elastic minutiae matching algorithm takes less than
100 ms. Furthermore, it is only marginally more complex than the rigid matching algorithm.
The local matching stage takes approximately 50 ms, rigid matching would take 10 ms and
elastic matching takes 30 ms.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed a novel minutiae matching algorithm that is able to deal with
elastic distortions of fingerprints. Using thin-plate splines, the algorithm handles all non-
linear distortions that might occur in fingerprints, while using very tight bounding boxes. It
has been shown that it is able to register distorted fingerprints very well. When applied to
elastically deformed fingerprints, the elastic matching algorithm provides considerably better
matching scores than rigid matching algorithms. Since a relatively simple minutiae extraction
algorithm was used, it is expected that the matching performance can be improved by linking
the proposed matching algorithm to better minutiae extraction algorithms.

The algorithm detected only relatively small elastic deformations. Furthermore, we have
given evidence that distortion patterns encountered in practice do not resemble much the
models that were proposed in [Cap01].



Chapter 7

Likelihood Ratio-Based Biometric
Verification

Abstract

This chapter presents results on optimal similarity measures for biometric verification based
on fixed-length feature vectors. First, we show that the verification of a single user is equiv-
alent to the detection problem, which implies that for single-user verification the likelihood
ratio is optimal. Second, we show that under some general conditions, decisions based on
posterior probabilities and likelihood ratios are equivalent, and result in the same ROC. How-
ever, in a multi-user situation, these two methods lead to different average error rates. As a
third result, we prove theoretically that, for multi-user verification, the use of the likelihood
ratio is optimal in terms of average error rates. The superiority of this method is illustrated
by experiments in fingerprint verification. It is shown that error rates of approximately 10−4

can be achieved when using multiple fingerprints for template construction. This chapter will
be published as [Baz02f].
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7.1 Introduction

Biometric verification systems are used to verify the claimed identity of a user by measuring
specific characteristics of the body, such as fingerprints, hand geometry, irises, or pressure
signals. The verification system calculates the similarity between the measured characteris-
tic and a template corresponding to the claimed identity. If the similarity is larger than an
acceptance threshold, the user is accepted. Otherwise, the user is rejected.

Most fingerprint matching systems use minutiae-based algorithms [Baz02b, Jai97a],
which are in general considered as most reliable. However, comparing two sets of minu-
tiae is not a straightforward task. First, the number of minutiae that are extracted depends on
the actual fingerprint. Second, it is not known beforehand which minutia in the template set
corresponds to which one in the test set. Third, even if the first two problems are solved, the
minutiae locations and associated characteristics cannot be compared directly due to trans-
lation, rotation, scaling, etc. of the fingerprints. Instead, comparing two sets of minutiae
requires special point-pattern matching algorithms.

In contrast, this chapter presents a fingerprint matching algorithm that uses fixed-length
feature vectors, consisting of a number of measurements that are performed at some specific,
fixed, locations in the fingerprint. The advantage of this approach is that, once the features
are extracted, the matching is very fast, which enables the search for a matching fingerprint
in a large database.

Given a test feature vector v that is obtained from a user requesting access to a biometric
system, and a class wk that represents the users claimed identity (represented by a template
feature vector), the task of a biometric verification system is to decide whether the offered
feature vector can be accepted as a member of the given class or not. For this purpose, the
system determines a measure that represents the similarity between the test and the template
measurements, and the user is granted access to the system if the similarity measure ex-
ceeds a certain threshold. The subject of this chapter is the comparison of different similarity
measures that can be used. We present results on optimal similarity measures for general
biometric verification based on fixed-length feature vectors.

Various similarity measures for fixed-length feature vectors have been proposed in the lit-
erature. Here, we give an overview of the three most widely used measures, being Euclidean
distance, posterior probabilities and likelihood ratios.

In [Jai00b], FingerCode is used as feature vector for fingerprint verification. This feature
vector contains the standard deviation of the responses of Gabor filters in specified locations
in the fingerprint. For comparison of these feature vectors, the Euclidean distance is used.
For this reason this method treats all elements of the feature vector as equally important and
uncorrelated. Although this is not a realistic assumption, the authors present experiments
with relatively good recognition performance.

In [Gol97], biometric verification systems that are based on hand geometry and face
recognition are presented. In that paper, it is claimed that decisions that are based on the
posterior probability densities are optimal, where optimality means minimal error rates as
defined in Section 7.3. The posterior probability density of class wk given observed feature
vector v is given by:
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p(wk |v) = p(v|wk) · p(wk)

p(v)
(7.1)

where p(v|wk) is the probability density of the feature vectors given class wk , p(wk) is the
probability density of the class wk , and p(v) is the prior probability density of the feature
vectors. The feature vector v is accepted as member of the template class if its posterior
probability density exceeds a threshold t ∈ [0, tmax].

On the other hand, in detection theory it is known since long that the use of likelihood
ratios is asymptotically optimal [Tre68]. In detection, a given feature vector has to be classi-
fied as originating from a predefined situation (the presence of some object to be detected) or
not. Since the detection problem is in some sense equivalent to the verification problem that
is considered here, it is to be expected that using likelihood ratios for biometric verification
is optimal as well. The likelihood ratio L(v) is given by:

L(v) = p(v|wk)

p(v|wk)
(7.2)

where p(v|wk) is the probability of v, given v is not a member of class wk . Since we assume
many classes, exclusion of a single class wk does not change the distribution of the feature
vector v. Therefore, the distribution of v, given v is not a member of wk , equals the prior
distribution of v:

p(v|wk) = p(v) (7.3)

and the likelihood ratio is given by

L(v) = p(v|wk)

p(v)
(7.4)

In this framework, a test feature vector v is accepted as member of the template class if
its likelihood ratio exceeds a threshold t ∈ [0,∞〉. The acceptance region Ak,t and rejection
region Rk,t can be defined in the feature space V:

Ak,t = {v ∈ V | L(v) ≥ t} (7.5)

Rk,t = {v ∈ V | L(v) < t} (7.6)

The probability density functions in Expressions 7.4 and 7.1 are in practice usually mod-
elled by multidimensional Gaussian distributions. More details of that case are given in
Appendix F.

This chapter focusses on likelihood ratio-based biometric verification, and on the differ-
ences in verification performance between posterior probability-based and likelihood ratio-
based biometric systems. In Section 7.2, the general expressions for biometric system errors
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are derived. Next, the optimality of likelihood ratio-based decisions is proved in Section 7.3.
Then, Section 7.4 presents experimental results on fingerprint verification, confirming that us-
ing likelihood ratios instead of posterior probability densities decreases the error rates, even
though the feature vectors are the same for both decision methods.

7.2 Biometric System Errors

In this section, we derive expressions for the system errors, using likelihood ratio-based de-
cisions, as a function of the probability density functions of the feature vectors.

7.2.1 False rejection rate

The false rejection rate (FRR) measures the probability that a feature vector is rejected as a
member of some class, although it does originate from that class. For a specific class wk and
a given threshold t , FRRk(t) is given by:

FRRk(t) = P(v ∈ Rk,t |v ∈ wk) =
∫

Rk,t

p(v|wk)dv (7.7)

Since Ak,t + Rk,t = V, this can also be written as:

FRRk(t) = 1 −
∫

Ak,t

p(v|wk)dv (7.8)

The (average) overall false rejection rate FRR(t) is found by integrating over all classes:

FRR(t) =
∫

W
FRRk(t) · p(wk)dwk (7.9)

where W is the space of all classes. The summation over all (discrete) classes is represented
by a (continuous) integral to indicate the infinite number of classes.

7.2.2 False acceptance rate

The false acceptance rate (FAR) measures the probability that a feature vector is accepted as
a member of some class, although it does not originate from that class. For a specific class
wk and a given a threshold t , FARk(t) is given by:

FARk(t) = P(v ∈ Ak,t | v ∈ wi , i �= k) =
∫

Ak,t

p(v)dv (7.10)
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where again p(v|wk) = p(v) is used. Then, the (average) global false acceptance rate FAR(t)
is found by integrating over all classes.

FAR(t) =
∫

W
FARk(t) · p(wk)dwk (7.11)

7.2.3 Receiver operating curve

The dependence of both error rates on the threshold can be visualized in a plot of FRR against
FAR for varying threshold values, which is called the receiver operating curve (ROC). In this
section, we derive an expression that describes the trade off between FAR and FRR for a
likelihood ratio-based verification system. This derivation proceeds similar to the work in
[Gol97] for posterior probabilities.

Let Ak,t be the acceptance region of class wk for threshold t and Ak,t−	t the acceptance
region of the same class for threshold t −	t . If the threshold decreases, the acceptance region
increases. Let 	Ak,t be the difference region

	Ak,t = Ak,t−	t − Ak,t (7.12)

for each v in the difference region we can write:

∀v ∈ 	Ak,t : t − 	t ≤ L(v) ≤ t (7.13)

By substituting Expression 7.4, this can be written as:

∀v ∈ 	Ak,t : (t − 	t) · p(v) ≤ p(v|wk) ≤ t · p(v) (7.14)

By integrating over the difference region:

(t − 	t) ·
∫

	Ak,t

p(v)dv ≤
∫

	Ak,t

p(v|wk)dv ≤ t ·
∫

	Ak,t

p(v)dv (7.15)

and introducing the differences in false acceptance rate and false rejection rate when the
threshold decreases from t to t − 	t :

	FRRk(t) = −
∫

	Ak,t

p(v|wk)dv (7.16)

	FARk(t) =
∫

	Ak,t

p(v)dv (7.17)
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we obtain:

(t − 	t) · 	FARk(t) ≤ −	FRRk(t) ≤ t · 	FARk(t) (7.18)

By letting 	t → 0, the inequalities become equalities, and 	FRRk(t) and 	FARk(t) go to
zero as well. Then, we can write:

dFRRk(t)

dFARk(t)
= −t (7.19)

which is a general result that describes the tradeoff between FAR and FRR for a likelihood
ratio based decision system. The same expression has been derived in [Tre68] using other
methods.

7.3 Optimality of Likelihood Ratios

In this section, we prove that, for verification based on fixed-length feature vectors, the use
of the likelihood ratio is optimal in terms of average overall error rates. In this context,
optimality is defined as the lowest FAR for a given FRR, or alternatively the lowest FRR for
a given FAR. First, we consider the less complex case of single-user verification, where the
system has to decide whether or not an input feature vector originates from the only user that
is known to the system.

7.3.1 Single-User Verification

For single-user verification, there is one fixed distribution p(v|wk) of feature vectors from the
genuine user and one fixed distribution p(v) of feature vectors from impostors. This situation
is equivalent to the detection problem, which implies that the likelihood ratio is optimal for
single-user verification [Tre68].

The relation between the likelihood ratio and the posterior probability, which is derived
from Expressions 7.1 and 7.4, is given by:

p(wk |v) = p(wk) · L(v) (7.20)

Since there is only one user in the system, p(wk) is a constant, and both methods provide the
same error rates if the thresholds tp for posterior probability density and tL for likelihood ratio
are set to tp = p(wk) · tL . This means that for single-user verification, both methods provide
the same ROC, with a different threshold parameterization along the curve. This is shown in
Figure 7.1, for instance by observing the leftmost curve, with the associated threshold values
for both methods.
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Figure 7.1: Averaging ROCs of classes with different occurrence probabilities.

7.3.2 Multi-User Verification

In a multi-user situation, the two methods lead to different average error rates. The difference
between averaging with the two methods is illustrated in Figure 7.1, which shows three ROCs
for frequently, average and infrequently occurring classes in a synthetic data set. At some
specific positions at the ROCs, the threshold values for both methods are indicated. It can be
seen that combining individual ROCs with a constant posterior probability threshold tp will
take the average of different points on the individual ROCs than combining individual ROCs
with a constant likelihood ratio threshold tL . The question that is answered in the rest of this
section is which of all possible averaging paths will lead to the minimum overall error rates.

It can be explained intuitively that the use of likelihood ratios will lead to better overall
matching performance than the use of posterior probabilities. A fixed posterior probability
threshold requires equal similarity values for feature vectors from each individual, under the
condition that the distribution of the feature vectors from the entire population is much wider
than the distribution within one class. This means that a feature vector is relatively close to
its associated class center, such that p(v) ≈ p(wk) (see Expression 7.1). This condition is
easily satisfied in practice. The effect is an equal FRR and a lower FAR for less frequently
occurring classes.

On the other hand, a fixed likelihood ratio threshold requires lower similarity values for
less frequently occurring feature vectors (see Expression 7.20). As a consequence, the ac-
ceptance region for less frequently occurring classes is larger, which has two effects. The
reduction in FAR is smaller, but at the same time, FRR is reduced. The overall recognition
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performance can be optimized by choosing the right trade-off between these two effects.

Next, we prove that using likelihood ratios in multi-user verification is optimal. First,
define ϕ(L|wk) as the probability density function of the likelihood ratio of an observation
vector v that is taken from the true class wk . Also, define ϕ(L|wk) as the probability density
function of the likelihood ratio of an observation vector v that is not taken from the true class
wk . For these probability density functions, the following well-known relation holds [Tre68]:

ϕ(L|wk) = L · ϕ(L|wk) (7.21)

The error rates FRR and FAR for class wk , as a function of the threshold t , are given by

FRRk(t) =
∫ t

0
ϕ(L|wk)d L (7.22)

and

FARk(t) =
∫ ∞

t
ϕ(L|wk)d L (7.23)

Next, we find expressions for the average FRR(t (wk)) and FAR(t (wk)) with a class-
dependent threshold t (wk) by integrating over all classes:

FRR(t (wk)) =
∫

W
p(wk)

∫ t (wk )

0
ϕ(L|wk)d L dwk (7.24)

FAR(t (wk)) =
∫

W
p(wk)

∫ ∞

t (wk )

ϕ(L|wk)d L dwk (7.25)

For optimal verification performance, the question is how to choose the threshold t as a
function of wk , such that the resulting ROC is minimal. This is solved by Lagrange optimiza-
tion, see for instance [Moo00]. The objective is to minimize FRR, subject to the condition
of a constant FAR. The threshold is chosen as t = topt(wk) + ε f (wk), where topt(wk) is the
optimal threshold, f (wk) is some function of wk , ε is a small constant, and some specific
value for FAR is chosen as additional condition. Then:

J =
∫

W
p(wk)

∫ topt(wk )+ε f (wk )

0
ϕ(L|wk)d L dwk

+ λ

[∫
W

p(wk)

∫ ∞

topt(wk )+ε f (wk )

ϕ(L|wk)d L dwk − FAR(t)

]
(7.26)

has to be minimized by setting the derivative with respect to ε to zero:
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∫
W

p(wk)ϕ(topt(wk) + ε f (wk)|wk) f (wk)dwk −

λ

∫
W

p(wk)ϕ(topt(wk) + ε f (wk)|wk) f (wk)dwk = 0 (7.27)

By realizing that this expression must hold for any f (wk), the integrals over all wk can be
omitted. Furthermore, since topt is optimal, ε is equal to zero, which further simplifies the
expression to:

ϕ(topt(wk)|wk) − λϕ(topt(wk)|wk) = 0 (7.28)

Applying Expression 7.21 results in:

topt(wk)ϕ(topt(wk)|wk) − λϕ(topt(wk)|wk) = 0 (7.29)

which, by dividing both sides by ϕ(topt(wk)|wk) and rearranging the expression, gives:

topt(wk) = λ (7.30)

Since λ is a constant, the optimal threshold topt(wk) is constant too, independent of wk .
Therefore, using a constant likelihood ratio threshold when averaging over the classes gives
the optimal verification results.

7.4 Experimental Results

In this section, results of fingerprint matching experiments are presented. The proposed sim-
ilarity measures, being Euclidean distance, posterior probabilities and likelihood ratios, have
been evaluated by applying them to Database 2 of FVC2000 [Mai02]. The FVC2000 database
consists of 880 8-bit gray-scale fingerprints, 8 prints of each of 110 different fingers. The im-
ages are captured with a capacitive sensor at 500 dpi, resulting in image sizes of 364 by 256
pixels.

7.4.1 Feature Vectors

We use two types of feature vectors that are extracted from the gray scale fingerprint images.
The first feature vector is the squared directional field that is defined in Chapter 2, which is
calculated at a regular grid of 11 by 11 points with spacings of 8 pixels and is centered at
the core point (see Chapter 3). At each position in the grid, the squared directional field is
coded in a vector of two elements. The resulting feature vector of length 242 is reduced to
dimension 100 by principal component analysis over the entire population.
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For approximately 10% of the fingerprints, the automatic core point extraction failed and
for those fingerprints, the location of the core point was adjusted manually. The automatic
core point extraction errors could be resolved by two related methods. First, feature vectors
could be extracted at many regularly spaced locations from the fingerprint. That one feature
vector that results in the highest matching score is used. This solution is inspired by the fea-
ture space correlation method that is described in [Ros02b]. Second, feature vectors could be
extracted at each location where a (possibly false) core is detected. Again the best matching
feature vector is used. This would save a lot of processing time compared to the first method.

The second feature vector is the Gabor response of the fingerprint, which is discussed in
Appendix D. After substraction of the local mean, the fingerprint image is filtered by a set of
four complex Gabor filters, which are given by:

hGabor(x, y) = exp

(
− x2 + y2

2σ 2

)
exp ( j2π f (x sin θ + y cos θ)) (7.31)

The orientations θ are set to 0, π/4, π/2, and 3π/4, the spatial frequency is set to f =
0.125, which corresponds to a ridge-valley period of 8 pixels, and the width of the filter is
set to σ = 3. The absolute values of the output images are taken, which are subsequently
filtered by a Gaussian window with σ = 6. Next, samples are taken at a regular grid of
11 by 11 points with spacings of 8 pixels and centered at the core point. The resulting
feature vector of length 484 is reduced to dimension 200 by principal component analysis of
the entire population. This feature vector is inspired by FingerCode [Jai00b], but it can be
calculated more efficiently since a rectangular grid is used rather than a circular one (see also
[Jai01, Ros02a]), and it performs slightly better.

7.4.2 Matching Experiments

To enable calculation of the posterior probability density and likelihood ratio, we assume
Gaussian probability density functions with unequal means but equal covariance matrices for
the feature vectors from all individual classes. This covariance matrix represents the differ-
ences between multiple prints of the same finger, like noise, partial impressions, and elastic
deformations. Another Gaussian probability density function is assumed for the feature vec-
tors of the entire population, representing the differences between individual fingerprints. For
both feature vectors, the inter class and intra class covariance matrices have been determined
from the fingerprints in our database. Then the matching scores of 3080 genuine attempts
and 5995 impostor attempts have been recorded.

The use of equal intra class covariance matrices for all users is motivated by the fact that
in a biometric system in practice, only one feature vector is available as template. Therefore,
no user dependent covariance matrix can be determined, and the best approximation possible
is to use the average covariance matrix for all users.

There are a few motivations for using Gaussian distributions for the feature vectors. In
general, measurements of natural features tend to a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, as
the dimension of the feature vectors is reduced by principal component analysis, the fea-
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Figure 7.2: Results of the directional field based matching algorithm.

ture vector elements are weighted sums of measured features, which approximate a Gaussian
distribution even better, as dictated by the central limit theorem. Appendix F provides ex-
pressions for the verification errors for Gaussian distributed feature vectors.

The resulting average ROCs of the matching experiment, using Euclidean distance, pos-
terior probability and likelihood ratios, are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Both the directional
field and the Gabor response perform at an equal error rate (EER) of approximately 5% when
using likelihood ratios. The figures show that the use of posterior probabilities results in a
higher EER of 8%, while the Euclidean distance performs at an even worse EER of 15%.
Figure 7.3 shows that posterior probabilities perform better than likelihood ratios for FAR >

20%. For that setting, the acceptance region is very large, and the criterion p(v) ≈ p(wk)

is no longer satisfied. Combined with possibly unequal intra class covariance matrices, this
might explain the results.

Next, a new feature vector has been constructed by concatenating the directional field and
Gabor response into one large feature vector of dimension 300, and new inter class and intra
class covariance matrices have been determined. For this combined feature vector, the perfor-
mance differences are even more significant. Likelihood ratios perform at EER = 0.5%, pos-
terior probability at EER = 7% and Euclidean distance at EER = 12%, as shown in Figure 7.4.
The EER of 0.5% is a remarkably good result, equal to the best participant to FVC2000.

The algorithm takes less than 1 ms, compared to approximately 100 ms for a fast minutiae
matching algorithm (see Chapter 6). Using appropriate preprocessing, consecutive matches
of a single test fingerprint to a database of templates take less than 25 µs per template, which
enables the search through a database that contains 40,000 entries in 1 second.
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Figure 7.3: Results of the Gabor response based matching algorithm.
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Figure 7.4: Results of the matching algorithm that uses both the directional field and the
Gabor response as features.
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Figure 7.5: Results of the matching algorithm that is based on both features and uses two
fingerprints for template construction.

Table 7.1: Matching performance using multiple fingerprints for template construction.
Number of templates 1 2 3 4 5
EER 0.5% 0.07% 0.03% 0.01% 0%

7.4.3 Unknown Versus Known Class Centers

For a biometric system in practice, the feature vectors that correspond to the true classes cen-
ters are not known. Instead, only one example of the feature vector is available as template.
This means that all elements of the intra class covariance matrix are twice as large, compared
to the situation with known class centers. As a result, the acceptance region has to be 2d/2

times as large (with d the dimension of the feature vector) for a specific FRR. If the inter
class feature vector distribution is much wider than the intra class distribution, the impostor
distribution can be assumed constant for thresholds that correspond to a relatively high like-
lihood ratio. Consequently, FAR is also 2d/2 times as large as it would be with known class
centers. This is confirmed in experiments with low dimensional synthetic data sets.

The combined feature vector has dimension d = 300. This means that, at least theoreti-
cally, FAR can be reduced by a factor of 2300/2 ≈ 1045 when using class centers as templates.
To validate this effect, experiments have been set up where multiple fingerprints have been
used for construction of the template. The template is taken as the average of multiple indi-
vidual feature vectors, while only one of the remaining fingerprint is used as test vector. For
this experiment, 6160 genuine attempts and 5995 impostor attempts have been carried out.
The ROCs for the three similarity measures, using 2 fingerprints to construct the template, are
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shown in Figure 7.5, and the equal error rates for likelihood ratios with 1 to 5 fingerprints for
template construction are shown in Table 7.1. The table shows that the performance gain in
practice is not as large as it is in theory. But still, the matching performance can be increased
enormously by using multiple fingerprints for template construction.

Two more remarks have to be made on this subject. First, the performance is evaluated in a
database of 880 fingerprints, using approximately 6000 genuine and 6000 impostor attempts.
In this evaluation set, error rates smaller than 0.1% cannot be estimated reliably. Therefore,
the 0% in Table 7.1 does not mean that we have implemented the perfect biometric system, but
only that it made no errors on our database. Second, the practical performance gain of using
multiple feature vectors for template construction is smaller than the theoretic gain since the
inter class covariance matrix is not much wider than the intra class covariance matrix for most
of the elements of the feature vector. Therefore, the assumption of a constant p(v) is not true
in practice, and the performance gain is smaller than predicted.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have shown that the verification of a single user is equivalent to the detec-
tion problem, which implies that, for single-user verification, the likelihood ratio is optimal.
We have also shown that, in single-user verification, decisions based on posterior probability
and likelihood ratio are equivalent, and result in the same ROC. However, in a multi-user
situation, the two methods lead to different average error rates. As a third result, we have
proven theoretically that, for multi-user verification, the use of the likelihood ratio is optimal
in terms of average error rates.

The superiority of the likelihood based similarity measure is illustrated by experiments
in fingerprint verification. It is shown that error rates of approximately 10−4 can be achieved
when using multiple fingerprints for template construction. Since the algorithm is extremely
fast, it can be used to search through large fingerprint databases. For automatic application of
the algorithm, improvements have to be made in the automatic extraction of the core point.
This could be circumvented by trying all detected cores, but that would slow down a database
search.



Chapter 8

Correlation-Based Fingerprint
Matching

Abstract

In this chapter, a correlation-based fingerprint verification system is presented. Unlike the tra-
ditional minutiae-based systems, this system directly uses the richer gray-scale information of
the fingerprints. The correlation-based fingerprint verification system first selects appropriate
templates in the primary fingerprint, uses template matching to locate them in the secondary
print, and compares the template positions of both fingerprints.

The correlation-based fingerprint verification system is capable of dealing with low-
quality images from which no minutiae can be extracted reliably and with fingerprints that
suffer from non-uniform shape distortions. This system has participated in the Fingerprint
Verification Competition 2000 [Mai02] where it obtained an average rating. This chapter has
been published in [Baz00b].
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8.1 Introduction

Most fingerprint verification systems follow a minutiae-based approach. Apart from the pres-
ence of elastic deformations, the main drawback of the minutiae-based approach is the error
propagation from the minutiae extraction to the decision stage. In general, the extracted
minutiae templates contain a number of defects such as false, missed and displaced minutia,
especially in low-quality fingerprints.

In order to deal with some of the problems of the minutiae-based approach, we have
chosen an alternative approach. Instead of only using the minutiae locations, our method
directly uses the (locally normalized) gray-level information from the fingerprint image, since
a gray-level fingerprint image contains much richer, more discriminatory, information than
only the minutiae locations. Those locations only characterize a small part of the local ridge-
valley structures [Pra00, Jai00b, Mai99].

This chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 8.2 introduces the correlation-based
fingerprint matching system. This section also provides an analysis of the theoretical error
rates of the system. Then, Section 8.3 presents some experimental results and compares these
to the theoretical errors.

8.2 Correlation-Based Fingerprint Matching

The correlation-based fingerprint verification system has been inspired by [Rod99]. It first
selects characteristic templates (small segments) in the primary fingerprint. Then, template
matching is used to find the positions in the secondary fingerprint at which the templates
match best. Finally, the template positions in both fingerprints are compared in order to make
the decision whether the prints match. In this chapter, the template fingerprint will be called
the primary fingerprint an the test fingerprint will be called the secondary fingerprint in order
to avoid confusion with the ‘templates’ that are used in the correlation.

8.2.1 Template Selection

The first step in the template matching algorithm is the selection of appropriate templates.
This is a crucial step, since good templates will be easily localized in the secondary print at
the right position, while low-quality templates will not. More generally, the templates should
be uniquely localized in the secondary fingerprint. The template should fit as well as possible
at the correct location, but as badly as possible at other locations.

The first template property to consider is the size of the templates. There must be an
optimal template size, as can be seen from two extreme situations. When the entire finger-
print is taken as template, any attempt to align specific corresponding positions will lead to
misalignments at other positions due to shape distortions. On the other hand, if templates of
only 1 by 1 pixel are chosen, it is clear that the templates do not offer enough distinction.
Experiments have shown that a template size of 24 by 24 pixels is a good compromise.
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The second problem in selecting the right templates is which template positions to chose.
Research has shown for instance, that a template that contains only parallel ridge-valley struc-
tures cannot be located very accurately in the secondary fingerprint. In this paper, three tem-
plate selection criteria are proposed, being minutiae-based, coherence-based and correlation-
based.

Minutiae-Based Template Selection

As mentioned before, templates that only contain parallel ridge-valley structures do not offer
much distinction. On the other hand, when a template contains one or more minutiae, it will
be much easier to find the correct location in the secondary print. Using this assumption,
one possible approach to select template locations is to extract minutiae from the fingerprint
image and to define templates around the minutiae locations.

A drawback of this technique is that it suffers from most of the problems of minutiae-
based systems. Still, many false minutiae are extracted, causing at least a part of the templates
to be rather unreliable.

Coherence-Based Template Selection

The coherence of an image area is a measure that indicates how well the local gradients are
pointing in the same direction. In areas where the ridge-valley structures are only parallel
lines, the coherence is very high, while in noisy areas, the coherence is low as shown in
Chapter 2.

Templates that are chosen in regions of high coherence values cannot be located reliably
in a second fingerprint [Sch00]. However, at locations around minutiae, more different gray-
scale gradient orientations are present, resulting in a significantly lower coherence. Therefore,
the coherence can be used as an appropriate measure that indicates the presence of minutiae
as well as a measure that indicates how well a template can be located in the secondary
fingerprint.

At first sight, this template selection criterion seems to conflict with segmentation, dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. While segmentation chooses the regions of low coherence values as
noise or background areas, now the regions that have low coherence values have to be chosen
as reliable templates. However, this contradiction is solved by the notion of scale [Lin94].
Segmentation selects a large, closed area as foreground, in which holes and other irregu-
larities are filled. Instead, the coherence based template selection only searches for local
coherence dips in this foreground area.

The drawback of this method is that noisy areas show coherence dips as well, while these
are certainly not reliable templates. This problem may be solved by using appropriate filters.
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Correlation-Based Template Selection

The third method satisfies the template requirements most directly. In this method, templates
are selected by checking how well they fit at other locations in the same fingerprint. If a tem-
plate fits almost as well at another location as it does at its original location, it is not a useful
template. However, if a template fits much worse at all other locations in the fingerprint, it
is a template that offers a lot of distinction. Therefore, the ratio of fit at a template’s original
location to the fit at the next best location can be used as a template selection criterion.

Since the correlation-based checking is carried out by means of template matching, this
method consumes a lot of computational power. This makes it a less attractive method to
use. However, it is for instance possible to combine this approach with the previous two
methods. In that case, candidate template locations are extracted by one of the methods of
the previous subsections. Then, the correlation characteristics of those locations are checked
as an additional selection criterion.

8.2.2 Template Matching

Once the templates have been selected in the primary fingerprint, their corresponding posi-
tions in the secondary fingerprint have to be found. This can be done using standard template
matching techniques.

The template is shifted pixelwise over the secondary print. At each position, the gray-
level distance between the template and the corresponding area in the secondary print is
determined by summing the squared gray-level differences for each pixel in the template.
After having shifted the template over the entire finger, the location where the distance is
minimal is chosen as the corresponding position of the template in the second fingerprint.

This is a very computationally demanding technique. However, there are possibilities to
speed up the process. When both the template and the fingerprint are normalized (we have
chosen: E[Ix,y] = 0 and Var[Ix,y] = 1, where Ix,y is the gray-scale image at pixel (x, y)), a
convolution, or filter, can be used instead. For this method, it is required that these conditions
do not only hold globally for the whole image, but also locally for each area in the image. If
the size of the fingerprint is chosen appropriately, a 2-dimensional FFT can be used for even
more efficiency [Ver00].

As result of the template matching, for each template position in the primary fingerprint,
the corresponding, or best matching, template position in the secondary print is obtained.

8.2.3 Classification of Template Positions

The fingerprint matching algorithm, based on two sets of template positions, uses two de-
cision stages. First, elementary decisions are made by classifying the individual template
position pairs to be matching or not. Then, the information of all template pairs is merged in
order to make a final decision whether the primary and secondary fingerprint match or not.
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Figure 8.1: Relative template positions, tolerating translations.

Elementary Decisions

After template matching, there are two sets of corresponding template locations (xp, yp) and
(xs, ys), where x = [x1, . . . , xn]T and y = [y1, . . . , yn]T are the coordinates of the templates
and the superscripts p and s refer to the primary and secondary fingerprints. Now, for all n
template pairs, a decision has to be made whether the positions correspond to each other:

(xs
i , ys

i )
?≈ (x p

i , y p
i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (8.1)

Directly examining the difference of both template coordinate pairs would only allow
some fixed translation in x and y directions. Template pairs that are some more translated
with respect to each other would be classified as non-matching. In order to deal with the
translations, relative template positions (RTPs) are used instead. Now, the test becomes:

[
(xs

i , ys
i ) − (xs

j , ys
j )
] ?≈

[
(x p

i , y p
i ) − (x p

j , y p
j )
]

for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j (8.2)

or

(	xs
i j ,	ys

i j )
?≈ (	x p

i j ,	y p
i j ) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j (8.3)

using the notations that are illustrated in Figure 8.1. Instead of comparing n template posi-
tions, now n(n − 1)/2 RTPs are classified, of which n − 1 are independent.
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Figure 8.2: Use of 3 templates to allow rotation and scaling.

Direct application of this test allows for some fixed displacement of the templates in the x
and y directions, which is set by a threshold (xT , yT ). However, to allow rotation and scaling
as well, the RTPs are converted to polar coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 8.1:

ρ =
√

(	x)2 + (	y)2 (8.4)

ϕ = � (	x,	y) (8.5)

where � (x, y) is defined as:

� (x, y) =



tan−1(y/x) x ≥ 0
tan−1(y/x) + π for x < 0 ∧ y ≥ 0
tan−1(y/x) − π x < 0 ∧ y < 0

(8.6)

This leads to the classification test:

(ρs
i j , ϕ

s
i j )

?≈ (ρ
p
i j , ϕ

p
i j ) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j (8.7)

which tolerates some fixed amount of rotation and scaling, especially when ρs and ρp are
compared by division instead of subtraction. This tolerates more displacement for templates
that are further away from each other, which is a much more natural restriction than fixed
x and y displacements. This kind of tolerance is capable of handling some amount of non-
uniform shape-distortion, caused by the fingerprint elasticity. Again, the degree of tolerance
can be set by thresholds ρT and ϕT .

The next step is to allow any rotation and scaling instead of only some fixed amount. As
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Figure 8.3: Scatter diagrams of the (ln ρs/ρp, φs − φp) pairs.

illustrated in Figure 8.2, a third template is used to obtain the test that is not only fixed for
translation of the template positions, but for rotation and scaling as well:

(ϕs
ji − ϕs

ki , ρs
ji/ρ

s
ki )

?≈ (ϕ
p
ji − ϕ

p
ki , ρ

p
ji/ρ

p
ki )

for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n, i �= j �= k (8.8)

However, there is one practical drawback to this method. The template locations are
obtained by means of template matching. If a template is scaled or rotated more than some
constant, it is not possible anymore to localize it in the secondary image. Furthermore, the
same holds, to some extent, for scaling. This makes the tolerance of any amount of rotation
and scaling less useful.

Since the test of Expression 8.7 uses one more independent classification than the test of
Expression 8.8, and the last step does not add much value, we adopt the test of Expression 8.7
for the rest of the paper. The scatter diagrams of the (ln ρs

i j/ρ
p
i j , ϕs

i j − ϕ
p
i j ) pairs, both for

matching fingerprints and for non-matching prints, are given in Figure 8.3. These pairs are
classified by applying an elliptical threshold:


 ln

ρs
i j

ρ
p
i j

ρT




2

+
(

ϕs
i j − ϕ

p
i j

ϕT

)2

< 1 (8.9)

where ρT and ϕT are the parameters determining the shape of the ellipse.

The result of this procedure is a match or non-match classification for all n(n − 1)/2
template combinations. The probability that an RTP is classified non-matching while the
prints match, is given by p(ω̂0,T |ω1,F ), while the probability that a template distance is
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classified matching while the prints actually do not match is denoted by p(ω̂1,T |ω0,F ). Here,
the subscripts T and F denote template and fingerprint respectively.

The thresholds that provide the best discrimination of matching and non-matching RTPs,
give for this database:

p(ω̂0,T |ω1,F ) = 0.2 (8.10)

p(ω̂1,T |ω0,F ) = 0.02 (8.11)

Combining Elementary Decisions

We now have to classify the two fingerprints as being a match or not. This decision is based
on n(n − 1)/2 relative template positions. This can be solved using the theory of Bernoulli
experiments, which combine n independent experiments using binominal distribution. The
probability P(X = k) for k positive outcomes when doing n independent experiments that
all have a probability of success p is given by:

P(X = k) =
(

n

k

)
pk(1 − p)n−k (8.12)

where

(
n

k

)
= n!

k! (n − k)!
(8.13)

is the binominal coefficient and n! denotes factorial.

The n(n − 1)/2 RTPs are certainly not independent. If we choose one template as refer-
ence, all template positions are fixed by only n − 1 distances, while all other distances can be
calculated. Therefore, only n − 1 independent RTPs are available.

The choice of the reference template is rather important. If one template is not localized
at the right position in the secondary fingerprint, and this template is chosen as reference
template, all RTPs will be classified non-matching. This results in a false rejection of the
fingerprint. Therefore, we chose the reference template as the one that has the most RTP
matches.

Once the reference template has been chosen, there are n − 1 RTPs that are in principle
independent. This means that the combination of all RTP matches can be considered as a
Bernouilli experiment, and Expression 8.12 can be applied. A threshold kT is set for the final
fingerprint match or non-match classification, resulting in:
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Figure 8.4: Template positions in primary and secondary fingerprints.

FAR = p(ω̂1,F |ω0,F )

= P(X ≥ kT | non-match)

=
n−1∑

k=kT

(
n − 1

k

)
p(ω̂1,T |ω0,F )k ·

(1 − p(ω̂1,T |ω0,F ))n−k−1 (8.14)

and

FRR = p(ω̂0,F |ω1,F )

= P(X < kT | match)

=
kT −1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
p(ω̂0,T |ω1,F )n−k−1 ·

(1 − p(ω̂0,T |ω1,F ))k (8.15)

In order to meet the commonly used requirements for fingerprint verification systems,
being FAR = 10−4 and FRR = 10−2, and using the values given in Expressions 8.10 and
8.11, it can be calculated that the use of n = 10 templates with threshold kT = 4 satisfies the
required performance. For these parameters, the exact performance is given by:

FRR = p(ω̂0,F |ω1,F ) = 1.8 · 10−5 (8.16)

FAR = p(ω̂1,F |ω0,F ) = 3.1 · 10−3 (8.17)
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An example of the results of this method, using only 5 templates, is given in Figure 8.4.
The figure shows that for matching prints, indeed the relative template positions are about
equal, while for non-matching prints, they are completely different.

8.2.4 Discussion of the Method

The correlation-based fingerprint verification that is proposed in this section, is compared to
the traditional minutiae-based methods. The advantage of the correlation-based method are:

• The method uses the much richer gray-level information of the fingerprint image in-
stead of only positions of minutiae.

• The method is also capable of dealing with fingerprints of low image quality from
which no minutiae can be extracted reliably.

• False and missed minutiae do not decrease the matching performance.

• Unlike the minutiae templates, the template locations are already paired, which results
in much simpler matching methods. During minutiae matching, it is not known in
advance which minutiae from both sets should correspond.

• The first decision stage only classifies relative template positions. This method tol-
erates non-uniform local shape distortions in the fingerprint, unlike the minutiae tem-
plates for which the optimal global transform is searched.

The disadvantages of the correlation-based fingerprint verification method are:

• Template matching is a method that demands a rather high computational power, which
makes the method less applicable for real time applications. On the other hand, more
and more hardware solutions becomes available for this task.

• The method is at the moment not capable of dealing with rotations of more than about
10 degrees. This is caused by the fact that, for larger rotations, the templates do not
match well anymore, causing incorrect positions to be found. A solution to this prob-
lem is rotating the templates and then performing the matching again. However, this is
a solution that requires a lot of additional computational power.

• Problems might arise if the minutiae-based or coherence-based template selection
methods are used while 2 minutiae surroundings can not be distinguished. In this
case, there is a possibility that template matching will find the incorrect template posi-
tion, which degrades the matching performance. Use of the correlation-characteristic
template selection will solve this problem.

8.3 Experimental Results

The correlation based fingerprint verification system that is described in this paper has par-
ticipated in FVC2000, a Fingerprint Verification Competition [Mai00] which was part of the
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ICPR2000 conference. This section will present some of the results of this competition as
well as a discussion how to interpret these results.

8.3.1 Experiment Setup

Although many research groups have developed fingerprint verification algorithms, only a
few benchmarks are available. Developers usually perform tests over self-collected databases,
since in practice, the only available sets are the NIST databases, containing thousands of
scanned inked impressions of fingers. Since these images significantly differ from those
acquired electronically, they are not well-suited for testing on-line fingerprint systems.

FVC2000 [Mai02] attempts to establish a first common benchmark, allowing companies
and academic institutions to compare performance and track improvement in their fingerprint
recognition algorithms unambiguously. However, the databases used in this contest have not
been acquired in a real environment according to a formal protocol and the images originate
from sensors that are not native to the participating systems. Therefore, FVC2000 is not an
official performance certification of the participating systems, but it should be considered as
a technology evaluation.

The system performance is evaluated on images from four different fingerprint databases.
Three of these databases are acquired by various sensors, low-cost and high-quality, optical
and capacitive. The fourth database is synthetically generated using the approach described
in [Cap00a]. All databases contain 8 prints of 110 different fingers, so 880 fingerprints in
total. All prints were captured by untrained volunteers, resulting in fingerprints ranging from
high quality to very low quality.

Of all fingerprints, 8 prints of 10 fingers were distributed to the participants to tune their
algorithms to the databases. The algorithms were tested using the other 100 fingers.

For each database, an FAR and an FRR test is performed. For the FAR test, the first print
of each finger is matched against the first print of all other fingers, leading to 4,950 impostor
attempts. For the FRR test, each print of each finger is matched against all other prints of the
same finger, leading to 2,800 genuine attempts.

8.3.2 Experimental Results

In the Fingerprint Verification Competition 2000 this system obtained an average rating.
Some charts, showing performance measures for the first database, are given in Figure 8.5.
The discrete distribution is caused by the fact that the competition required a confidence mea-
sure between 0 and 1, indicating how well 2 fingerprints match. The confidence measure of
our method is the quotient of the number of matching RTPs and the maximum number of
matching RTPs that is possible, causing a distribution that consists of n discrete peaks.

One interesting measure is the equal error rate (EER) of the system, which is the operating
mode of the system for which FAR and FRR are equal. For this database, the EER was 7.98%.

The correlation based fingerprint verification system consumes relatively much CPU time.
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(a) Distributions (b) FAR and FRR (c) ROC

Figure 8.5: Results of the correlation based fingerprint verification system. In this figure,
FAR is called false matching rate (FMR) and FRR is called false non-matching rate (FNMR).
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Figure 8.6: Theoretic results.

The enrollment is the most time-consuming part of the algorithm. The version that was sent
to FVC2000 takes 10 seconds, which was the maximum time allowed. The enrollment time
can be reduced by evaluating fewer candidate templates, but this will decrease the overall
template quality and therefore also the system performance. The average matching time was
2 seconds.

8.3.3 Comparison to Theoretic Results

In order to compare the experimental results to the theory, Figure 8.6 shows the same per-
formance measures, according to the theory of Expressions 8.10, 8.11, 8.14 and 8.15. Using
these expressions, the theoretic EER is given by 4.6 · 10−4.

From these performance measures, it is clear that the correlation-based fingerprint verifi-
cation system does not perform as well as it was supposed to. When comparing Figure 8.5(a)
to Figure 8.6(a), it can be seen that the experimental impostor distribution approximately
equals the theoretic one, but that the genuine distribution is much wider than it is in theory.
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The deviation of the genuine distribution can be explained by the fact that the RTPs are not
independent for genuine matches, while this was assumed by using the binominal distribution
of Expression 8.12. The most probable cause of the lower genuine scores is the rotation of
fingerprints. If two fingerprints are rotated more than about 10 degrees with respect to each
other, template matching cannot localize some of the templates correctly. This causes the
dependent RTPs to be classified incorrectly.

This situation certainly exists for some pairs of fingerprints in the databases. The finger-
prints are specified to have a rotation of -15 to +15 degrees from normal, which means that
relative rotations up to 30 degrees might appear in these databases.

A possible solution to this problem is the determination of the relative rotation of two
fingerprints, using for instance the singular points. Once the rotation is known, it can be
compensated, after which the correlation based fingerprint verification algorithm can be ap-
plied directly.

8.4 Conclusions

The correlation-based fingerprint verification system that was presented in this chapter pro-
vides a very simple and direct solution to the fingerprint matching problem. Unlike the
minutiae-based systems, this approach does not require much preprocessing. As a conse-
quence, there will be no errors introduced in these steps.

The system uses the much richer gray-level information of a fingerprint image. It is
capable of dealing with low image quality fingerprints and missed and spurious minutiae.
Due to the paired templates, the decision stage is much simpler and it is able to deal with
some non-uniform shape-distortion problems.

Experiments have shown that the correlation based fingerprint verification system per-
forms approximately as well as other types of systems. The performance of the system can
be enhanced by solving the problem of fingerprints that show more than some amount of
rotation with respect to each other.





Chapter 9

An Intrinsic Coordinate System
for Fingerprint Matching

Abstract

In this chapter, an intrinsic coordinate system is proposed for fingerprints. First the fingerprint
is partitioned in regular regions, which are regions that contain no singular points. In each
regular region, the intrinsic coordinate system is defined by the directional field. When using
the intrinsic coordinates instead of pixel coordinates, minutiae are defined with respect to
their position in the directional field. The resulting intrinsic minutiae coordinates can be used
in a elastic distortion-invariant fingerprint matching algorithm. Elastic distortions, caused by
pressing the 3-dimensional elastic fingerprint surface on a flat sensor, now deform the entire
coordinate system, leaving the intrinsic minutiae coordinates unchanged. Therefore, match-
ing algorithms with tighter tolerance margins can be applied to obtain better performance.
This chapter has been published in [Baz01c] and [Baz01a].
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9.1 Introduction

The first step in a fingerprint recognition system is to capture the print of a finger by a finger-
print sensor. In this capturing process, the 3-dimensional elastic surface of a finger is pressed
on a flat sensor surface. This 3D-to-2D mapping of the finger skin introduces distortions,
especially when forces are applied that are not orthogonal to the sensor surface. The effect is
that the sets of minutiae of two prints of the same finger no longer fit exactly. The ideal way
to deal with distortions would be to invert the 3D-to-2D mapping and compare the minutiae
positions in 3D. Unfortunately, in the absence of a calibrated measurement of the deformation
process, there is no unique way of inverting this mapping.

Instead of modeling the distortions, most minutiae matching techniques use local similar-
ity measures [Jia00], or allow some amount of displacement in the minutiae matching stage
[Jai97b]. However, decreasing the required amount of similarity not only tolerates small elas-
tic distortions, but increases the false acceptance rate (FAR) as well. It is therefore reasonable
to consider methods that explicitly attempt to model and eliminate the distortion. Such meth-
ods can be expected to be stricter in the allowed displacement during minutiae matching. As
a consequence, the FAR can be decreased without increasing the false rejection rate (FRR).

As far as we know, the only paper that explicitly addresses elastic distortions is [Cap01].
In that paper, the physical cause of the distortions is modeled by distinguishing three distinct
concentric regions in a fingerprint. In the center region, no distortions are present, since this
region tightly fits to the sensor. The outer, or external, region is not distorted either, since
it does not touch the sensor. The outer region may be displaced and rotated with respect to
the inner region, due to the application of forces while pressing the finger at the sensor. The
region in between is distorted in order to fit both regions to each other.

Experiments have shown that this model provides an accurate description of the elastic
distortions in some cases. The technique has successfully been applied to the generation of
many synthetic fingerprints of the same finger [Cap00a]. However, the model has not yet
been used in an algorithm for matching fingerprints. Accurate estimation of the distortion
parameters is still a topic of research. Furthermore, the prints cannot be truly normalized by
the model, since it only describes relative distortions.

In this chapter, an alternative approach is proposed, using a linked multilevel description
of the fingerprint. The coarse level of this description is given by the directional field. The DF
describes the orientation of the local ridge-valley structures, thus modeling the basic shape of
the fingerprint. We use the high-resolution DF estimate (presented in Chapter 2) that is based
on the averaging of squared gradients. The features at the detailed level of the fingerprint are
given by the minutiae. Instead of the common practice of treating the DF and the minutiae as
two separate descriptions, of which one is used for classification and the other for matching,
we propose a link between these two levels, by defining the intrinsic coordinate system of a
fingerprint.

The intrinsic coordinate system of a fingerprint is defined by the DF. One of its axes
runs along the ridge-valley structures, while the other is perpendicular to them. Using the
intrinsic coordinate system, minutiae positions can be defined with respect to positions in
the DF, instead of using the pixel coordinates as minutiae locations, thus providing a more
natural representation. If a fingerprint undergoes elastic distortions, the distortions do influ-
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ence the shape of the coordinate system, but the intrinsic minutiae coordinates do not change.
This means that matching the intrinsic coordinates of the minutiae sets is invariant to elastic
distortions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 9.2 proposes a method to
partition the fingerprint in regular regions. Then, Section 9.3 defines the intrinsic coordi-
nate system, which is used in Section 9.4 for a the minutiae matching algorithm. Finally,
Section 9.5 presents some preliminary results.

9.2 Regular Regions

In this section, a method is proposed to partition the directional field in regular regions, which
are the basis for the intrinsic coordinate system that is discussed in Section 9.3. The first step
is extraction of the singular points (SPs) from the directional field (DF), using the methods
that are presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The orientation of the SPs is used for initializing the
flow lines.

The flow lines, which are traced in the DF, are used to partition the fingerprint into a
number of regular regions. Flow lines are curves in a fingerprint that are exactly parallel
to the ridge-valley structures. However, we also use this name for curves that are exactly
perpendicular to the ridge-valley structures. Flow lines are found by taking line integrals
in the directional field. This is discretized by a numerical Runge-Kutta integration, giving
the following expression for tracing a flow line from a start position xi which is a complex
number that represents pixel coordinates in the fingerprint:

xi+1 = xi + 	x · mean(DFxi , DFxi+1) (9.1)

In this equation, 	x is the step size, DFxi is a unit-length complex number that indicates
the orientation of the DF at xi , mean(DFxi , DFxi+1) = (DF2

xi
+ DF2

xi+1
)1/2 as discussed

in [Baz00a] and DFxi+1 = DFxi +	x ·DFxi
. For the perpendicular flow lines, steps that are

perpendicular to the DF should be taken. This method of tracing flow lines gives relatively
small errors and causes circular contours to be closed.

The extracted SPs and the flow lines are used to partition the fingerprints in so called
regular regions, which are region in which no singular points are located. In order to construct
the regular regions, two sets of flow lines have to be traced. From each core, a curve is traced
that is parallel to the ridge-valley structure, and from each delta, three curves are traced that
are perpendicular to the ridge-valley structure. This scheme provides a partitioning in regular
regions for all classes of fingerprints and is illustrated in Figure 9.1(a) for a “right loop”.
The most important property of regular regions is that the fingerprint in such a region can be
warped non-linearly such that it only contains straight parallel ridge-valley structures. This
is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.1: Construction of the intrinsic coordinate system using flow lines.

Figure 9.2: Some intermediate stages in the non-linear warp of regular region 2.

9.3 Intrinsic Coordinate System

The next step is to construct the intrinsic coordinate system (ICS) for each regular region in
the fingerprint. This coordinate system is called intrinsic since it is the coordinate system that
is defined by the DF of the fingerprint itself. Using the ICS, a multi-level description of the
fingerprint can be made, in which the minutiae positions (fine level) are given with respect
to their relative position in the DF (coarse level). Points in the fingerprint that are on the
same ridge will have the same perpendicular coordinate, while all points on a curve that is
perpendicular to the ridges share the same parallel coordinate.

The intrinsic coordinate system is defined in each regular region by two reference axes,
which is illustrated in Figure 9.1(b). For each regular region, the first reference axis is given
by the perpendicular curve through the delta, while the second reference axis is given by the
parallel line through the delta. When there are no deltas in the fingerprint, there is only one
regular region. In this case, any combination of one parallel and one perpendicular flow line
can be taken as reference axes.

The resulting ICS grid can be visualized by tracing curves from equally spaced positions
along the reference axes, as illustrated in Figure 9.1(c). Although the grid is equally spaced
along the reference axes, this is not the case in the rest of the fingerprint. The parallel curves
may for instance diverge because a ridge that is between them bifurcates.

The intrinsic minutiae coordinates (IMCs) can be determined directly from the DF by
means of projection of the minutiae on the intrinsic axes. The parallel coordinate of a minu-
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(a) Elastic Deformations (b) Application of ICS

Figure 9.3: Application of the ICS to a deformed grid.

tia is found by tracing a perpendicular curve until it crosses a parallel reference axis. The
distance along the axis of this point to the origin of the ICS gives the parallel coordinate. The
perpendicular coordinate of a minutia is found by tracing a parallel curve, until it crosses a
perpendicular reference axis. The distance along the axis of this point to the origin of the ICS
gives the perpendicular coordinate. This method is illustrated in Figure 9.1(d).

9.4 Minutiae Matching in the ICS

A minutiae matching algorithm has to determine whether both fingerprints originate from the
same finger by comparing the minutiae sets of a template fingerprint (stored in a database)
and a test fingerprint (provided for authentication). The goal of the algorithm is to find the
mapping of the test to the template minutiae set that maximizes the subset of corresponding
minutiae in both sets. If the size of this common subset exceeds a certain threshold, the
decision is made that the fingerprints are matching.

In this section, an alternative minutiae matching method that makes use of the ICS is
proposed. As a consequence of the definition of the ICS, the IMCs only change in some
simple and well-defined ways. Since distortions do not affect the ordering of the IMCs of
neighboring minutiae, dealing with distortions amounts to independent 1-dimensional non-
linear dynamic (time) warps (see [Rab93]) in 2 directions. This is a huge reduction in the
number of degrees of freedom and computational complexity, compared to a 2-dimensional
non-linear dynamic warp. The effect of application of the ICS on the elastic deformations is
illustrated in Figure 9.3.

In the ICS, minutiae matching reduces to finding the warp function that maximizes the
number of minutiae that fit exactly. Once the minutiae sets have been ordered along one
intrinsic coordinate, the problem is to find the largest subset of both minutiae sets in which
the ordering in the other intrinsic coordinate exactly corresponds. This problem can be solved
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by dynamic programming as described below. Usually, the next step would be to determine
the warp function that interpolates the points that were found. However, since we are only
interested in the number of matching minutiae, this step does not have to be performed.

The set of minutiae of the primary fingerprint is given by a = [a1, . . . , am]. A minutia
ai of this set is described by its parallel coordinate x(ai ) and perpendicular coordinate y(ai ).
The set is sorted by x(ai ). In the same way, b describes the n minutiae of the secondary
fingerprint. The problem is to find the longest series [(ai1 , b j1), . . . , (aik , b jk )] with 1 ≤ i1 <

· · · < ik ≤ m and 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jk ≤ n such that a criterion of local similarity is satisfied:

aik − aik−1 ≈ bik − bik−1 (9.2)

Consider the partial solution λ(i, j), representing the longest series of minutiae pairs that
has (ai , b j ) as the last pair in the series. This means that λ(i, j) can be constructed recursively
by adding (ai , b j ) to the longest of all series λ(k, l), with k < i and l < j , behind which the
pair fits:

λ(i, j) = λ(k, l) + (ai , b j ) (9.3)

with k and l chosen to maximize the length of λ(i, j). Using the starting conditions λ(1, j) =
[(a1, b j )] and λ(i, 1) = [(ai , b1)], the final solution is the longest of all calculated partial
solutions λ(i, j).

9.5 Preliminary Results

Although the elastic distortion-invariant minutiae matching algorithm is not yet operational,
this section is meant to show the potential of our algorithm. In order to make the matching
result only dependent on the ability to deal with elastic distortions, and not on the minutiae ex-
traction algorithm, the minutiae were extracted by human inspection. After cross-validation
of both sets, 77 corresponding minutiae were in the two prints of the same finger that are
shown in Figure 9.4(a) and 9.4(b).

In Figure 9.4(c), the sets have been aligned as well as possible, using only translation,
rotation and scaling. In the figure, corresponding minutiae are connected by a line. The fig-
ure clearly shows that, although the two minutiae sets fit exactly at the center of the print,
they do not fit very well in the rest of the fingerprint. Under these distortions, the displace-
ments required to tolerate corresponding minutiae is larger than the distance between some
neighboring minutiae. Therefore, tolerance of small displacements is not a solution in this
case. For a reasonable tolerance, only 24 matching minutiae pairs are found, out of 77 true
matching minutiae pairs.

When the ICS is used, the perpendicular ordering is preserved since the parallel lines
exactly follow the ridge-valley structures. However, the elastic distortions can influence the
parallel ordering. Especially the parallel coordinate of minutiae near the core are less reliable.
Nevertheless, over 70 correctly ordered minutiae pairs can be found using the ICS.
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(a) Fingerprint 1 (b) Fingerprint 2 (c) Superimposed

Figure 9.4: Minutiae sets located in the ICSs of two fingerprints of the same finger.

9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the intrinsic coordinate system of a fingerprint is presented. It is defined by the
directional field of the fingerprint itself. The locations of minutiae are insensitive to elastic
distortions if they are given in this intrinsic coordinate system. It is shown how minutiae-
based matching is drastically simplified when minutiae are characterized by means of their
intrinsic coordinates.
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Chapter 10

Classification

Abstract

Classification of fingerprint images can be used as a first step in fingerprint identification
systems. All template fingerprints are classified, and a test fingerprint is matched only to the
template fingerprints of the corresponding class. This reduces the number of matches that
is required, and therefore the processing time and error rate. This chapter summarizes the
so called “Henry classification” system. However, given the presence of classification errors
and the limited reduction of the number of required matches, even for perfect classification,
Henry classification is more an issue of academic interest and backward compatibility than
of practical use. Part of this chapter has been published in [Boe01] and [Baz02a].
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10.1 Introduction

The task of a classification systems is to determine to which class or category the input fin-
gerprint belongs. Classification is an important first step in any identification system. The
task of a fingerprint identification system is to find the fingerprint in a database that matches a
query fingerprint. A naive identification system would simply compare the given fingerprint
to all entries in the database. However, for databases of a realistic size, two closely related
problems are encountered when applying this approach. Since many matches are performed,
the required processing time will be excessive, and the performance will be inadequate. This
is illustrated by a simple example, using the system penetration coefficient P , which measures
the expected number of comparisons to be made [Way99].

P = E[number of comparisons]

n
(10.1)

Consider the identification of a fingerprint in a database of n = 10,000 entries. The naive
matching system compares the query fingerprint to all entries in the database, so P = 1.
Since the probability of false acceptance is larger than zero, the search cannot be stopped if
a matching fingerprint is found, and the best matching fingerprint is chosen. A fast matching
algorithm, requiring only tmatch = 100 milliseconds per match, needs almost 17 minutes for
this task, and a matching algorithm with a very good performance of FAR = 10−4 will find
on average n · FAR = 1 false match in this database. Furthermore, the probability of false
acceptance over the entire database can be computed as: FAR1:n = 1 − (1 − FAR)n = 0.63.
Obviously, these performance figures are unacceptable for any identification system.

To reduce these problems, classification is used [Way99]. In the absence of classification
errors, this technique is known as hashing. All fingerprints in the database are classified.
They are stored per class in separate databases. The query fingerprint is also classified and
is only matched to the ni fingerprints in that part of the database that contains fingerprints of
the corresponding class i . The effect is two-fold, as illustrated when we carry on with the
previous example. Assume that the fingerprints are classified into 100 equal-size classes and
that therefore ni = 100 for all i . The processing time will thus come down to 10 s, and the
average number of false matches will be ni · FAR = 0.01 and FAR1:ni = 10−2. However
state-of-the-art fingerprint identification systems cannot identify 100 distinct classes. There-
fore, the size of the fingerprint database is limited to a few hundred entries for reasonable
performance and identification time [Cap00c].

10.2 Henry Classes

A well-known set of categories is formed by the Henry classes. They consist of five classes
related to global fingerprint patterns, based on the structure of the directional field. Examples
of fingerprints from the five Henry classes (whorl, left loop, right loop, arch, and tented arch)
are shown in Figure 10.1. Sometimes, a 4-class Henry classification is used, where arch and
tented arch are combined into a single class. On the other hand, it is also possible to define
more than five classes, for example adding pocketed loops, double loops, and scars.
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(a) Whorl (b) Left Loop

(c) Right Loop (d) Arch (e) Tented arch

Figure 10.1: Examples of fingerprints from the five Henry classes.
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Many ways to classify fingerprints to one of the Henry classes are known from literature.
In [Kar96], fingerprints are classified in the Henry classes by examining the relative positions
of the singular points. In [Cap99], a graph of homogeneous regions in the directional field
is constructed and the graph is classified. In [Jai99a], FingerCode (see Section 11.2.2) is
used as a feature vector for Henry classification. The most popular classification approach is
the application of principal component analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-Loève transform (KL)
[Hay99] to the block directional field (BDF) estimate [Can95]. Each element in the BDF
is represented by a vector of two components that points in the direction of the local ridge
orientation. The resulting vectors are concatenated to form a feature vector. Next, the dimen-
sionality of this feature vector is reduced by the application of PCA. This method removes
the redundancy and noise, while maintaining the maximum amount of information in the
feature vector. The resulting small feature vector is classified by a neural network. Multiple
fingerprint classifiers can be combined to improve their performance [Cap00b].

There are two reasons why Henry classification is not able to reduce the size of the
database to be searched very much. First, there are only five Henry classes and 90% of all
fingerprints belongs to only three classes. Without classification errors, this would reduce the
number of possible matches to approximately 30% of the original, thus allowing a database
size of three times as large as without classification for the same processing times and error
rates.

Second, the state-of-the-art classifiers at the moment perform at an error rate of about 6%
for the Henry classes [Cap00b]. This means that for 6% of the query prints, the corresponding
print is not found correctly in the database due to classification errors. Alternatively, 20% of
the query fingerprints is rejected for classification, resulting in an error rate of 1%. The effect
of the rejection is that for 20% of the fingerprints the entire database has to be searched, while
1% of the prints still remains non-identified due to classification errors. From these figures,
one can conclude that the practical value of Henry classification is limited.

10.3 Conclusions

A naive identification system matches the query fingerprint to each template in the database.
This results in unacceptable processing times and error rates for databases of only moderate
sizes. Classification can be used as a first selection mechanism to reduce the number of
matches that is required. However, traditional Henry classification is not able to provide
enough reduction of the size of the database to be searched in order to be of practical use.

The fact that there is still much research on Henry classification can be explained by the
fact that it is an interesting classification problem. Since many approaches are known from
the literature, it has become an issue of academic interest. Furthermore, many existing finger-
print databases are partitioned according to the Henry classification. To use those databases
without re-processing them for use with better applicable classification schemes, automatic
Henry classification still has to be used.



Chapter 11

Indexing Fingerprint Databases

Abstract

In a fingerprint identification system, a person is identified only by his fingerprint. To accom-
plish this, a database is searched by matching all entries to the given fingerprint. However,
the maximum size of the database is limited, since each match takes some amount of time
and has a small probability of error. A solution to this problem is to reduce the number of
fingerprints that have to be matched. This is achieved by extracting features from the finger-
prints and first matching the fingerprints that have the smallest feature distance to the query
fingerprint. Using this indexing method, modern systems are able to search databases up to a
few hundred fingerprints.

In this chapter, three possible fingerprint indexing features are discussed: the registered
directional field estimate, FingerCode and minutiae triplets. It is shown that indexing schemes
that are based on these features, are able to search a database more effectively than a simple
linear scan. Next, a new indexing scheme is constructed that is based on combining these
features. It is shown that this scheme results in a considerably better performance than the
schemes that are based on the individual features or on more naive methods of combining the
features, thus allowing much larger fingerprint databases to be searched. Part of this chapter
has been published in [Boe01].
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11.1 Introduction

Identification systems only receive one input, a query fingerprint. This might for instance
be used to check whether new users are already known by the system with another name, to
identify non-cooperative users, or for checking against a black list. In this case, the system
has to search a database for a matching fingerprint. This task is also referred to as one-to-
many matching. If a matching fingerprint is found, this identifies the person.

To overcome some of the problems of Henry classification, discussed in Chapter 10, a
continuous classification scheme is proposed in [Lum97]. Again a feature vector that de-
scribes the global structure of the fingerprint is extracted. Instead of classifying a feature
vector and matching the query fingerprint to all prints in the corresponding class, now the
fingerprint is first matched to those fingerprints of which the feature vector is most similar.
For this indexing method, the maximum part of the database to be searched is adjustable.

Continuous classification as proposed in [Lum97] slightly increases the performance, but
is still not acceptable for commercial use in large databases. In realistic modern fingerprint
identification systems, the size of the fingerprint database is limited to a few hundred entries
for reasonable performance and identification time [Cap00c]. Further improvement of the
performance can be expected from the combination of multiple features for indexing, which
is one of the topics of this chapter.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 11.2, a number of possi-
ble fingerprint indexing features are discussed, being the registered directional field estimate,
FingerCode and minutiae triplets. It is shown that indexing schemes that are based on these
features are able to search a database more effectively than a simple linear scan. Next, in Sec-
tion 11.3, a new indexing scheme is constructed that is based on combining these features.
In Section 11.4, experiments are presented showing that this scheme results in a considerably
better performance.

11.2 Indexing Features

Due to measurement noise and elastic distortions, fingerprints cannot be compared by just cal-
culating the cross-correlation or the Euclidean distance of the gray scale images. Therefore,
features are extracted from the fingerprints that are more robust to the distortions. Choosing
the best feature is the most important part of the design of a identification system and greatly
affects the performance and accuracy of the system. A good feature vector should have the
following properties:

• discriminating over large number of fingerprints,

• invariant for rotation, displacement and plastic distortions,

• compact,

• easily computable.
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In this section, a number of possible features that can be used for indexing fingerprint
databases are discussed.

11.2.1 Directional Field

The most straightforward feature that describes the shape of a fingerprint is to use the direc-
tional field estimate directly. In order to keep the feature vector relatively small, the DF is
calculated blockwise, which means that only one DF value is calculated in each block of for
instance 16 × 16 pixels.

Each element in the DF is represented by a vector of 2 components that points in the
direction of the local ridge orientation. The SDF is used, in order to give orthogonal orien-
tations the largest distance. The resulting vectors are concatenated to form a feature vector.
Next, the dimensionality of this feature vector is reduced by the application of the principal
component analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-Loève transform (KL) [Hay99]. This method re-
moves the redundancy and noise, while maintaining the maximum amount of information in
the feature vector. We have found that a feature vector length of 30 gives the best results for
Database 2 of FVC2000.

It is important that the DF estimates are registered well, which means that they are ex-
actly aligned. For this task, the uppermost core is used. However, in some cases, this might
not be easy to achieve. First, live-scanned fingerprints only capture a small area of the entire
fingerprint. Therefore, some singular points may fall outside the actual image. Second, an
arch (see Figure 10.1(d) on page 131) does not contain any singular points, and an alterna-
tive registration point has to be defined. Third, a DF that is estimated from a low-quality
fingerprint image, may contain a number of false SPs. They can possibly be eliminated by
high-resolution segmentation methods, as discussed in Chapter 4.

Similar feature vectors have been used by other researchers as well for fingerprint classifi-
cation. In [Can95], this feature vector is the input for a probablistic neural network for Henry
classification. In [Cap00c], this feature vector is used for indexing databases. However, a
multi-space Karhunen-Loève (MKL) approach is used for calculation of the distances to the
Henry classes, and this new feature vector is used for indexing the database.

11.2.2 FingerCode

The second feature vector we will use for indexing is the FingerCode [Jai99a, Jai00b]. This
method filters the fingerprint image by a bank of Gabor filters that are tuned to different
orientations. Next, the fixed-length feature vector, which is called FingerCode, is computed
as the standard deviation in a number of sectors, which is indicative of the overall ridge
activity in a certain orientation in that sector. The authors expect that this feature vector
captures both global and local characteristics of the fingerprint image.

Calculation of the FingerCode from a fingerprint image is done as follows. First the refer-
ence point is determined. Again, the uppermost core can be used. Then, the fingerprint image
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Figure 11.1: FingerCode: region of interest around the core, divided in 48 sectors.

is filtered by a bank of Gabor filters (see Appendix D) that are oriented in eight directions1.
Finally, for each filtered image the standard deviation of the gray values is computed in a
number of predefined sectors around the reference point. The vector of standard deviations is
called FingerCode.

For the calculation of FingerCode, 8 values of θ are chosen that are equally spaced from
0 to π with respect to the x-axis. The value for σ is determined empirically and set to
approximately half the inter-ridge distance. Before the filtering is applied, the fingerprint
image is normalized to compensate for intensity variations due to pressure variations.

Around the core, 3 concentric circular regions of 20 pixels wide, which is approximately
twice the inter-ridge distance, are defined and each region is divided in 16 sectors. This
is illustrated in Figure 11.1. The immediate region around the core is not used, because
the sectors would be too small and would not have enough pixels to calculate a reliable
standard deviation. The standard deviations of each filtered image in each sector form the
384-dimensional feature vector that is called the FingerCode. An example FingerCode is
shown in Figure 11.2, where each disk corresponds to one filtered image.

FingerCode has already been used in a fingerprint matching system [Jai00b] and for the
classification of fingerprints in Henry classes [Jai99a], using a two-stage classifier which uses
a K-nearest neighbor classifier in the first stage and a set of neural networks in the second
stage. In this paper, we will demonstrate the use of FingerCode as a feature for indexing
fingerprint databases.

11.2.3 Minutiae Triplets

The third feature vector is based on minutiae triplets. The algorithm has been proposed in
[Ger97] and slightly adapted in [Bha01]. The algorithm first identifies all minutiae triplets
in a fingerprint. Each triplet defines a triangle, from which various geometric features are
extracted. One can for instance use the length of the sides, the angles, etc. Next, the similarity

1In Chapters 5 and 7 we used only four directions and the absolute value of the Gabor response. However, this
research was performed earlier, and uses the original version of FingerCode as described in [Jai99a, Jai00b]
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Figure 11.2: Example of a 384-dimensional FingerCode

to another fingerprint is defined by the number of approximately corresponding minutiae
triplets that can be found by rigid transformations. An example of two matching fingerprints
and the corresponding minutiae triplets is shown in Figure 11.3.

Instead of comparing the extracted triplets to each fingerprint, the authors use the Flash
algorithm [Ger97] which constructs hash tables for fast indexing in a database. This is pos-
sible since, for each triplet, it is only necessary to determine whether the triplet is present in
the other fingerprint or not.

The construction of the hash table is done as follows. A table is constructed that contains
a cell for the quantized feature vectors of all possible triplets. Next, for all fingerprints in the
database, the triplets are extracted and the ID of the fingerprint is added to the list in each cell
that corresponds to a triplet that is found. The result is that each cell in the table contains a
list of all fingerprints in which its corresponding triplet is present.

Using this table, indexing does not require a large amount of computation. Given a query
fingerprint, all triplets are extracted and for each triplet, the list of fingerprints in which that
triplet is present, is retrieved. A simple count of the occurrences of the fingerprints in all
retrieved lists determines the ranking used for indexing.

11.3 Combining Features

When a number of different classifiers are available for a specific classification task, they will
in general complement each other. Each classifier will misclassify different inputs, especially
when they base their decisions on different feature vectors. This effect can be exploited by
combining the decisions of the classifiers in order to improve the classification performance.

The outputs of different classifiers can be combined at several output levels [Sue00]. In
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Figure 11.3: Matching fingerprints and corresponding minutiae triplets.

single class combination, the winning class outputs of the classifiers are combined. In ranked
list combination, the new indexing is derived from the output rankings of the individual clas-
sifiers. In measurement level combination, the probabilities of the different classes as reported
by the classifiers, are combined directly.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of continuous classification. In that case, each
fingerprint in the database is defined as a different class. This is a classification problem with
as many classes as the number of fingerprints in the database. Therefore, the correct class
may not be the highest-ranked class for any of the classifiers. For this reason, single class
combination is unlikely to be successful. Ranked list combination has a better chance for
success provided that the correct class is sufficiently often close to the top of the list for at
least one of the classifiers.

There exist several methods of combining ranked lists from different classifiers, aiming
at achieving a new ordered list in which the true class is ranked higher than at the original
lists. This is called class set reordering [Ho94]. The highest rank method can be applied
very well when there are many classes and only a small number of classifiers, each of which
specializes on inputs of a particular type. The new rank of a class is the highest of the ranks
that are given by the individual classifiers. Another method is the Borda count, which is a
generalization of the majority vote, providing a consensus ranking. The Borda count for a
class is the sum of the number of classes ranked below it by each classifier, and the new
ranking is given by rearranging the classes so that their Borda counts are in descending order.
Logistic regression is a modification to the Borda count such that different weights are given
to the scores produced by each classifier.
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Another interesting concept in combining ranked lists is class set reduction. There are
two methods of class set reduction that both aim at reducing the number of classes in the
output list without losing the true class. The first method determines for each classifier the
worst ranking ever given to the true class in the training set. When using the classifier, classes
that receive a lower rank than this threshold are discarded. The second method determines
for each training example the best ranking over all classifiers and stores that value with the
best classifier. Then, for each classifier, the worst of all best rankings is determined. Each
possible class is discarded if its ranking is worse than this threshold for each classifier.

Combination of the classifier outputs at the measurement level provides even more infor-
mation than combining ranked lists. In [Kit98] it has been shown that the sum rule, which
sums or averages the posterior probabilities of the classes, is the most robust combination
method for multiple classifiers. However, one difficulty arises when applying this combi-
nation rule to classifiers that do not output posterior probabilities. This is the case with the
classifiers we use, which output distance and similarity measures. These quantities first have
to be transformed to posterior probabilities before the combination rule can be applied.

In [Cap00b], the combination of the measurement level outputs of different classifiers
has been applied to indexing fingerprint databases. In that paper, two indexing features are
combined by taking a weighted average of a non-linear function of the two feature-distances.
It has been shown that this increases the performance of the indexing scheme. However, the
increase of performance is only significant for small parts of the database to be searched.
When higher matching rates are required, the combination does not perform better than the
individual classifiers.

11.4 Experimental Results

We have run our experiments on Database 2 of the FVC2000 contest [Mai00, Mai02]. This
database contains fingerprint images that are captured by a capacitive sensor with a resolution
of 500 pixels per inch, resulting in images of 364 × 256 pixels in 8 bit gray-scale. In this
database, 110 untrained individuals are enrolled, each with 8 prints of the same finger. The
first of these prints is used to construct the database, while the other seven prints are used to
test the classification performance.

Since our singular point detection algorithm [Baz01b, Baz02d] still detects some false
singular points, the registration points that are used in the DF-based and FingerCode algo-
rithms have been validated manually. In 13% of the fingerprints, the registration point has
been corrected, while 1% of the fingerprints has been rejected in which no registration point
could be found.

11.4.1 Single Features

The results of the identification of the remaining 7 prints per finger (one has been used to
construct the database), using the three indexing features of Section 11.2, are shown in Fig-
ure 11.4. The vertical axis depicts the cumulative percentage of prints which are correctly
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Figure 11.4: Indexing performance, based on only one feature.

identified when searching the part of the database shown on the horizontal axis. Some of
these results are also summarized in Table 11.1.

The results of our DF-based method are better than the results found in [Cap00c], using
the same database. In that article, a matching rate of 80% is reported when searching 10% of
the database, while we achieved a matching rate of 95% when searching the same percentage
of the database. This might be explained by the fact that we have manually changed the
registration point for 13% of the fingerprints and the differences between KL and MKL.

Calculating a FingerCode from an image takes about 40 seconds on a 450 MHz Pen-
tium II processor when using a prototype implementation in MATLAB. This is considerably
longer than calculating the feature vector based on the directional field, which takes about
300 miliseconds in a C++ implementation. Opportunities to speed up the implementation of
the FingerCode method exist, but had not yet been investigated at the time of writing.

The method that is based on minutiae triplets performs much worse than the results that
were reported in literature. In [Bha01], 100% of the fingerprints is found in the first 2.5% of
a database of 400 fingers. However, when searching 2.5% of our database, only 77% of the
fingerprints is found. This may be caused by the use of another (private) database. Another
possible explanation of the discrepancy may be that some aspects of the implementation are
not explicitly mentioned in [Bha01].
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Figure 11.5: Indexing performance of multiple features using highest rank.

Table 11.1: Indexing performance: penetration coefficient by various matching rates.
Matching rate 90% 95% 99% 100%
Directional Field 5% 10% 23% 65%
FingerCode 2% 6% 47% 62%
Triplets 16% 51% 94% 100%
DF + FC + Tri, HR 2% 3% 9% 18%

11.4.2 Multiple Features

Next, a number of experiments have been performed to investigate the effect of using a com-
bination of multiple features for indexing the database. All combinations of 2 and 3 features
were combined by the highest rank and Borda count methods. The resulting indexing per-
formances are shown in Figures 11.5 and 11.6. The most interesting results are summarized
below and shown in Table 11.1.

• The best performance is achieved by combining all three features by means of highest
rank. Using this method, 100% match is found when using a penetration coefficient
of only 18%, while the lowest penetration coefficient for single features is achieved by
FingerCode with 62% search for 100% match.

• For all combinations of features, highest rank outperforms Borda count. This can be
explained by the fact that we use many classes and only a few classifiers.

• The combination of all three features by highest rank performs better than the individ-
ual features, while the combination of all three features by Borda count performs worse
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Figure 11.6: Indexing performance of multiple features using Borda count.

Table 11.2: Indexing performance: average part of the database to be searched.
Features Incl. match Excl. match
None 50.45% 49.54%
Directional Field 2.58% 1.67%
FingerCode 2.40% 1.49%
Triplets 7.27% 6.36%
DF + FC + Tri, HR 1.34% 0.43%

than the individual DF and FingerCode features.

• Adding minutiae triplets to any combination of features does not improve the perfor-
mance significantly. For combination by means of Borda count, this even decreases
the performance. The application of logistic regression might solve this problem by
assigning a smaller weight to the minutiae triplet classifier.

The results that are shown in Table 11.1 indicate the percentage of the database that has
to be searched in order to achieve a fixed probability that the corresponding fingerprint is
found. However, the average percentage can be reduced by stopping the search once a match
is found. This provides another measure of the indexing performance, which is shown in
Table 11.2.

The first column of this table shows the average size of the part of the database to be
searched until the matching fingerprint is found, including the true match. The use of DF
or FingerCode as single feature reduces this part from approximately 50% to approximately
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2.5% of the database, while the combination of features further reduces the size of the parti-
tion to less than 1.5%.

However, this part includes the actual matching fingerprint, which occupies 0.9% of a
database of 110 fingerprints. Only the number of non-matching prints that have to be matched
are responsible for the increased FAR. This percentage is reduced to less than 0.5% of the
database by combining multiple features. Compared to a simple linear search, this allows the
size of databases to be 100 times as large, while maintaining the same FAR and FRR.

11.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, three possible fingerprint indexing features have been discussed: the registered
directional field estimate, FingerCode and minutiae triplets. It has been shown that indexing
schemes that are based on these features are able to search a database more effectively than a
simple linear scan.

Next, a new indexing scheme has been constructed that is based on combining these
features. It has been shown that especially the highest rank combination of DF, FingerCode
and minutiae triplets results in a considerably better performance than the schemes that are
based on the individual features. Compared to a simple linear search, this allows the size
of databases to be 100 times as large, while maintaining the same FAR and FRR. A further
improvement might be achieved by using logistic regression as combination rule and by the
additional use of class set reduction.

A number of possibilities for improving the performance of fingerprint database indexing
exist. First, other features could be added, like for instance the absolute value of the complex
Gabor response on a rectangular grid, as defined in Appendix D and applied in Chapter 7 to
the matching problem. Second, the Euclidean distance (as proposed for FingerCode [Jai00b])
can be replaced by likelihood ratios, as proposed in Chapter 7 for verification.





Chapter 12

Conclusions and
Recommendations

This thesis focusses on three principal challenges in fingerprint recognition: robust feature
extraction from low-quality fingerprints, matching elastically deformed fingerprints, and ef-
ficient search of fingerprints in a database. Research into these challenges has yielded im-
provements for most of them, as will be pointed out in Section 12.1. A few directions for
further research into fingerprint recognition are presented in Section 12.2.

12.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, the matching performances of three different fingerprint recognition config-
urations have been evaluated. The correlation based system of Chapter 8 participated in
FVC2000, resulting in an equal error rate of EER = 10%. The elastic minutiae matching sys-
tem of Chapter 6 participated in FVC2002, resulting in EER = 2% on the training database.
The fixed-length feature vector-based system of Chapter 7 has been tested on the FVC2000
databases, resulting in EER = 0.5%. Unfortunately, there was no time to integrate all com-
ponents into a system that could be tested in a real-life situation. That would certainly reveal
weaknesses that have not been found in the laboratory on test databases.

The best fingerprint recognition system that can be constructed from the work of this
thesis combines two matching algorithms: the elastic minutiae matching and the fixed-length
feature vector matching. Since the features of both algorithms (minutiae sets and fixed-length
feature vectors) are virtually uncorrelated, the equal error rate of this system is expected to
be somewhere in the range from 10−3 to 10−4. If multiple prints of the same finger are
used for template construction, using simple averaging of the fixed-length feature vectors and
elastic mosaicking methods for the minutiae sets (see Section 12.2.2), the equal error rate is
expected to be smaller than 10−5. Furthermore, large databases can be searched reliably with
this system by first applying the fixed-length feature vectors as selection phase and then the
elastic minutiae matching as matching phase.
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This section continues with a summary of the conclusions of the individual methods. A
new method has been proposed for the estimation of a high resolution directional field of
fingerprints. This method computes the local ridge orientation in each pixel location, and
the associated coherence, which provides a measure of its reliability. By decoupling the size
and shape of the smoothing window from the block size that defines the resolution of the
estimate, the proposed method combines an improved quality of directional field estimates,
better noise suppression, and low computational complexity. Furthermore, a very efficient
algorithm has been proposed to consistently extract all singular points and their orientations
from this high-resolution directional field. The algorithm provides a binary decision without
using thresholds, and is implemented efficiently in small 2-dimensional filters.

An improved algorithm for the segmentation of fingerprint images has been proposed
that accurately segments fingerprint images into foreground, background, and low quality
areas. The method combines several pixel features into a hidden Markov model in order to
include context information, and to obtain spatially compact clusters. Furthermore, an effi-
cient method for minutiae extraction has been developed that roughly follows the traditional
approach, involving a number of image processing steps such as enhancement, thresholding,
and thinning. A combination of good noise suppression performance and low computational
complexity is achieved by an enhancement algorithm that uses separable complex-valued
Gabor filters, while efficient minutiae extraction is obtained by look-up table operations.

To fill the lack of common benchmarks for the evaluation of different minutiae extrac-
tion methods, a new method has been proposed that does not require manual labelling of
ground truth minutiae. It evaluates the consistency of the extracted minutiae over different
prints of the same finger, i.e. it is based on the functional requirements to minutiae extraction
algorithms. The method provides maximal feedback of the types of extraction errors that
are made: for each extracted minutia, it indicates whether it is false, missed, displaced, or
genuine.

To compare the minutiae sets of two fingerprints, an elastic minutiae matching algorithm
has been proposed that is the first algorithm that explicitly deals with elastically distorted
fingerprints. It uses thin-plate splines to model the elastic deformations and takes less than
100 ms on a 1 GHz Intel Pentium III machine. The elastic minutiae matching algorithm is
able to determine the correspondence between elastically deformed fingerprints, where the
traditional rigid matching algorithms fail.

An alternative fingerprint matching method has been proposed that uses fixed length fea-
ture vectors instead of minutiae sets. The new algorithm achieves higher matching perfor-
mance than the well known FingerCode algorithm, not only by using more types of features,
but also by accounting for the inter and intra class covariance matrices in its matching de-
cision. Because of the very low computational complexity, matching algorithms that do not
use minutiae are especially suited for searching fingerprint databases. Additional minutiae
matching remains necessary for achieving a very low FAR.

It has been shown that the common practice of partitioning a fingerprint database into the
five Henry classes is not an efficient solution for searching large databases, as it reduces the
effective size of the database to be searched only to 30%. In contrast, the proposed indexing
method is able to reduce it to less than 0.5% of its original size by combining the classification
results of several feature vectors. This allows the size of the database to be 60 times as large,
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while maintaining the same processing time and error rates, compared to the situation where
Henry classes are used.

The state-of-the-art in fingerprint recognition research can be summarized as follows.
Continuous research is performed on fingerprint sensors, aiming at higher image quality and
the development of smaller and less expensive sensors. Feature extraction algorithms perform
at a satisfactory level for high quality fingerprints, while they often fail when applied to
low quality fingerprints. Given accurately extracted features, matching performs well, but
searching large databases still remains one of the bigger challenges.

12.2 Recommendations

Despite the achievements of this project, a number of problems remain to be solved in fin-
gerprint recognition. Further research should focus on three specific issues: robust feature
extraction from low quality fingerprints, construction of robust templates by the integration
of information from multiple prints of the same finger, and issues related to large databases.
This section gives an exploration of the possible approaches to these issues.

12.2.1 Feature Extraction

This section proposes a method for robust feature extraction from low quality fingerprints
in three processing steps: segmentation, reconstruction of the directional field, and recon-
struction of the gray-scale image. As a basis for the second and third processing steps, it
is essential to obtain very accurate estimates of the foreground, background and low quality
areas of the fingerprint images. In our experience, hidden Markov model based segmentation
methods have the highest potential. The performance of these methods can be improved fur-
ther by several adaptations. First, instead of using a Gaussian probability density function for
each class, more realistic probability density functions can be considered, such as Gaussian
mixtures. Second, more states can be used per class, representing for instance the orientations
of the ridges in the fingerprint. This may help to estimate more accurate output probability
density functions and constrain the transition matrix. Third, two dimensional hidden Markov
models can be used to provide more accurate context information.

Once accurate segmentation is achieved, the directional field is reconstructed in the low
quality regions. Directional field estimation methods perform well when applied to finger-
prints of reasonable quality, but the occurrence of very low quality areas or scars, etc. may
lead to inaccurate results. In these regions, the gradient distribution may be dominated by
those defects, which contain gray-scale gradients that are much stronger than the gradients
caused by the ridge-valley structures. These defects inevitably result in the detection of false
singular points and a lower performance in the image enhancement and indexing stages.

A solution to the problem of inaccurate directional field estimates is the model-based
reconstruction of the directional field in the low quality areas. For reconstruction purposes,
two types of models can be used. First, statistical models that are trained on many examples of
observed data can be used to estimate the most likely values of missing data, see for instance
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[Tur91]. Second, specific directional field models, like the ones proposed in [She93, Viz96,
Ara02], can be fitted to the data in the high quality regions, and provide the missing values.
An open question remains how to estimate those models efficiently.

Given an accurate estimate of the directional field in low quality areas, the gray-scale im-
age can be reconstructed in those areas, enabling the reliable extraction of additional minu-
tiae. A decrease in the number of missed minutiae results in better matching performance and
lower rejection rates. For the reconstruction of the gray-scale image, methods can be used
that are similar to the generation of synthetic fingerprints [Cap00a]. One can think of Gabor
filters that are controlled by the directional field, AM-FM reaction-diffusion [Pat01, Act01],
or autoregressive filters [Vel90]. It is essential that the reconstructed directional field is highly
accurate. Otherwise, the reconstruction methods will create spurious ridge-valley structures,
resulting in false minutiae, and consequently a decrease of the matching performance.

12.2.2 Robust Templates

It has been shown in Chapter 7 that a large increases in matching performance can be achieved
by the integration of multiple prints of one finger into one template in order to reduce the vari-
ance of the template. Since the feature vectors that are used in that chapter are already aligned
sufficiently, the combination of multiple feature vectors is no more than a simple averaging
operation, which reduces the intra class variation that is present in the template. Combination
of templates that consist of minutiae sets are much more complicated. Since those templates
represent the entire fingerprint area instead of one small part of it, two templates of the same
finger will overlap only partially. Furthermore, elastic deformations prohibit a perfect fit of
the overlapping area, as shown in Chapter 6.

Two methods for combining minutiae sets exist [Jai02]. The first method registers the
minutiae sets, and uses the correspondences between the sets to create a new set. The second
method, called mosaicking, combines the gray-scale fingerprint images after registration, and
extracts a new minutiae set from the combined image. For both methods, elastic deforma-
tions of the fingerprints reduce the quality of the combined minutiae sets. These problems
can be solved by applying the elastic minutiae matching algorithm, which eliminates partial
misalignments. The combined template not only contains more reliable minutiae informa-
tion, but also contains less elastic deformation by averaging the elastic deformations of all
contributing fingerprints.

12.2.3 Large Databases

The use of large fingerprint databases gives rise to two kinds of problems. The first problem is
that most algorithms have been trained (or optimized) on a relatively small database. For in-
stance the widely used FVC2000 databases contain only 110 individuals each (of which only
10 are used for training in the actual competition). Therefore, the algorithms have experi-
enced only a very small part of the variations in fingerprints that will occur in practice, which
results in sub-optimal matching performance. A possible solution is to continue training of
the matching algorithms online, while functioning in practice.
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The second problem is the performance of classification or indexing algorithms, which
are needed to search the databases reliably. State-of-the-art algorithms can be used to search
databases that contain up to a few hundred fingerprints with acceptable error rates and com-
putational time. However, for wide commercial application of fingerprint identification, al-
gorithms that can handle much larger databases (containing for instance up to 100,000 fin-
gerprints) are needed.

The indexing performance is limited by two causes. First, false singular points cause mis-
alignment errors in the extracted indexing feature vectors. Using the methods that are pro-
posed in Chapter 7 in combination with the reconstructed directional field probably eliminates
most of these problems. The second type of errors is caused by the limited discriminating
power of the feature vectors that are used for indexing. To improve the discriminating power,
the grid sizes that are used for feature extraction can be enlarged and research is needed to
other types of features that can be added. Finally, cluster algorithms can be used for efficient
search strategies in very large databases.

After successful research in the proposed directions, fingerprint recognition systems will
be less sensitive to low quality fingerprint images and will support identification in large
databases. These achievements will enable much wider commercial application of fingerprint
recognition.





Appendix A

Equivalence of DF Estimation
Methods

We prove that the squared gradient method and the PCA-based method for the estimation of
the DF are exactly equivalent. The proof starts by deriving the inverse of Equation 2.4, which
was given to be:

[
Gs,x

Gs,y

]
=
[

G2
x − G2

y
2Gx G y

]
(A.1)

Substituting the lower part of this expression, which is given by

G y = Gs,y

2Gx
(A.2)

into the upper part, given by

Gs,x = (G2
x − G2

y) (A.3)

gives

G4
x − Gs,x G2

x − 1

4
Gs,y = 0 (A.4)

Solving this for Gx gives:
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Gx =




1
2

√
2Gs,x + 2

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y

− 1
2

√
2Gs,x + 2

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y

1
2

√
2Gs,x − 2

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y

− 1
2

√
2Gs,x − 2

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y

(A.5)

The second and fourth solutions can be eliminated since Gx is always positive. Further-

more, since
√

G2
s,x + G2

s,y ≥ Gs,x , the third solution results in the square root of a negative

number. Therefore, only the first solution is valid:

Gx = 1

2

√
2Gs,x + 2

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y (A.6)

The next step is to consider the squared gradients, averaged over the window W and to
substitute, according to Equation 2.6:

Gs,x = Gxx − G yy (A.7)

Gs,y = 2Gxy (A.8)

The average gradients, derived from the averaged squared gradients, are:

Gx = 1

2

√
2Gs,x + 2

√
Gs,x

2 + Gs,y
2

=
√

1

2
(Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.9)

and

G y = Gs,y

2Gx
= Gxy

Gx
= Gxy√

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

(A.10)

Now, it will be shown that the vector:

[
Gx

G y

]
= 1

c
·
[

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxy

]
(A.11)
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with:

c =
√

1

2
(Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.12)

is an eigenvector of autocovariance matrix C, which is defined in Equation 2.14. This will
prove that both methods are equivalent. For the eigenvectors of C, the following expression
must hold:

C · V = V · � (A.13)

where the columns of V are the eigenvectors of C and ��� is the diagonal matrix of the cor-
responding eigenvalues. This expression must also hold for one eigenvector v1 with corre-
sponding eigenvalue λ1:

C · v1 = λ1 · v1 (A.14)

In order to show this, [Gx G y]T is substituted for v1

v1 =
[

Gx

G y

]
(A.15)

in the left-hand side of Equation A.14. This gives:

C · v1 =
[

Gxx Gxy

Gxy G yy

]
· 1

c
·
[

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxy

]

= 1

c
·

 Gxx

(
1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

)
+ G2

xy

Gxy

(
1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

)
+ GxyG yy




(A.16)

This must be equal to λ1 · [Gx , G y]T . Calculating λ1 from the upper half of these expres-
sions, we find:

λ1 =
Gxx

(
1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

)
+ G2

xy

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

(A.17)

which, by multiplying numerator and denominator by 1
2 (Gxx − G yy) −

1
2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy , can be simplified to:
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λ1 = 1

2
(Gxx + G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.18)

From the lower half of these expressions we find:

λ1 =
Gxy

(
1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

)
+ GxyG yy

Gxy
(A.19)

which can be easily simplified to:

λ1 = 1

2
(Gxx + G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.20)

Since both expressions give the same result for λ1, [Gx , G y]T is an eigenvector of C.
Therefore, both methods are exactly equivalent.

It is not difficult to derive the second eigenvector v2 and its corresponding eigenvalue λ2:

v1 =
[

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxy

]
(A.21)

v2 =
[

1
2 (Gxx − G yy) − 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxy

]
(A.22)

λ1 = 1

2
(Gxx + G yy) + 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.23)

λ2 = 1

2
(Gxx + G yy) − 1

2

√
(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2

xy (A.24)

Note that λ1 is always larger than or equal to λ2 confirming that the average gradient
angle is aligned with v1. The DF, which is perpendicular to the gradient is aligned with v2.
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Equivalence of Coh and Str

By substituting Equations A.23 and A.24, Str is given by:

Str = λ1 − λ2

λ1 + λ2
(B.1)

=
√

(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2
xy

Gxx + G yy

On the other hand, Coh is given by:

Coh =
∣∣∑

W (Gs,x , Gs,y)
∣∣∑

W

∣∣(Gs,x , Gs,y)
∣∣ (B.2)

where, by substituting Equation 2.4,

∣∣∣∣∣
∑
W

(Gs,x , Gs,y)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
√√√√(∑

W

Gs,x

)2

+
(∑

W

Gs,y

)2

=
√√√√(∑

W

G2
x − G2

y

)2

+
(∑

W

2Gx G y

)2

(B.3)

=
√

(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2
xy

and
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∑
W

∣∣(Gs,x , Gs,y)
∣∣ =

∑
W

√
G2

s,x + G2
s,y

=
∑
W

√
(G2

x − G2
y)

2 + (2Gx G y)2

=
∑
W

√
G4

x + 2G2
x G2

y + G4
y (B.4)

=
∑
W

√
(G2

x + G2
y)

2

=
∑
W

G2
x + G2

y

= Gxx + G yy

Therefore, the coherence of the averaging method is given by:

Coh =
√

(Gxx − G yy)2 + 4G2
xy

Gxx + G yy
(B.5)

which proves the equivalence of Coh and Str.
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Rotation of Singular Points

It can be proved that

SDFcore,ϕ = SDFcore,ref · e jϕ (C.1)

by using polar notation (ρs, φs) instead of (x, y) for a position in the reference model of the
SPs. The orientation of the SDF is given by:

2θcore,ref(ρs, φs) = φs + 1

2
π (C.2)

and the DF is given by:

θcore,ref(ρs, φs) = 1

2
φs + 1

4
π (C.3)

The problem is to determine the SDF at position (ρs, φs) after rotation of the reference
model over an angle ϕ. The sample point at (ρs, φs) after the rotation is located at (ρs, φs −ϕ)

before the rotation:

θcore,ref(ρs, φs − ϕ) = 1

2
(φs − ϕ) + 1

4
π (C.4)

The rotation adds ϕ to the orientation at the sample point:

θcore,ϕ(ρs, φs) = 1

2
(φs − ϕ) + 1

4
π + ϕ (C.5)

Now, the rotated DF can be converted back to the rotated SDF:
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2θcore,ϕ(ρs, φs) = (φs + 1

2
π) + ϕ = 2θcore,ref(ρs, φs) + ϕ (C.6)

which completes the proof. From the formula it becomes obvious that the SDF model of a
core has to be rotated over 2π in order to obtain the original model.

Following the same procedure for a delta, it can be proved that

SDFcore,ϕ = SDFcore,ref · e j3ϕ (C.7)

Now, the orientation of the SDF is given by:

2θdelta,ref(ρs, φs) = −φs + 1

2
π (C.8)

Following the same procedure as for the core gives:

θdelta,ϕ(ρs, φs) = −1

2
(φs − ϕ) + 1

4
π + ϕ (C.9)

and:

2θdelta,ϕ(ρs, φs) = (−φs + 1

2
π) + 3ϕ = 2θdelta,ref(ρs, φs) + 3ϕ (C.10)

This corresponds to the fact that a delta has to be rotated over 2
3π in order to obtain the

original model.



Appendix D

Gabor Filtering

This appendix deals with Gabor filtering of images. A Gabor filter is a bandpass filter that
enhances some spatial frequencies and attenuates the others. The real valued Gabor filter is
defined by the point-wise multiplication of a cosine with a Gaussian window:

hRe(x, y) = exp

(
− x2 + y2

2σ 2

)
cos 2π f (x sin θ + y cos θ) (D.1)

where θ is the orientation, f the spatial frequency and σ the standard deviation of the Gaus-
sian window. The frequency response of the Gabor filter contains two Gaussian peaks at
( f cos θ, f sin θ) and (− f cos θ,− f sin θ).

The complex Gabor filter is given by:

hCx(x, y) = exp

(
− x2 + y2

2σ 2

)
exp ( j2π f (x sin θ + y cos θ)) (D.2)

such that

Re [hCx(x, y)] = hRe(x, y) (D.3)

Use of the complex Gabor filter offers two advantages. First, the complex Gabor filter
can be applied much more efficiently than the real Gabor filter because it is separable into a
part that is only dependent on x and a part that is only dependent on y.
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h(x, y) = hrow(x) · hcol(y) (D.4)

hrow(x) = exp

(
− x2

2σ 2

)
exp ( j2π f x sin θ) (D.5)

hcol(y) = exp

(
− y2

2σ 2

)
exp ( j2π f y cos θ) (D.6)

Using this property, its response can be calculated by consecutive application of a row
and a column filter, instead of a full matrix filter. Next, the response of the real filter can be
obtained by taking the real part of the complex response.

For σ = 3 and and x and y ranging from −3σ to 3σ , the real Gabor filter requires 19·19 =
361 multiplications and additions per pixel, while the complex Gabor filter requires only
4 · 19 = 76 multiplications and additions per pixel. This is an improvement in computational
complexity of more than a factor 4.

The second advantage of complex Gabor filtering is that not only the real part of the re-
sponse can be used, but the imaginary part as well. Combining them to the absolute response
is especially useful, since this provides a measure for the amplitude of the response. This
measure can be used as an alternative to the local standard deviation of the real part of the
response, which is for instance used in FingerCode [Jai99a, Jai00b] and for segmentation
purposes [Jai97c]. Use of the absolute value requires a smaller smoothing filter and provides
better indexing and matching performance.

Figure D.1 shows a fingerprint image, the accumulated real and absolute components of
the Gabor response and the smoothed absolute component. Figure D.2 shows the real compo-
nents of the fingerprint image that is filtered by Gabor filters with four different orientations,
and Figure D.3 shows the corresponding absolute components. Finally, Figure D.4 shows the
smoothed absolute values of the same fingerprint.
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(a) Original (b) Real part (c) Absolute value (d) Smoothed abso-
lute value

Figure D.1: Result of combined orientations by Gabor filtering.

(a) 0π (b) π/4 (c) π/2 (d) 3π/4

Figure D.2: Real part of fingerprint images that have been filtered by Gabor filters with
different orientations.
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(a) 0π (b) π/4 (c) π/2 (d) 3π/4

Figure D.3: Absolute value of fingerprint images that have been filtered by Gabor filters with
different orientations.

(a) 0π (b) π/4 (c) π/2 (d) 3π/4

Figure D.4: Smoothed absolute value of fingerprint images that have been filtered by Gabor
filters with different orientations.



Appendix E

Thin-Plate Splines

This appendix describes the estimation of thin-plate spline (TPS) model parameters. The
TPS model provides a non-linear transformation, defined by 2 sets of corresponding land-
mark points that are extracted from 2 images. The TPS model describes the transformed
coordinates x ′ and y′ independently as a function of the original coordinates (x, y):

x ′ = fx (x, y) (E.1)

y′ = fy(x, y) (E.2)

and gives a transformation for each point in the images.

Two different types of TPS parameter estimation methods can be distinguished. In
[Boo89], interpolating thin-plate splines are presented, which find a transformation that ex-
actly maps one set of landmark points on to the other set. On the other hand, in [Roh99],
approximating thin-plate splines are presented. These splines define a transformation that
does not exactly interpolate all given landmark points, but is allowed to approximate them in
favor of a smoother transformation.

E.1 Interpolating Thin-Plate Splines

Given the displacements of a number of landmark points, the TPS transformation interpolates
those points, while maintaining maximal smoothness. The smoothness is represented by the
bending energy of a thin metal plate. At each landmark point (x, y), the displacement is
represented by an additional z-coordinate, and, for each point, the thin metal plate is fixed at
position (x, y, z). The bending energy Jb is given by the integral of the second order partial
derivatives over the entire surface:
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Jb =
∫∫ 

(
∂2 f

∂x2

)2

+ 2

(
∂2 f

∂x∂y

)2

+
(

∂2 f

∂y2

)2

 dxdy (E.3)

The TPS model for one of the transformed coordinates (choose for instance x) is given
by parameter vectors a, w and Pi :

x ′ = fx (x, y) = a1 + a2x + a3 y +
n∑

i=1

wiU (|Pi − (x, y)|) (E.4)

where U (r) = r2 log r is the basis function, a defines the affine part of the transformation,
w gives an additional non-linear deformation, and the Pi are the landmarks that the TPS
interpolates.

For each coordinate, the bending energy of Eq. E.3 can be minimized by solving a set of
linear equations:

Kw + Pa = v (E.5)

PT w = 0 (E.6)

where

w = [wx (1) wx (2) · · · wx (n)]T (E.7)

v = [qx (1) qx (2) · · · qx (n)]T (E.8)

a = [ax (1) ax (2) ax (3)]T (E.9)

P =




1 px (1) py(1)

1 px (2) py(2)
...

...
...

1 px (n) py(n)


 (E.10)

K =




U (P1, P1) U (P1, P2) · · · U (P1, Pn)

U (P2, P1)
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

U (Pn, P1) · · · · · · U (Pn, Pn)


 (E.11)

Pi = (px (i), py(i)) is the set of landmark points in the first image, px (i) is the x-coordinate
of point i in set Pi , Qi = (qx (i), qy(i)) is the set of corresponding points in the second
image, and n is the number of landmark points.

This set of equations can be solved very efficiently, as described in [Boo89]. Using block-
matrices
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L =
[

K P
PT O

]
(E.12)

Y =
[
vT | 0 0 0

]T
(E.13)

where O is a 3 × 3 matrix of zeros, the TPS parameters are found by:

[
wT | aT

]T = L−1Y (E.14)

Alternatively, the parameters for both x- and y-coordinates can be found simultaneously
by:

[
wT

x aT
x

wT
y aT

y

]T

= L−1
[

vT
x 0 0 0

vT
y 0 0 0

]T

(E.15)

E.2 Approximating Thin-Plate Splines

In [Roh99], a method is presented to estimate approximating thin-plate splines. These splines
do not exactly interpolate all given landmark points, but are allowed to approximate them in
favor of a smoother transformation. The smoothness is controlled by a parameter λ, which
provides a weight between the optimization of landmark distance and smoothness. For λ = 0,
there is full interpolation, while for very large λ, there is only an affine transformation left,
which is the smoothest transformation possible.

E.2.1 Anisotropic approximation

To represent anisotropic landmark errors, a covariance matrix �i is constructed for each
landmark, representing the distribution of the landmark errors. In this case, Jλ has to be
minimized:

Jλ = Ja + λ · Jb (E.16)

where Ja is the approximation error, given by:

Ja = 1

n

n∑
i=1

(qi − f (pi ))
T �−1

i (qi − f (pi )) (E.17)

To minimize this expression, a block-diagonal matrix W−1 is constructed from the co-
variance matrices �i :
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W−1 = diag{�1, . . . , �n} (E.18)

The TPS parameters are found by solving the system of equations

(K + λW−1)w + Pa = v (E.19)

PT w = 0 (E.20)

where in K, each element Ki j is replaced with Ki j I2 with I2 the 2 × 2 identity matrix, each
Pi j is replaced with Pi j I2, such that

K =




U (P1, P1) 0 · · · U (P1, Pn) 0
0 U (P1, P1) · · · 0 U (P1, Pn)
...

...
. . .

...
...

U (Pn, P1) 0 · · · U (Pn, Pn) 0
0 U (Pn, P1) · · · 0 U (Pn, Pn)


 (E.21)

P =




1 0 px (1) 0 py(1) 0
0 1 0 px (1) 0 py(1)
...

...
...

...
...

...

1 0 px (n) 0 py(n) 0
0 1 0 px (n) 0 py(n)


 (E.22)

and w, v and a are adjusted such that

w = [wx (1) wy(1) · · · wx (n) wy(n)]T (E.23)

v = [qx (1) qy(1) · · · qx (n) qy(n)]T (E.24)

a = [ax (1) ay(1) · · · ax (n) ay(n)]T (E.25)

E.2.2 Isotropic approximation

Alternatively, for equal isotropic errors at all landmarks, only K has to be adjusted, and a
slightly changed version of Eq. E.15, in which K is replaced by K + λI, can be used to solve
the following system of equations

(K + λI)w + Pa = v (E.26)

PT w = 0 (E.27)

where I is the n × n identity matrix.
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Gaussian Approximation of Error
Rates

Assume that the different observed feature vectors v that are generated by class wk , have a
multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution with dimension d, mean ck and covariance matrix
�E , independent of the class. Then, the conditional probability density p(v|wk) is given by

p(v|wk) = n(ck, �E ) (F.1)

= 1

(2π)d/2 · |�E |1/2
· exp

(
−1

2
(v − ck)

T �−1
E (v − ck)

)
(F.2)

Furthermore, assume that the centers ck of classes wk have a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean (which can be guaranteed by subtraction of the mean) and covariance matrix �M . Then,
p(ck) is given by:

p(ck) = n(0, �M ) (F.3)

= 1

(2π)d/2 · |�M |1/2
· exp

(
−1

2
cT

k �−1
M ck

)
(F.4)

The prior probability density function p(v) of all patterns is given by:

p(v) =
∫

W
p(v|wk)p(wk) dwk

=
∫

V
n(ck, �E ) · n(0, �E ) dck (F.5)
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Under the condition that the distribution over the entire population is much wider than the
distribution within one class,

|�E | � |�M | (F.6)

p(v) is equal to p(ck), given by:

p(v) = n(0, �M ) (F.7)

= 1

(2π)d/2 · |�M |1/2
· exp

(
−1

2
vT �−1

M v
)

(F.8)

Using the acceptance condition L(v) ≥ t , and Expression 7.4 for L(v), an expression for
the acceptance region Ak,t can be derived:

p(v|wk) ≥ t · p(v) (F.9)

By substituting the Gaussian probability density functions F.2 and F.8, we obtain:

1

(2π)d/2 · |�E |1/2
· exp

(
−1

2
(v − ck)

T �−1
E (v − ck)

)

≥ t · 1

(2π)d/2 · |�M |1/2
· exp

(
−1

2
vT �−1

M v
)

(F.10)

or

exp

(
−1

2
(v − ck)

T �−1
E (v − ck) + 1

2
vT �−1

M v
)

≥ t ·
( |�E |

|�M |
)1/2

(F.11)

By taking the natural logarithm and multiplying both sides by -2, we obtain:

(v − ck)
T �−1

E (v − ck) − vT �−1
M v ≤ − log

(
t2 · |�E |

|�M |
)

(F.12)

and the acceptance region is given by:

Ak,t = {v ∈ V | (v − ck)
T �−1

E (v − ck) ≤ β2(t)} (F.13)

with
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β2(t) = − log

(
t2 · |�E |

|�M |
)

+ vT �−1
M v (F.14)

For threshold values that correspond to a relatively high likelihood ratio, v is relatively close
to ck , and v can be replaced with ck in Expression F.14. Then, β is independent of v, and Ak,t

is an ellipsoid region with a Mahalanobis distance less than β from the class center ck .

Now, the error rates can be calculated by substituting Expression F.13 into 7.8 and 7.10.
To transform the multidimensional integrals into one-dimensional integrals, we use the vol-
ume Vol(r, �) of a ellipsoid that is defined by covariance matrix � and Mahalanobis distance
r , which is given by [Gol97]:

Vol(r, �) = Vunit · |�|1/2 · rd (F.15)

with Vunit a constant that depends on the dimension d of the space

Vunit =




π1/2

(d/2)!
d even

2dπ(d−1)/2(d − 1)/2

d!
d odd

(F.16)

Using

d Vol(r, �) = Vunit · |�|1/2 · d · sd−1 ds (F.17)

and Expression 7.8, the false rejection rate is given by:

FRRk(t) = 1 −
∫ β(t)

0
p(v|wk)d Vol(r, �)

= 1 −
∫ β(t)

0

1

(2π)d/2 |�E |1/2
exp(−s2/2)Vunit|�E |1/2dsd−1 ds (F.18)

= 1 − Vunit · d

(2π)d/2
·
∫ β(t)

0
exp(−s2/2) · sd−1ds

which corresponds to a χ2 distribution with d degrees of freedom.

Using Expression 7.10 and assuming p(v) constant within class wk , the false acceptance
rate is given by:

FARk(t) = p(v) · Vunit · |�E |1/2 · βd(t) (F.19)
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These expressions for the theoretic error rates can be calculated relatively easily. Exper-
iments show that they provide a very accurate estimate of the error rates for low dimensions
(d < 10), while the experimental results deviate from the predicted values for higher dimen-
sions. This can be explained by the fact that p(v) cannot be assumed constant within class
wk anymore.
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Summary

Recognition of persons on the basis of biometric features is an emerging phenomenon in our
society. The use of features physically connected to a person’s body significantly decreases
the possibility of fraud. Furthermore biometry can offer user-convenience in many situations,
as it replaces cards, keys, and codes. The fingerprint is considered one of the most practi-
cal features, since it is user friendly, provides good performance, and uses sensors that are
relatively inexpensive and that can be integrated easily in wireless hardware.

A fingerprint is a pattern of curving line structures, where the skin has a higher profile than
its surroundings. These structures are called ridges and valleys. Commonly used features that
are extracted from the fingerprint image are the directional field, the singular points and the
minutiae. The directional field is defined as the local orientation of the ridge-valley structures.
It describes the coarse structure, or basic shape, of a fingerprint. The singular points are the
discontinuities in the directional field. A fingerprint contains at most four singular points,
which can be used for registration purposes. The minutiae provide the details of the ridge-
valley structures. Two elementary types of minutiae exist: ridge endings and bifurcations. A
typical fingerprint contains 20 to 50 minutiae, which can be used for matching purposes.

Two types of fingerprint recognition systems can be distinguished, being verification and
identification systems. Verification systems use fingerprint technology to verify the claimed
identity of a user. The user offers his identity and a test fingerprint to the system, and the
test fingerprint is matched against a reference fingerprint that is retrieved from a database.
The verification decision is based on the resulting measure of similarity, or matching score.
Identification systems, on the other hand, require only a query fingerprint as input. The person
is identified by searching a database for a matching fingerprint.

The distributions of the matching scores of genuine and impostor attempts overlap to
some extent. This results in two kinds of errors, that together measure the performance of
a fingerprint recognition system. The false acceptance rate is the probability that the system
outputs ‘match’ for fingerprints that are not from the same finger. The false rejection rate is
the probability that the system outputs ‘non-match’ for fingerprints that originate from the
same finger.

This thesis focusses on three principal challenges in fingerprint recognition: robust fea-
ture extraction from low-quality fingerprints, matching elastically deformed fingerprints, and
efficient search of fingerprints in a database. Research into these topics has yielded improve-
ments for most of these challenges, resulting in a system that provides increased fingerprint
recognition performance.
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A fingerprint recognition system involves several phases. In the acquisition phase, the
fingerprint is scanned using a fingerprint sensor that is in general based on optical or capac-
itive principles. This results is a digital gray-scale image that is processed in the subsequent
phases. The quality and characteristics of the fingerprint image are highly dependent on the
exact type of sensor that is used. Therefore, the choice of the sensor directly affects the
recognition performance, and the recognition algorithms have to be adapted to the specific
fingerprint sensor that is used.

The feature extraction phase involves the calculation of various characteristics of the fin-
gerprint that are used for matching and database search. In this work, new methods are
proposed for accurate estimation of the directional field, for the consistent extraction of sin-
gular points, and estimation of their orientation, for more accurate segmentation of finger-
print images, for the efficient enhancement of fingerprint images, and for the extraction of the
minutiae.

In the matching phase, the features of the test fingerprint are compared to a template
that is retrieved from a database. This thesis presents the first elastic minutiae matching
algorithm that explicitly deals with elastically deformed fingerprints. Additionally, a very
efficient matching algorithm is proposed that uses fixed length feature vectors instead of
minutiae sets.

Identification systems have to compare the query fingerprint to all fingerprints in their
database. However, the computational time and the probability of false acceptance increase
with larger numbers of matches. To reduce the number of matches that have to be performed,
identification systems use some form of classification. After classifying the query finger-
prints and all fingerprints in the database, the query fingerprint is only matched against the
fingerprints of the corresponding class. In this work, an alternative database indexing method
is used that considers each fingerprint as a distinct class. Candidate fingerprints are selected
in decreasing order of probability from the database, for matching against the query finger-
print. By combining multiple types of features, this method is able to reduce the effective
size of the database to be searched to less than 0.5% of its original size. This enables the use
of databases that are 100 times larger than in the situation without indexing.



Samenvatting

De herkenning van personen op basis van biometrische kenmerken is een steeds belang-
rijker fenomeen in onze samenleving. Het gebruik van kenmerken die fysisch met het
lichaam verbonden zijn vermindert de mogelijkheden voor fraude. Daarnaast kan biometrie
gebruiksvriendelijkheid bieden door pasjes, sleutels and codes te vervangen. De vingeraf-
druk is een van de meest praktische kenmerken omdat deze gebruiksvriendelijk is, een goede
prestaties levert, en relatief goedkope sensoren gebruikt die eenvoudig in mobiele hardware
kan worden geintegreerd.

Een vingerafdruk bestaat uit een patroon van gekromde lijnstrukturen waar de huid iets
hoger ligt dan direct er naast. Deze strukturen worden ridges en valleys genoemd. Veel ge-
bruikte kenmerken die uit een plaatje van een vingerafdruk kunnen worden afgeleid zijn het
richtingsveld, de singuliere punten en de minutiae. Het richtingsveld geeft de lokale orien-
tatie van de lijnen weer. Hiermee wordt de globale struktuur of basisvorm van de vinger-
afdruk beschreven. De singuliere punten zijn de discontinuiteiten in het richtingsveld. Een
vingerafdruk bevat maximaal vier singuliere punten die kunnnen worden gebruikt voor het
uitlijnen. De minutiae geven de details van de ridge-valley strukturen. Er bestaan twee ele-
mentaire typen minutiae: eindpunten en splitsingen. Meestal bevat een vingerafdruk 20 tot
50 minutiae, welke worden gebruikt voor het vergelijken.

Er kunnen twee typen vingerafdrukherkenningssystemen worden onderscheiden:
verificatie- en identificatiesystemen. Verificatiesystemen gebruiken vingerafdruk-
kerkenningstechnieken om de geclaimde identiteit van een gebruiker te controleren. De
gebruiker biedt zijn identiteit en een test-vingerafdruk aan aan het systeem, en de test-
vingeradruk wordt vergeleken met een referentie-vingerafdruk die uit een database wordt
gehaald. De beslissing is gebaseerd op de resulterende gelijkheidsmaat of matching score.
Identificatiesystemen vragen alleen om een vingerafdruk. Een persoon wordt geidentificeerd
door een database to doorzoeken naar een gelijke vingerafdruk.

De verdelingen van de matching scores van geautoriseerde personen en indringeres over-
lappen enigszinds. Hierdoor ontstaan twee soorten fouten, die samen de prestatie van een
vingerafdrukherkenningssysteem bepalen. De false acceptance rate is de kans dat een in-
dringer wordt geaccepteerd, en de false rejection rate is de kans dat een geautoriseerd persoon
wordt afgewezen.

Dit proefschrift richt zich op de drie belangrijkste uitdagingen in de vingerafdruk-
herkenning: robuste kenmerkextractie uit vingerafdrukken van slechte kwaliteit, het vergelij-
ken van elastisch vervormde vingerafdrukken, en het efficient doorzoeken van databases. Het
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onderzoek heeft verbeteringen voor het merendeel van de uitdagingen opgeleverd, wat kan
leiden tot een beter presterend systeem.

In een vingerafdrukherkenningssystem kunnen verschillende fasen worden onderschei-
den. In de opname fase wordt de vingerafdruk gescanned met behulp van een sensor die
meestal is gebaseerd op optische of capacitieve principes. Dit resulteert in een digitaal grijs-
waarden-plaatje waar verder mee wordt gewerkt in de volgende fasen. De kwaliteit en karak-
teristieken van het plaatje zijn erg afhankelijk van het type sensor dat wordt gebruikt. Daarom
beinvloedt de sensor de prestatie direct, en moeten de verdere fasen worden afgestemd op de
specifieke sensor eigenschappen.

De kenmerkextractie fase omvat de berekening van de verschillende kenmerken van de
fingerafdruk die bij het vergelijken en zoeken worden gebruikt. In dit proefschrift worden
nieuwe methoden voorgesteld voor de nauwkeurige schatting van het richtingsveld, voor het
constistent detecteren van de singuliere punten en hun orientatie, voor de segmentatie van
fingerafdrukken, voor het verbeteren van de kwaliteit van de plaatjes, en voor het extraheren
van de minutiae.

In de vergelijkingsfase worden de kenmerken van de test-afdruk vergeleken met de tem-
plate die uit een database wordt verkregen. Dit proefschrift presenteert het eerste elastische
minutiae matching algoritme, dat expliciet rekening houdt met elastisch vervormde vinger-
afdrukken. Daarnaast wordt een erg efficient algoritme gepresenteerd dat kenmerk vectoren
van vaste lengte gebruikt in plaast van minutiae.

Identificatiesystemen moeten een vingerafdruk vergelijken met alle vingerafdrukken in
hun database. Echter, de benodigde rekentijd en de foutkans worden groter bij het doen van
meer vergelijkingen. In dit proefschrift wordt indexing methode gebruikt die een beter al-
ternatief biedt voor de veelgebruikte Henry classificatie. Elke vingerafdruk wordt gebruikt
als een aparte classe, en deze worden met dalende waarschijnlijkheid vergeleken met de
gevraagde vingerafdruk. Door verschillende typen kenmerken te combineren, wordt het mo-
gelijk databases te doorzoeken die 100 maal groter zijn dan zonder het gebruik van deze
techniek mogelijk is.
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